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'Sawyer Brown' booked for Fest

Jeannie Morgan, administrative secretary of
the Office of Student
Activities at MSU is
featured , in a staff
excellence spotlight.
Page 13

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Time. Staff Writer

SPORTS:
With their front line
tossing in 37 points,
the Lady Lakers went
over .500 for the first
time this season after
beating Ballard
Memorial 59-52 Thursday night. Page 10

FRIDAY
January 31
WORLD

Nlayfield attorney Aff Green greeted supporters at a Mayfield rally following the close of the polls in
Thursday's special election.

UNITED NATIONS — Leaders
of the Security Council nations
were in New York today for
their first summit, ready to place
the United Nations at the center
of a new world order and forge
a common policy on peacemaking and arms control. Page 2

Green wins special election
By CANDY MATHERS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff WOW

Despite a light turnout, Thursday's special election for the First
District Senate seat bore no surprises as Mayfield attorney Jeff
Green coasted to an easy victory
over write-in candidates.
A total of 3,544 votes were cast
in the seven-county district, with
Green receiving 2,698. Write-in
ballots totaled 815. Calloway
County had over 20 different writein candidates, with 48 votes going
to Larry Wilson.
"I feel wonderful and relieved,"
Green said. "I wasn't surprised, but
I knew one of my opponents put a
lot of effort into his write-in campaign in the last week and a half
and you never know how things are
going to turn out until the end."
Green will be representing Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, and Trigg counties, and
part of Christian County, until
1993.
Green will leave for Frankfort on
Sunday. He will meet with the
senate leadership on Monday to
discuss commitee appointments and

STATE
FRANKFORT — A citizens
group has urged Kentuckians to
reshape their century-old constitution to better fit the modern
complexities of elections, campaign finance and continuity in
state government. Page 3

SPORTS
The Carlisle County Lady Comets, who brought at 3-10 record
to Murray High Thursday night
and left two top players on the
sidelines, lost 83-40 to the Lady
Tigers. Page 10

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy and cold.
Low 30 to 35. North wind 5 to
10 mph. Saturday: Mostly sunny
and mild. High 50 to 55.

1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.3, +0.1; below 305.9, -0.5
BARKLEY LAKE
354.0, 0.0; below 313.7, -1.1
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.
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Center, Robinson said.
By MIKE EMBRY
Dozens of lawmen and dog
Associated Press Writer
teams combed through a hilly and
CLAY CITY, Ky. — Eight hours wooded area for Baze after the
after allegedly using a semiautoma- shootings at about noon EST.
The house where Baze ended his
tic weapon to kill two eastern Kenfrom authorities was the resiflee
Steven
Ralph
tucky law officers,
Baze Jr. surrendered peacefully at dence of former Estill County
Sheriff Montie Parks, who was at
the home of a former sheriff.
home along with five family memafter
dirty
and
tired
36,
Baze,
going across rugged Powell County bers. Parks said Baze apparently
countryside to a house two miles did not know who lived in the
east of Ravenna in Estill County, house.
turned himself over to authorities
Diana Baze, 48, said she
Thursday night, according to Kenas her husband opened fire
watched
tucky State Police Trooper Lon on the officers outside their log
Fields.
cabin on a hilltop.
Baze was taken to the Estill
"The (deputy) sheriff was going
County Jail immediately after the
to
shoot him,'' Diana Baze said.
arrest, and later transferred to the
"...I
was hollering at the deputy
Montgomery County Jail. He was
and
'no,— and fell to the
said
being charged with two counts of
the instant both her husat
ground
capital murder, Fields said.
the deputy fired a shot.
and
band
Powell County Sheriff's Deputy
turned and ran because
"Ralph
instantly
died
39,
Arthur Briscoe,
she added.
he
was
scared,"
when he was shot in the face with a
to Baze's
gone
had
Briscoe
semiautomatic rifle while attemptCreek at
Hardwicks
on
home
Little
ing to arrest Baze on Ohio warmiles
two
about
Mill,
Vaughns
rants, Trooper Ed Robinson said.
to
serve
City,
Clay
of
south
Sheriff
Steve
Powell County
Toledo, Ohio, warrants. Clay City
Bennett, who was about 40 years
is about 40 miles east of Lexington
old, was fatally shot three or more
iii the Appaladiian foothills.
he
after
chest
the
in
times
Sgt. David Noggle of the Toledo
responded to Briscoe's call for
Department said there were
Police
shortly
radio
backup on the police
five warrants out of Toledo for
before the deputy died, Robinson
Baze. Two were for felonious
said.
and three were for receiving
assault
of
aw
brother-in-l
a
Briscoe was
Bennett, who had been sheriff stolen property. One of the assault
charges came after Baze allegedly
since 1989.
The bodies were taken to Wells rammed a police cruiser with his
Funeral Home in Stanton. Auto- car in October 1986.
The other assault charge
psies were expected today at the
from a separate case.
stemmed
Medical
Kentucky
of
University
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membership. Green will be sworn
in at 3:45 p.m. and fifteen minutes
later will sit as a member of the
senate.
Issues that Green plans to work
toward include pulling for additional bond funds to build a special
events center in Murray and ensuring that no state jobs and layoffs
will occur in this district.
"We may need to tighten the
budget so there will not be any cuts
and layoffs for state employees,"
Green said.
"I want to work on providing
adequate health care coverage for
all the people in Western Kentucky
at a reasonable cost," Green said.
Green also plans to back the economic development project
designed to build a four-lane highway from Bowling Green to Cadiz
and Murray to Mayfield.
Green will face Larry Wilson, a
supervisor at B.F. Goodrich in
Calvert City and Joe McPherson, a
former school superintendent, in
the regular May Democratic primary for a full four-year term.
Larry Wilson voiced his appreciation for all the voters that turned
out for the election, but was disap-

Two lawmen slain,;
suspect surrenders

POLLEN/MOLD

• .:
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pointed by the low voter turnout.
"I carried Carlisle County
against Jeff as a write-in, and that
is the first time in (local) history
that a write-in candidate received
more votes than the candidate
named on the ballot," Wilson
claimed.
Carlisle County Deputy,—Clerk
Theresa Owen reported that Wilson
received 202 votes to Greens' 153.
She could not confirm Wilson's
claim that it was the first time a
write-in candidate had received
more votes than a candidate named
on the ballot.
Wilson vowed to begin campaining today until the end of the state
senate race in May. "There should
be a law that senators should have
to serve out their term so people
wouldn't have to hold special elections and suffer the cost of' them,"
Wilson said.
.The special election for the first
state senate seat was held after
nine-year state Sen. Greg Higdon
of Fancy Farm resigned to become
deputy secretary of the Natural
Resouce Cabinet.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Area residents will once again
have the opportunity to hear a topname country act in concert at this
summer's fifth annual Freedom
Fest.
It was announced at Thursday's
meeting of the Freedom Fest 1992
committee that Sawyer Brown
along with The Roy's and Jeff
Smith from the country variety
show "Hee Haw" have been
booked for the July 3 concert to
begin at 7 p.m. at Murray State
University's Stewart Stadium.
Freedom Fest 1992 activities will
begin June 27 and run through July
5. Statistics show the combined
attenance for last year's festival
was approximately 50,000.
The committee is hosting "West
Kentucky's Biggest Yard Sale"
Saturday, May 16. Funds for Freedom Fest will be obtained through
a $5 minimum donation from individuals and a $10 minimum merchant donation. The entry fee will
cover the cost of advertising and
each entrant's name will be listed
on an official map to be distributed
by the chamber beginning May. 11.
Booth space will be available for
county residents who wish to participate in the Murray-Calloway
County Park. Chamber statistics
show that as many as 10,000 visitors have been drawn to areas
smaller than Murray that hold similar events.
A Freedom Fest 1992 kickoff
party has been scheduled for Feb.
13 at the Commerce Center. Von-

nie Hayes, festival coordinator,
said all potential sponsors have
been invited to attend. Sponsors
will be asked to buy one ticket for
each employee and coordinators
hope they will also buy them for
spouses. A portion of the excess
funds left from this year's festival
will be donated to the Regional
Special Events Center and other
local charities.
Opening night events scheduled
for June 27 begin with the Little
Mr./Miss Pageant at 9 a.m. and
conclude with the Miss Freedom
Fest Pageant at 7 p.m. A community patriotic spiritual singing with
desserts and iced tea will be held
Sunday, June 28 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Other events scheduled include:
•Friday, July 3: The Max B. Hurt
Golf Tournament at the MurrayCalloway County Country Club
sponsored by the Murray Rotary
Club, 8 a.m.; Murray Band Booster
Arts and Crafts Show at MSU's
Stewart Stadium, 5 p.m.; a skydiving exhibition by a retired Army
Screaming Eagle, 6 p.m.; Country
Music Fest '92, 7 p.m., Stewart
Stadium.
*Saturday, July 4: The Biggest
Small Town Parade in America,
sponsored by the Murray Optimist
Club, 9 a.m.; "Music With A
Bang," Community Band and MSU
Choral Union patriotic performance, 8 p.m.; Murray's Largest
Fireworks Spectacular, 9 p.m.
'Sunday, July 5: Playhouse in the
Park dessert cabaret, 8 p.m. This
event is also scheduled for 8 p.m.
July 4.

Yeltsin: more reductions
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
said today he would agree to
reduce the number of what may be
the world's deadliest weapons:
multiple-warhead nuclear missiles.
The United States has been seeking such a step for years, but only
today did Yeltsin, making his first
appearance at the United Nations,
commit himself.
Shortly after he arrived at the
United Nations and sat down for a
brief meeting with SecretaryGeneral Bourns Boutros-Ghali, a
reporter asked the Russian presi-

dent if he would reduce the number
of the long-range missiles, known
as MIRVs, which have several
individually targeted warheads.
"We would," Yeltsin
responded.
His announcement fit the new
mood at the United Nations and the
new world order that has emerged
with the breakup of the Soviet
Union.
Yeltsin was claiming the former
Soviet seat at the United Nations
and joining in a victory party celebrating the end of the Cold War.

Associated Press Writer

Dahmer said
to be sane,
but ruthless

NEW ORLEANS — Can you remember the last time you ate dinner
at the family dining table? Without the television blaring?
Food expert Marion Cunningham says that if your last meal wasn't
cooked at home you are losing more than the extra money you paid —
and the time you saved wasn't worth it.
"We are losing our home life," the California-based cookbook
author and columnist said Thursday at The American Institute of Wine
and Food's Ninth International Conference on Gastronomy.
"Homes have become motels, and maybe the family table now has
the TV on it," she said. "What I would like to see happen is at least
some of what we used to call home life back, instead of having homes
acting like little theaters and people sitting there eating all of this food
they bought."
The traditional family meal is in decline in part because often both
parents have to work. And many single parents have odd hours or more
than one job.
While fast food, microwave meals and other ready-to-eat foods save
time, they exact other costs.
"We're losing, somewhat, our identity," Cunningham said,
"because the things that make us individuals, in a large part, are the
family table and the food that's prepared by somebody there in that
home.... When we live so anonymously, we're really losing a chunk of
our humanness."
With fewer children seeing people cooking, fewer people are learning how to cook, Cunningham said, calling the trend "a loss."
"They think heating is cooking," she said.
And cooking, while time consuming, is not only less expensive, but
also a soothing experience and a wonderful way to shift from the harried and rushed mood of everyday life.
"In a recession, there's no better way to make your money go as far
as possible," she said.
Still, restaurant owner Leah Chase doesn't believe home cooking
will enjoy a revival. She has found a compromise in her restaurant's
take-out service "that, in some ways, will keep people at least at the
dinner table instead of eating in their cars from McDonalds," she said.
"You will never get people returning to the kitchen as you did years
ago, ... because people don't have that time itymore," said Chase,
who owns New Orleans' Dooky Chase restaurant.
"As far as women cooking in the kitchen, you May get them to do
that once a week, maybe," she said. "And they're so tired come Sunday, they don't want to even do it on Sundays because you just don't
have the time."

MILWAUKEE- (AP) — Jeffrey
L. Dahmer was a ruthless but sane
killer who carefully chose victims
for his fantasies of sex and death,
methodically butchered them and
tried not to leave a trail, a prosecutor says.
In opening arguments at Dahmer's sanity trial Thursday, District
Attorney E. Michael McCann
sought to dispel defense arguments
that Dahmer was mentally ill and
tried to control his compulsion to
have sex with dead men.
"This was not an evil man. He
was a sick man," Dahmer's
lawyer, Gerald Boyle, said in his
opening statement.
But McCann said: "Mr. Dahmer
knew at all times that what he was
doing was wrong. This is not the
case of a psychotic man."
Testimony from police detectives
who took Dahmer's confession was
to continue today.
Dahmer has pleaded guilty but
insane to the slayings of 15 men
and boys in Milwaukee. If the jury
finds Dahmer sane, he would spend
the rest of his life in prison. If
judged insane, he would be sent to
a mental institution where, after a
year, he could petition for release
every six months.
Police officers testified Thursday
that Dahmer told them he dismembered his victims and disposed of
their bones by soaking them in acid
and flushing them down a toilet.
Dahmer also said he had sex
with some of the corpses, the officers said.

Missing 'home cooking' may mean
doing without relaxing home life
By KANESTRA CONLEY
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Forecasting gauge slips

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience Novx Otters

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Sa‘e none

In the December index, six of
the II forward-looking indicators
were negative, including a drop in
orders for new plants and equipment, falling orders for consumer
goods and a decrease in unfilled
factory orders that suggested slack
demand.
Other negatives were faster
delivery times, which indicates
declining orders. Also falling was
the money supply and the index
measuring consumer confidence.
Only four of the indicators made
positive contributions: a jump in
building permits, rising prices for
raw materials suggesting increased
demand, a longer workweek and
higher stock prices.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's chief economic forecasting gauge fell 0.3 percent for a
second straight month in December, pulled down by a slide in manufacturing activity and slipping
consumer confidence, the government reported today.
It was the third decline in four
months in the Commerce Department's Index of Leading Economic
Indicators, which is designed to
forecast future activity in the U.S.
economy.
Today's report suggested continued economic weakness in the
months ahead, and is in line with
many analysts' prediction that there
will be no appreciable turnaround
before the spring. It could be summer or even fall, some economists
predict, before the economy shakes
off its sluggishness.

t.PS

M-F 9 a.m.- ti p.m. sat 9 a.m.. 7 p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
753.2380
Iflmpi Plaza
1111w? 641 'S.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

One indicator was unchanged:
the number of weekly jobless
insurance claims.

Center to be named for Fuller

247-8537

A substance abuse treatment center will soon be constructed in
Mayfield in memory of Dr. William H. Fuller.
Trustees of Eloise W. Fuller's

Ross Insurance Agency
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last will and testament made the
announcement of the proposed project in a press conference at Mayfield City Hall this morning. Gayle
Robbins, Steve Story and Virgil
Gilliam, trustees of the will, were
notified in 1986 by the coexecutors of Fuller's estate that
they were named in the will to
receive the memorial fund.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Health-Mental Retardation Board
was named in the will to construct
the center.
Eloise Fuller, a lifetime resident
of Mayfield, died Jan. 6, 1985. Dr.
William H. Fuller, who was a
physician and surgeon in Mayfield
for 39 years, died Jan. 6, 1962.
According to the provisions of
the will the money will be used
"for the purpose of providing a
medical clinic building or .other
building or buildings and equipment for medical services in the
City of Mayfield, Ky. or in Graves
County, within two miles of the
city limits of Mayfield."
One condition of the will is that
the center always maintain Dr.
William H. Fuller's name as part of
the building's name.

Green...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Green felt that by running as an
incumbent in tiv 1992 election he
would be more fftely to receive the
Democratic nomination. "I thought
that would certainly be a plus. I
wanted to go ahead and serve out
the remainder of this term because
I felt it would be better to have the
continuity there," Green said.
The total number of voters, by
county was: Calloway County, 478;
Carlisle County, 377; Christian
County, 36; Fulton County, 447:
Graves County, 1,624; Hickman
County, 325; and Trigg County.
257.
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Introducing...

Ford's Newest
Full-Size Truck

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Thursday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 0-1-3 (zero, one,
three)

1992 Ford Flare Side
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Local News Roundup
POLICE MAKE ARREST IN PARK

Aaron Russell Wilkinson, 18, of 405 N. Seventh St, Murray, was arrested at
12 42 a.m. Friday morning in the Murray City Park According to reports, the
arrest stemmed from Wilkinson being found in possession of a concealed
handgun when searched by officers after having been detained following a
complaint. While taking to Wilkinson, Officer Nicky Knight saw Wilkinson
reaching up his coat, at which time Wilkinson was searched and the handgun found. Wilkinson was also charged with possession of a handgun by a
convicted felon and unlawful possession of a Schedule IV non-narcotic. He
was lodged in the Calloway County

LAUNDRY BURGLARIZED
Boone's Coin Laundry, 1207 Main St., was burglarized SOffletlfTle before
10.09 a.m. Thursday. The burglary was reported by Boone's.employee Leonard McPhail, after he found some displaced celing tile near the locked
office Further investigation by police revealed that the intruder did gain
entry into the office, but nothing was found to be missing.

MAN ROBS MAYFWLD PHARMACY
Mayfield police are looking for a man who robbed a pharmacy and struck an
employee Employees of Gibson's Discount Pharmacy, 715 E. Broadway,
told police that a man entered the pharmacy about 1:30 p.m. Wednesday,
grabbed a plastic display case containing about 12 watches a ran out the
front door. Police said emplooyee Allen Hass tried to stop the man and was
struck in the face. The man then dropped the watches, valued at $530, and
ran. According to published reports, authorities had a suspect in mind, but
had made no arrest as of late Thursday.

CCFR RESPONDS TO STRUCTURE FIRE
The Calloway County County Fire and Rescue Squad responded to a strucutre fire on the Van Cleave Road at 1:21 p.m. Thursday. Upon arrival, the
attic space of the wood frame house owned by Woodrow Hicks was burning.
According to CCFR Information Officer Mike Sykes, the fire had started from
heat and sparks from the home's wood stove- flue. Firemen crawled into the
attic space and extinguished the fire with a booster line. The roof suffered
minor damage. Four units and 16 men were at the scene for one hour. At
3:53 p.m. Thursday, the CCFR responded to a field fire on land owned by
Dan Miller on Highway 893 North off Highway 94. Dry conditions had
caused a trash fire to spread quickly causing it to take about one hour for
firemen to extinguish the blaze. Three units and 10 men responded. Sykes
asks all residents to be extremely careful when burning because of the dry
conditions.

News of the World
U.N. CENTER OF NEW WORLD ORDER
UNITED NATIONS — Leaders of the Security Council nations were in New
York today for their first summit, ready to place the United Nations at the
center of a new world order and forge a common policy on peacemaking
and arms control. Even five years ago it would have been unthinkable for
world leaders to rush to the United Nations — long considered monumentally ineffective. But after a string of U.N. peacemaking and peacekeeping successes, they are drawn to the world stage. The gathering of leaders of the
15 Security Council nations marks the first time since the founding of the
world organization in 1945 that the council, the most powerful U.N. body,
has convened at the highest level. Collective security, arms control and
nuclear nonproliferation are the major themes of a declaration the leaders
were to approve, with brief mention of the virtues of democracy and human
rights despite China's objections.

BREAST MILK AND MENTAL DEVELOPMENT
LONDON— A study provides evidence that breast milk may have a beneficial affect on the mental development of children. In a study of 300 children
who were born prematurely, children who were fed breast milk scored sig_nificantly higher on 10 tests than children who received formula only. The
results are reported in the Feb. 1 issue of the Lancet, a British medical journal. Previous studies linking breast milk to intelligence have caused considerable controversy. Many doctors wondered whether benefits attributed to
the milk were in fact due to mothers' motivation and education, or bonding
during feeding.

CONDOMS FOR WOMEN: SAFE & EFFECTIVE?
ROCK VILLE, Md. — Government experts are weighing whether a condom
for women lives up to the manufacturer's claims it is a safe and elective
barrier to pregnancy and diseases, including AIDS. The device has been
approved for sale in Europe, and a recommendation today from a panel
advising the Food and Drug Administration could open the way for marketing it in the United States. "I'm optimistic," said Cindy Pearson of the
National Women's Health Network, an organization that monitors the FDA's
handling of women's health issues and is particularly interested in barrier
contraceptives. After moving quickly to test the device — taking just six
months instead of a couple of years — the FDA appeared headed toward
approving it, she said.

WHY CABLE COMPANIES HATE COMPETITION
WASHINGTON — If you live in Vidalia, Ga., you can get 30 channels on
cable television for $12.90 a month. But if you move 25 miles down the road
to Swainsboro your bill would go up to $19.75 for essentially the same service from the same company. The difference is that Vidalia is one of a handful of communities where two cable companies compete for customers. In
Swainsboro, the company has a monopoly. And when there is only one
cable company, rates are always higher and service is sometimes questionable, according to congressional research. The Senate says it is responding
to consumer complaints about rates and quality of cable TV service with
legislation it expects to pass today and send to the House.

'STEALTH COMPENSATION' FOR EXECUTIVES
WASHINGTON — The enormous paychecks of some big U.S. business
executives — especially through lucrative but often complex stock option
plans — are under attack again on Capitol Hill. "Stealth compensation" is
what Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., calls the option plans that give executives a
right to buy their company's stock on a given date at a predetermined price.

DETAILS OF DAHMER'S CONFESSION
MILWAUKEE — (Editor's note: Details may offend and/or disturb some
readers.) Jeffrey L. Dahmer talked to police for hours about how he mutilated 17 men and boys, flushed their acid-soaked bones down a toilet and
ate one man's biceps, said detectives who took his confession. The
31 -year-old former chocolate factory worker smoked cigarettes and sipped
coffee and soda as he confessed last July to "filleting" the flesh and boiling
the skulls of his victims, said police Detective Dennis Murphy. Detectives
who took Dahmer's 160-page confession during 60 hours of interviews
began reading the document Thursday to jurors at Dahmer's sanity trial.
Testimony was to continue today. According to the confession, Dahmer
destroyed the bones of some victims, but saved the skulls "of the goodlooking ones."

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

The world's best selling trucks just got better!
Ford has introduced the all new 1992 Flare Side available in two-wheel drive, fourwheel drive and a Supercab model. Available in a wide variety of colors, the new Flare
Side's aerodynamic front end design, driver-oriented instrument panel and car-like
interior comfort help make it one of the best built trucks in America.

A Special Health Service For Men
Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer death in men
A symptoms are usually present in early stages
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early

Come by today
and test drive the all new
1992 Ford Flare Side
There's plenty in stock
and plenty on the way!

This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
"Five-Time Consecutive Chairman's Award Winner
SCREENING CONDUCTED BY APPOINTMENT DURING FEBRUARY.

Since 1928
FORD
mERCuRY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford 111
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

CALL TOLL FREE FOR

APPOINTMENT
Local:
753-0604
In Kentucky:
1-800-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
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Citizens' committee recommends updating constitution
of research and discussion among
its 53 members.
Associated Press Writer
The council's suggestions were
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A citizens presented to the General Assembly,
group has urged Kentuckians to which could pot any of them on the
reshape their century-old constitu- November ballot during its current
tion to better fit the modern com- session.
"We expect some amendments
plexities of elections, campaign
finance and continuity in state to pass in this legislative session
and to be approved by the voters in
government.
The blueprint for constitutional /November," said Sheryl G. Snydchanges unveiled Thursday recom- er, chairman of the Kentucky Cenmended gubernatorial succession ter for Public Issues, which formed
and a smaller lineup of statewide the council last year.
"But our antiquated constitution
elected officials.
Other changes suggested by the has shackled us for a century, and
group of civic leaders would we therefore expect our efforts to
reduce the number of elections, change it may take several years.
reform campaign financing, foster We hope to bring the Constitution
economic development efforts and of Kentucky into the 20th century
overhaul procedures for electing before it is over."
The recommendations for guberjudges.
succession, a shorter list of
natorial
Constithe
by
Recommendations
tutional Improvement Policy Coun- state elected officials and uniform
cil were the product of six months elections are backed by Gov. Bre-

By BRUCE SCHREINER

reton Jones.
The council urged reducing
statewide elected offices to four:
governor, lieutenant governor,
attorney general and auditor of
public accounts.
Lawmakers would decide what
to do with the offices of state treasurer, secretary of state and commissioner of agriculture, it said.
Those officers could be appointed
by the governor and confirmed by
the Senate, it said.
Halting the election of "lesser
offices" would let voters concentrate on key elections and promote
.a team effort in government, the
council said.
"It would diminish the highly
political nature of offices historically used as a 'musical chairs' of
candidates seeking these offices,
allowing the governor to fill these
positions with individuals who will
work as members of a team in

Scientists thrilled with shuttle work
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (AP) — Joyful scientists
retrieved their experiments from
Discovery and astronauts endured
still more dizzying tests after a
mission that paved the way for
NASA's planned space station.
"We're just thrilled to death.
We're walking around off the
floor," said Alex McPherson, a
University of California, Riverside,

biochemist studying virus protein
crystals grown during the flight.
The shuttle and seven astronauts
landed at this Mojave Desert military base Thursday morning after
an eight-day Spacelab mission that
carried the $70 million International Microgravity Laboratory. TV
were greeted by 18,500 spectators.
After a day of medical tests,
shuttle commander Ronald Grabe,

gubernatorial authority ends at the
state line. The lieutenant governor
becomes acting chief executive in
the governor's absence. The line of
succession continues through the
Senate president pro tern, secretary
of state and attorney general.
The council also recommended
creation of a general accounting
office to "provide continuity in the
oversight" of the state's finances.
Council members also recom-

leadipg state government," the
council said.
The cpuncil also recommended
abolishing the positions of superintendent of public instruction and
railroad commissioner.
In the same proposal, the four
remaining elected statewide officers could succeed themselves for
one additional four-year term, after
1995. That would bar current
incumbents from seeking reelection.
Allowing consecutive terms
would promote long-range planning
and continuity in state government,
the council said.
The same proposal would have
candidates for governor and
lieutenant governor run as a team
for the primary and general elections and would allow the governor
to retain governing powers when
traveling out of the state.
Under the current constitution,

mended that the frequency of elections be reduced by restricting
them to even-numbered years.
That's when legislative and congressional elections are held, but
governors and other statewide officials are elected in odd-numbered
years.
Consolidating elections would
save the state money and "relieve
the electorate from the current constant election cycle."
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pilot Stephen Oswald and mission
specialist William Readdy were to
fly home to Houston today.
The other four astronauts will
stay in California until Saturday
night, repeating many of the tests
conducted in space, including
reflex and eye movement exams,
urine and blood tests, and nauseainducing rides on lurching sleds
and rotating chairs.

Death sentence recommended
DELAND, Fla.(AP) — A prostitute who confessed to killing seven
men wept as a jury recommended
that she die in the electric chair for
the shooting death of one of them.
The recommendation made
Thursday by jurors who convicted
Aileen Wuornos of first-degree
murder is not binding. Circuit
Judge Uriel Blount could opt today
to sentence Wuornos to life in prison without possibility of parole for
25 years.
Wuornos, 35, was convicted
Monday of first-degree murder in
the 1989 shooting death, of 51-yearold Richard Mallory. The Clearwater businessman picked her up near
Tampa and drove to an area north
of Daytona Beach.

Wuornos has admitted killing six
other men she said picked her up
for sex. She said she killed the men
in self-defense after they became
abusive.
Of the 160 people executed since
the U.S. Supreme Court reinstated
the death penalty in 1976, just one
was a woman. Velma Barfield was
put to death in North Carolina in
1984 for poisoning a boyfriend.
Two women are on death row in
Florida.
Public defenders are expected to
argue in their appeal that Wuornos
did not receive a fair trial because
of extensive pretrial publicity and
the introduction of testimony from
all of the highway killings.
In closing arguments in the pen-

alty phase Thursday, State Attorney John Tanner belittled the
defense assertion that Wuornos suffered from a personality disorder.
"Mental impairment is the
defense of last resort," Tanner
said. "The entire-framework of this
defense mechanism called mental
impairment ... is based upon Aileen
Wuomos' story."
Assistant Public Defender Tricia
Jenkins said Wuornos, 35, was
under extreme mental and emotional disturbance when she killed Mallory. "In her mind, in her perception, she thought she was in danger," Ms. Jenkins said.
Wuornos has been charged in
four other killings but no trial dates
have been set.

You Don't Have To
Be A Farmer

Bomb hurled at U.S. Embassy
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — Security forces sealed off mosques in
fundamentalist neighborhoods
today, the weekly Muslim prayer
day, continuing a crackdown on the
Islamic movement.
There were unconfirmed reports
that police fired warning shots to
disperse a crowd trying to reach a
mosque at the University of
Algiers.

Police also reported that a homemade bomb was thrown into the
garden of the U.S. Embassy on
Thursday, causing minor damage
but no injuries. There was no indication who staged the attack, the
first on the embassy since Algerian
independence in 1962.
Roads leading to the Es-Sunna
mosque, in Algiers' low-income
Bab el-Oued district, and the Kou-

Dropped HUMVEE disappears
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— An Army HUMVEE disappeared after being dropped intentionally from a helicopter in a fog
bank during routine training.
A CH47 Chinook helicopter
hauling the vehicle released it
Wednesday when the copter flew
into the fog over Fort Campbell.
A search for the vehicle in a

heavily wooded area by air and
ground units continued Thursday.
The HUMVEE, an acronym for
"high mobility multipurpose
wheeled vehicle," replaced the
Army jeep. It gained instant fame
in Operation Desert Storm when it
was shown on television scooting
across the sand and hauling jubilant
U.S. soldiers into Kuwait as Sad-

Fixed Adjustable Rate Mortgage

ba mosque across town were
blocked off by soldiers and helmeted policemen who turned back
pedestrians and motorists unless
they could prove they lived in the
area.
At Kouba, soldiers with
unsheathed bayonets patrolled near
armored vehicles mounted with
machine guns.

dam Hussein's elite troops surrendered in mass.
Army officials said the vehicle
was released as a precaution so the
copter could fly upward to escape
the fog.
They said theft has been Mlecl
out because the area is not accessible to the general public.
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"Serving Your Needs Today To Build For Tomorrow"
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HIT MOVIES OF THE '60s,'70s &'80s

Catch These Movies:
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• Butch Cassidy &
The Sundance. Kid
• Cleopatra
• The Pink Panther
• Funny Girl
• in Cold Blood & more!

••Rocky
• High Anxiety
• Patton
• The Poseidon Adventure
• Superman
• The Gauntlet & more!

• The Last Emperor
• Blue Thunder
• A Chorus Line
• Dirty Dancing
•'Roxanne
• Police Academy & more!

Saturday; February 1 thru
Sunday, February 9
•
Tune Into Channel 40 For A Different Movie
Every Night in Prime Time.

Commercial free •On-Air hosts provide the
"inside story" before every movie
Uncut • 24 Hours a day
"Watch for HUGE money-saving offer on how to subscribe
to this new premium service.".
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Letters to the Editor
GED results in accomplishments

Philosophers and cleavage
Maybe the anthropologists can explain it. Or the Freudian psychiatrists.
There must be some credible explanation for Western society's fascination
with the female breast. This ancient
obsession is very much in the news
these days with the controversy over
silicone implants.
In one view the controversy is of
primary interest only to the women
who receive the implants and the
surgeons who put them in place. But
there is also the interest of the product
manufacturer, the manufacturer's potential competition, the plaintiffs' lawyers, the lexical bureaucracy and the
freedom-loving philosopher.
At the moment, this is the situation.
The Food and Drug Administration
on Jan. 6 issued a moratorium on the
sale of the silicone implants. The
action culminated months of indecision. The FDA had some information
indicating that in some women the
implants could cause serious problems. Dr. David A. Kessler finally
flexed his muscle as commissioner of
the FDA. Temporarily, perhaps permanently, women cannot have the
operation performed. The government will permit them to have alternative procedures invovling saline or
peanut oil instead.
Since silicone implants were developed in the early 1960s, an estimated
2 million women have received them.
Their experience has been over-
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James Kilpatrick
Syndicated coItunnist
whelmingly successful. About onethird of the surgical procedures have
been performed on women who want
their breasts reconstructed after
mastectomies. The other two-thirds
are cosmetic. One survey found that
71 percent of the recipients were
"very satisfied" with the results. Only
1 percent were very dissatisfied.
Most plastic surgeons believe the
reports of silicone's adverse effects
are exaggerated. The principal manufacturer, Dow Corning Corp., defends its research. Critics of the
implants warn that as many as 15 to 20
percent of recipients eventually will
have problems. The implant will leak,
or form fibrous tissue, or mask the
findings of a mamogram. Plaintiffs'
lawyers meanwhile are licking their
lips. They see a billion dollars in
contingent damage awards just waiting to be raked in.
Where does the political philosopher come in? Right here. Let us make
an assumption and then raise a ques-

Post office site doesn't solve problems
Dear Editor:
in the old building
Can anyone remember when the Post Office was
you could rarely
front,
out
traffic
of
line
a
always
downtown? There was
for the postal
line
in
wait
find a parking place, and you always had to
clerk.
years, they built a
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What great foresight and
Guinn H. Jones
Rt. 7, Box 276, Mut-Yay

tion. The assumption is that a woman
who is considering breast augmentation has been fully informed of the
risks that she is taking. She has been
given authoritative literature to read.
Her surgeon has discussed the pros
and cons with her. Now the decision
should be hers. But now it is not hers.
This is the question: In a free
country, how did a woman's breasts
get to be the business of government?
The answer, I submit, is that breasts
are none of government's business at
all.
Government has an obligation to
protect the public health. That is why
we have laws against contaminated
foods; we have laws of quarantine; we
have laws against spitting on the
sidewalk and laws against harboring
rats. Government's duty, as the Constitution makes clear, is to promote
the "general" welfare.
Government has no obligation, and
no authority, to protect individual
health. I made the argument in 1960

against putting sodium fluoride in
public water supplies. I made the
argumet in 1968 in the matter of
DMSO, a chemical that showed
promise in treating arthritis and other
serious ailments. I argued in 1969 for
something called Panalba. I forget
what it was for.
i argued in 1978 in the matter of
sodium valproate for epileptics. For
six years I defended the right of
terminal cancer patients to obtain a
probably innocuous drug called Laetrile. It was made from peach pits. The
government never said it was unsafe;
the government just insisted it was not
"efficacious." Thousands of cancer
victims thought it was.
Right now I am railing at Dr.
Kessler for stonewalling on Tacrinc, a
drug that may benefit many victims of
Alzheimer's disease. Those who are
dying of AIDS should have access to
any drug that shows significant promise. And in the name of individual
liberty - a right ensured by the
Constitution - I urge an immediate end
to the moratorium on breast implants.
To the extent that it protects us
against outright fraud, contamination
and contagion, the FDA performs a
useful, even an indispensable function. There is no conservative position
in support of botulinus. But the
government's authoritarian powers
should end right where a woman's
breasts begin.
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Never ruffle a Virgo

First seat belts, then broccoli!

(ATTEArTION EDITORS: Mae
Royko if on vacation. In lus absence,
we are reprinting someof hisfaovrity
coliunns. This column originally appeared on Jan. 8, 1970)
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I sat down in a restaurant to have
lunch, and there it was again.
On the place mat were printed those
generalized horoscropes,the kind that
reveal your personality and character
traits.
I tried to avoid looking at it,
because I ICJICW what mine would say.
They're always the same.
Finally I looked; "You have a
logical, analytical and precise mind,
which causes you to hate disorder.
You must guard against being cold,
unemotional and fault-finding."
That's the burden of being born
between Aug. 24 and Sept. 23, a
Virgo. Even if you are muddled,
sloppy, sweet-tempered,compassionate, gentle and kind - as lam -you are
constantly told by the horoscopes that
you are a cold-eyed, precise, logical
nit-picker.
Not that i believe this nonsense.
Logic tells me it is meaningless.
But it is irriiating_ickbc followed
through life by it.
Had I been born a few weeks
earlier, my horoscope OD- that place
mat would have said I was a "born
leader, bold, energetic, proud and
ambitious."
•
Almost any other sign is better than
Virgo. Take Aquarius: "A trialblazing mind ... inventive ... progressive ... fairminded, and tolerant."
Or Aries: "The pioneer type, with
contempt for all difficulties and

noticed a speck on my fork, so I sent
danger."
A few weeks' delay in birth and I
would have read: "Your shrewd business capacity would guide you to the
very pinnacle of success. The magnetic personality which you possess has
great glamour for the opposite sex."
All of it is silly, of course, but at
least it would have been a bit more
flattering. And accurate.
While sitting in the restaurant, I
decided to conduct an experiment. I
would ask the busboy, waitress, manager and cook for their birth dates.
We'd see how accurate the horoscope
was.
The busboy came to the table, but
before I could ask him his birth date, I

him off for a clean one, warning him
against such slovenliness.
He mumbled something about the
dishwasher, but I pointed out that he,
as the bearer of the fork, bore the final
responsibility for its condition. That
had hardly been said when he put
down the water glass hard, splashing
the tablecloth, which I asked to be
replaced.
The waitress came for my order. I
had to repeat it twice. Then I had to
send my drink back, because it had an
olive instead of a twist of lemon.
I decided not to ask for her birth
date bccaue she probably Wouldn't
remember it. Besides, she was busy
returning my food to the kitchen. It
was underdone.
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The owner, a woman,came out and
asked what was wrong. Nothing was
wrong. I told her, except that the
entire meal had been miserably
bungled.
She began to weep and talk about
her problems as a widow,trying to run
a business. I told her there was no
need to get emotional about it. As an
adult,she should be able to discuss her
inadequacies rationally.
An example, I pointed out, was the
salt shaker. Four of its 11 tiny holes
were clogged. The ashtry contained
an ash from a previous customer's
cigar. And the salad had been placed
on the wrong side.
I suggested that she study methods
used by other, more efficient restaurants, and adapt them when applicable.
Also, fire the cook.
The cook was her brother-in-law,
she said, and desperately needed the
job. I warned her against mixing
sentiment with business but that, if
she persisted in employing him, she
could cut costs by lowering his pay.
Finally, I suggested she get rid of
those place mats. She asked why, and
I told her that I had come there to cat,
not to be told! was unemotional,cold,
fault-finding and so on.
That was an insult, I added, and
therefore my tip would be precisely
10 percent, rather than the normal 15
percent, or the more generous 20
percent.
With that, I departed. I never did
get her birth date. She seemed to be
upset, and was taking a tranquilizer.
My final words were a warning to
avoid getting emotional. And to turn
down the music. It was much too loud.
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Dad remains in jail seven years after daughter vanishes
But Sheppard's lawyer, Steven
took the girl to visit relatives in
insists that his client doesn't
Glink,
Sanders
Tennessee, returning her to
know where the girl is.
sometime in December.
"I can't help but feel that it's
Sanders says there was an arguhe's the man that he's prebecause
there
although
ment and a struggle,
to
be lying," said Glink.
sumed
were no witnesses to one.
is that it's because
feeling
"My
and
She contacted police
he's a man and the judge wouldn't
reported her daughter missing, and
believe a mother would lie in a
Sheppard was arrested in July
like this."
case
18
served
1985. He eventually
Sanders, meanwhile, returns to
months of a three-year sentence on
court periodically for hearings to
an awful a child-abduction charge.
a member of the Senate Armed said, "No one is going to say there "We'd have gone through
make sure that Sheppard stays in
a
case."
such
in
supplies
lot
of
is absolutely no excess."
Services Committee.
He was freed when his sentence jail until he talks.
But Wilson, whose agency is the
Of the $100 million worth of
The General Accounting Office,
was up, but was ordered to return
State police say the case remains
supplies in warehouses, the Penta- leading purchaser of "consum- a congressional investigative agento court within a few days with his open for Deborah, who would be 9
mediand
clothes
as
such
is
ables"
gon says roughly one-third
cy, said this week in a letter to
daug-r._ when he showed up in now. Relatives who saw her toward
excess. Yet it continues buying, cine for the military forces, said Levin that the 1993 defense supply
courearone, he was jailed on con- the end of 1984 were interviewed
Levin was exaggerating the prob- budget should be cut by $5 billion.
Levin said in a floor speech.
tempt charges and has been held again last year, said Sanders'
'The Pentagon has often dis- lem and wasn't crediting the Pentasince.
ever
lawyer, Joan Colen.
The GAO said it hadn't studied
you drop' men- gon for its cost-saving efforts.
played a 'shop
for
plan
Sanders, a part-time employee at
spending
the
Pentagon's
the
of
reading
judge's
the
the
By
in
purchasing
our
of
lot
Levin
"A
tality for the past 10 years,"
its
basing
restaurant, says she has
a
fast-food
was
and
year
long
next
as
held
law, Sheppard may be
past was in anticipation of a (war)
said. "We need to take some
of
her resources trying to
all
tapped
budgets.
n
past
on
incarceratio
tion
recommenda
believes
said.
he
court
the
as
with the Soviet Union,"
money away so that these excess
back, but won't
her
daughter
get
Debormay induce him to reveal
purchases simply can't be made."
quit.
.
ah's whereabouts
Larry J. Wilson, spokesman for
the Defense Logistics Agency,

Judge Marjan Staniec ruled two
weeks ago that Deborah's father,
Odell Sheppard, will remain in jail
until he answers that question. But
Sheppard insists he doesn't know
where his daughter is, and his
lawyer says he is being jailed

CHICAGO (AP) — Deborah
Sanders was 2 years old when her
father took her from her mother's
arms. Seven years later, the girl's
father is in jail on contempt
charges, but her mother still asks:
"Where's Deborah?"

unfairly.
In the meantime, Deborah's
mother, Norell Sanders, continues
to live the same nightmare.
"I wonder if she's alive. I wonder if she's in school, if someone's
taking care of her," Sanders said.

"I wonder every day."
Deborah's mysterious odyssey
began Sept. 29, 1984, when Sheppard arrived at Sanders' Chicago
apartment. The two were not married and didn't live together.
Sheppard has said he simply

Senator says military has bad shopping policy
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sep.
Carl Levin says the Pentagon has a
"shop 'til you drop" policy
although its warehouses are packed
with more food, clothes, medicine
and other supplies than it needs.
"It's mind -boggling ... staggering," the Michigan Democrat said
Thursday. He proposed cutting billions of dollars from the military
budgei
The armed services have about
$250 billion worth of goods in
warehouses, depots, bases and contractor facilities, Levin said. He is

Predictions stump experts

BETHESDA, Md.(AP) — Even
though the country has yet to shake
off this year's flu epidemic, government experts already are trying
to figure out what's going to make
everyone sick next year.
They need to do this so the drug
1. You are declarer at Six Dia- returns a low spade. You hopefully
but
dummy,
rs can start making the
from
manufacture
queen
the
play
of
monds and North leads the jack
clubs. You win with the queen and even if South shows up with the new vaccine, a sort of customlead a trump to the ace, South dis- king, you still have the heart finesse brewed cocktail designed to nail
carding a heart. How would you play to fall back on.
what might ail.
The advantage of this method of
the hand?
So far, the experts are stumped.
play is that you make the slam if "One thing in influenza you
EAST
WEST
North has the king of spades or if learn is that when you make a pre46 A Q 5 2
+
South has the king of hearts — diction, it will be wrong," said Dr.
V 1O9
AQ
roughly a 3-to- I shot in your favor. Ron Levandowski, who oversees
• A 76 3
•.1 10 98 5 4 2
This obviously gives you a much
+632
4A K
influenza programs for the Food
2. You are declarer with the West betterchance than simply relying on and Drug Administration.
hand at Three Notrump. North leads one finesse or the other.
An FDA panel of experts spent
2.Cash the A-K of spades to see
the six of hearts, which you win in
in a room with the curThursday
it
If
3-2.
divided
is
suit
the
whether
would
How
dummy with the queen.
craning their necks to
drawn,
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assure
to
is, continue with a spade
you play the hand?
maps and table after
slides,
up
at
turn
look
should
South
If
tricks.
nine
EAST
WEST
•A K J 8 3 with four spades to the queen, shift table of numbers projected on a big
+ 6 5 2.
your attention to clubs, playing the screen.
Q4
A 85
K-2 and planning to finesse the jack.
All they feel comfortable in say•A 6
•9 7 4
If South has Q-x-x or Q-x of clubs, ing now is that some of this year's
4 K 75 2
4 A J 6 :3
you also have nine tricks.
flu, now officially declared an
If you learn at trick three that epidemic, will be around next year,
1. It looks as though you mast
choose whether to take a spade or a North started with four spades to but it probably will not be the
heart finesse — both even-money the queen, lead a low club to the ace dominant strain. That's because
shots — but actually your chances followed by a spade towards the J-8- lots of people now have immunity
3.This assures four spade tricks and
are much better than that.
since they were sick with it or got
the contract.
trick
at
spades
of
ace
the
Cash
a flu shot for it.
premaa
is
avoid
to
thing
The one
three. ruff a spade,then play the AThis year's flu, A-Beijing-353,
K of clubs. If North follows suit or ture spade or club finesse. You must
itself last year, showing
announced
to
spades
of
A-K
the
cashing
by
start
discards, you next put him on lead
with a trump. If he returns the king have the best chance to make the up as a little ripple on the bottom
of spades or a heart or a club, you're contract, because only then will you of the liraphs that the epidemiologists keep. That ripple is called a
out of the woods, so let's say he know what to do next.
play.
wave," and is a signal of
"herald
defensive
ed
Tomorrow: A sophisticat

Contract Bridge

Test Your Dummy Play

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

what may be the dominant strain of
flu the following season.
Finding the ripple, identifying it
and making the best guess the data
allow is an annual eveni Each
year's flu vaccine has to be
different.
"The flu virus is continually
evolving," said Dr. Louisa Chapman of the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
The lead time to make the vaccine is long because the virus for
the shots has to be grown in eggs,
refined and distributed.
Levandowski said the manufacturers like to get started in January,
and even then they feel like they're
running late.
The decision Thursday by the
panel of experts who advise the
FDA will let the manufacturers get
started making part of the vaccine
cocktail, the part with this year's
flu in it, Levandowski said. There
are two other parts to the vaccine,
covering other strains of flu, and
decisions on them may not be made
until March, he said.
For the 1991-92 flu season, manufacturers made 35 million doses
of flu vaccine, Levandowski said.
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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$3.95 per yd.
$4.50

Kftchen Print-Action Back
Kangaback

$16,995
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Issause

$8.99 per yd.
$4.50 per
1100 ft. Blue Gray Commercial Plush
5 Rolls Approx. 150 ft. Each 26 oz. Commercial $3.

All Ber-Ber Carpet In Stock

$22,995
-6,000

List Price
R.O. Disc.
Sale Price

MI•

AMINSIMINISEL

Approx. 80 oz. 400 ft. Bark Tan-Beige

S3.95 per
$6.95 per

#7250

•All rebates!Itaned to dealer plus tax & license.
—
-11114.
&jaw i•

209 Ft. Impression Commercial Carpet Graphic Print
Blue, Beige, Gray

300 ft. 28 oz. Commercial Carpet
Teal Green - Peach - Tan

1992
CONVERSION VAN

1992 CADILLAC
ELDORADOS &
SEVILLES
ARE HERE!

1992 C-1500
SILVERADO

1992 S-10
#6449

yd.
yd.

Genlse Yarn Carpet 13' Wide Heavy Trace Sculptured
Assorted Colors - Regular Price $14.99 Sale Price
Only 9 Left )cf 125 ft. Rolls - Closeout

#6789

$8,931
-1,436

List Price
R.O. Disc.
Sale Price

$7,495

All rebates assigned to dealer plus tax & license.
'
Ll

$6.99

$14,771
-2,176

List Price
R.O. Disc.
Sale Price

$12,595
• ,

'All rebates assigned to dealer plus tax & license.

All Types

KAMAN:KR.

;s

-Sculptured
-Trackless
•Plush In Stock
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#6868

$16,206
-2,411

List Price
R.O. Disc.
Sale Price

Commercial
Level Loop
Lots of Selections

$10,119
-980

List Price
R.O. Disc.
Sale Price

$13,795

'Al] rebates assigned to dealer plus tax & license.

$9,139

Everything must go! Unbelieveable Bargains!
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Come See The - Georgia Boy

The Carpet 8 Vinyl Store
Look for the Old Steam Engines

641 South On Hazel Hwy.

Murray

753-0074
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Paducah, KY
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442-6184
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Come By & Get Your FREE Almanac Calendar
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'All rebates assigned to dealer plus tax & license.
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Padding Special Price With Purchase
Hundreds of Short Rolls To Choose From'
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#6884

•

Thousands of yards of carpet to choose from.
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1992
CAVALIER

1992 LUMINA

3.954.95
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2
$
per yard
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7 Colors
Of Vinyl
To Choose
From
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CALENDAR
Friday, Jan. 31

Friday, Jan. 31

AA/8 p.m/American Legion Hall/
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-431A.

Campus Lights 1952/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Info/762-4288

Games/8 pm./Murray Moose
Lodge.

"Chocolat" International
film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Jo Burkeen

Murray Today editor
Calloway County High School will have a special Alumni Basketball
Program on Saturday, Feb. 1. All former men basketball graduating
seniors are invited to take part in this special activity. Members of the
classes from 1981 to 1991 will play at 6:30 p.m.; members of classes
from 1971 to 1980 at 7:30 p.m.; and members of classes from 1961 to
1970 at 8:30 p.m. Calloway County High School opened in the fall of
1960 with the consolidation of the five high schools at Almo, Faxon,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove and New Concord. Performing between the
games will be participants of the Third Annual Cheerleading Clinic for
girls, kindergarten through the fifth grade, to be Saturday, Feb. 1, from
8:30 a.m. to 12 noon at CCHS. This clinic will be sponsored by the CCHS
Cheerleaders. Randy McCallon, assistant basketball coach at CCHS, said
a small admission charge will be received for the basketball games which
will be go toward the boys' basketball program at the school.

West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Admission free.

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Kim
brideBandarra,
Barry
of
elect
Thacker, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Kim and Barry will
be married February
15, 1992.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
lnfor153-TEEN.

Supper at Willis Center tonight

Saturday, Feb. 1
High School Youth of St. Leo's
Catholic Church/Valentine's
dinner/Knights of Columbus Hall/7
p.m.

The Ladies Auxiliary of H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of
Foreign Wars will have a chili supper tonight (Friday) at 5:30 p.m. at the
Dave Willis Center on North L.P. Miller Street, Murray. The price for supper
including chili dogs and cold drinks will be $1.50 and under. Items will be
priced separately.

Dance at WOW Cmp Lodge, U.S.
.641 North/7-10:30
Highway
p.m/public invited but no alcohol
or drugs allowed.

WAL-MART
•

JO'S DATEBOOK

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We are pleased to
that
announce
Christie Edmonds,
bride-elect of Kevin
Williams,,has made
her domestic and
household se!ections
through our bridal
registry.
Christie and Kevin
will be married February 29, 1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9., Sun. 12-6

Its the Final Days
of Pier l's January
Clearance starting
Friday at 9:00 a.m.

20%

Oaks Country Club Bridge
changed to Feb. 8.
Campus Lights 1992/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Info/762-4288.

Four Rivers will meet
Melinda Pember has been selected as Valentine Queen of Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority. Mrs. Pember is employed
in the offices of Clark Family Medical Center. She and her husband,
Steve, have one daughter, Meagan. Mrs. Pember will be honored by
the sorority at a Valentine banquet on Thursday, Feb. 6, at 7 p.m. at
Seafood Express.

Guier works oil Press Book

West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Show/8 a.m./West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Admission free.

Temple Hill Lodge plans meeting

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./opcn 5 to 11 p.m.
info/753-TEEN.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Saturof
day, Feb. 1, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464 east
the
of
master
Colson,
Odell
Degree.
Second
in
the
Almo. Work will be
lodge, invites all Master Masons to attend.

Football Banquet/8 p.m./Curris
Center, Murray State University.

Boating Safety Course planned
A free boating safety course will be Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 3 and 4,
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Mississippi Room, third floor of Curris Center, Murray
State University. The course will :be offered by the Kentucky Water Patrol
will
and is free and open to the public. Each one completing the course
the
receive a safe boating certificate. The course is co-sponsored by
Department of Continuing Education at MSU and by the Kentucky Water
Patrol.

Annual eagle tours/Woodlands
Nature Center, Land Between the
am.
Lakes/9-11:30
24-1238.
Info/1-9
Sunday, Feb. 2
Martha Guier works to meet the deadline of Feb. 1 for the completion
of the press book of the Murray Woman's Club. The book includes
activities and civic projects of the Murray Club for 1991 and will be
judged by state oMcials with the winner to be announced at the April
meeting of the Kentucky _Federation of Women's Clubs at Louisville.
This is the third year for Guier to prepare the press book which has
won first in the state for the past two years. Guier, who retired as
director of Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State University, said she enjoyed doing the press book because of the many
accomplishments and work of the local club. Guier was director of
placement at MSU before being museum director and retired after 42
years of service at MSU.

Campus Lights 1992/2
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Info/762-4288.
AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./Amencan Legion Building,
and
Sixth
South
Maple/Infor753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./Si John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

Calloway High student
recipient of DAR award

Annual eagle tours/Woodlands
Nature Center, Land Between the
Lakes/2-4:30 p.m. Info/1-924-1238.
West Kentucky Quarter Horst
Show/8 a.m./West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Admission free.
(Cont'd on page 7)

All Items on our

PrIces

And...
All Wicker & Rattan
Furniture
ei Off

20%50ONLY

/1 Reg.
Prices

3 DAYS

Fri., Sot & Sun.,
Jon. 31, Fitt, 1 & 2

!THEATRES!

1:30
Jessica Tandy In
4:10
Green
"Fried
7:00
Tomatoes" (P(.13) 9:25
1:30
"The Hand That
3:40
Rocks The Cradle" 7:15
9:20
(R)

'prince of Tides'
(R)
Starring Barbra

Streisand

army lover &
Kevin Kline in
'Grand Canyon

1:30
4:00

705

Shipp is a member of First
Staci Shipp, daughter of Andy
and Brenda Shipp, was awarded the United Methodist Church, Murray.
Daughters of the American Revolu- She plans to attend Murray State
tion Good Citizenship Award for University in the fall of 1992.
her service to the community.
As president of the Beta Club of
Calloway County High School,
Shipp organized the distribution of
American flags in memory of
Roger Herndon during the 1991
Murray State University Homecoming Parade.
Shipp is vice president of the
senior class and news editor of the
Laker Review. She is an active
member of the Student Council,
FBLA, Foreign Language Club,
Coed Y -Club, and the Prom
Committee.
Among her honors. Shipp has
been named twice as Who's Who
Among American High School Students, was selected as a participant
of the National Youth Leadership
Salute and was recently voted
"Most Dependable" by her
Staci Shipp
classmates.

g 30
1 30
405

Tammy York

710

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP

1:30
7:30
only

Alterations of All Kinds
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A Placelb Discover.UNIVERSITY KAU,
ON CHESTNUT STREET

David Clark and Marie Dolchan will exhibit their art works at the Murray
Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, during the month of February. The
p.m.
guild is open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4
are
access
ped
handicap
and
parking
Ample
p.m.
9
to
6
from
s
Thursday
and
.
753-4059
at
guild
the
call
on
informati
available. For more

p.m.-I2 midnight.

WIDE
STORE
Plus...

750h

Art Exhibit at Art Guild

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Feb. 3, at 12 noon at Calloway County Public Library. The Legislation Committee will meet at 11 a.m. Monday prior to the board meeting to discuss
by-law changes. Gerry Reed, dub president, urges all board members to
the
attend the Monday meeting and to note the change in time to 12 noon at
library.

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8

Off Regular Prices

Sale Tables
Reduced

Four Rivers' Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, Feb. 2, at 2
p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all interested
persons. For information call Vel Burkeen, 753-6979.

MWC Board meeting Monday

AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Infor753-8136 or 435-4314.
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"JFK"

Starring Kevin Costner

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
• Kent sour mot ICs • at the movit
mom cheonut •a 753.3311
•
•
Open I I:am to 10:pm

Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
•
•
•

418 Main St. (Under

Pants Hemmed or Vial'-,I

$4 each
Frame Village)

753-9981

C&MA group meeting Monday
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible Study will meet Monday. Jan. 13,
at 7 p.m. at George Weaks Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh
Streets, Murray. This is open to all interested persons. Eugene F. Howard is
pastor for the local group. He may be called at 1-683-8265.

Fern Terrace plans quilting club
Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge at 1 505 Stadium View Dr., Murray, will
s
start a quilting dub. This will be held each Tuesday at 10 a.m. Resident
quilt.
to
how
learn
to
like
would
who
one
any
teaching
said they will enjoy
For more information call Janie Underwood, Day Care and Activities Coordinator, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 753-7109.

Used coats being collected
The American Humanics program at Murray State University is continuing
to accept used coats for kids for this winter. The coats will be cleaned by
Boone Cleaners and distributed by Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. PerState
sons may deliver the coats to Room 108, Carr Health Building, Murray
University, or call 762-3808 for pickup.

Retired teachers will meet
'Retired Teachers and Hospice' will be the theme of the meeting of the
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association on Monday, Feb. 3. The
guest presenter will be Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The retired educators will meet at the Ellis Community
Center at 1 p.m. for refreshments with their program and business at 1:30
p.m. CCRTA President Wilson Gantt welcomes retired faculty from Calloway
County, Murray City and Murray State University systems to attend, to enjoy
th3 refreshments and program, and to consider membership in the CCRTA.

Church Fellowship Monday
The First Assembly of God Joy Fellowship will be Monday. Feb. 3, at
Pagliai's Restaurant at 502 Main St., Murray. This will be from 6 to 8.30
p.m. For information call Judy Denton at 753-9830.

MSU Women's Society will meet
The Murray State University Women's Society will have its monthly social
on Friday, Feb. 7, from 12 noon to 1 p.m. at Hong Kong Restaurant, U.S.
Highway 641 North, Murray. For reservations call Judy Denton at 753-9830.

Career Seminar Wednesday
Gordon Mack. director of Cultural Diversity for the YMCA of the U.S A.,
will be the guest speaker for the American Humanics Career Seminar on
Wednesday. Feb. 5. This will be at 4 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University. Mack will speak on leadership and career
issues with the YMCA and the public is invited. For more information call
762-3808.

Girls Scouts selling cookies
the 1992 Cookie Sale
Kentuckians Girl Scouts are now taking orders for
the new Golden Nut
including
varieties
seven
from
select
may
Cookie lovers
s and booth
Deliverie
box.
per
$2.50
be
will
cookies
Cluster. The cost of the
theme, 'In
sale
cookie
year's
This
22.
sales will be March 6 through March
Louisville who bake over
Tune,' was designed by Little Brownie Bakers of
one half of the Girl Scout cookies nationwide
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Bucy-Workman vows solemnized at Memorial church
Miss Shaun Bucy and Greg
Workman were married Saturday,
Nov. 2, at 5 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Bucy of Rt. 1,
Almo.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Workman of Rt. 1,
Murray. He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. James Euel Erwin
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan.
The Rev. Odell Colson, uncl of
the bride, officiated at the double
ring ceremony. Al Colley, minister
at Antioch Church of Christ,
offered a special commitment
prayer..
Music was presented by Kathy
Erwin, cousin of the groom, pianist, and Janna Hopkins, cousin of
the bride, and Michael Milby,
vocalists.
The candlelight ceremony was
performed before a 15-branch arch
candelabrum with spirals on each
side, all adorned with red and
white silk roses and red bows. The
family pews were marked with red
bows.
The unity candles were lighted
by the parents of the bridal couple
as they entered, and by the couple
at the close of the ceremony.
The bride, escorted by her father
and given in marriage by her
parents, wore a formal gown of
white bridal satin. The gown, fitted
to the knees before flowing out into
a cathedral train, was covered in
lace and pearls. The slightly vshaped front neckline came to a
deep point in the back and was
draped with three strands of pearls.
The sleeves were poufed at the
shoulders with a bow under each
and fitted down to the hands into a
point in a rose pattern lace.
Her shoulder length veil of bridal illusion was attached to a satin
headband accented with a white
silk rose and strands of pearls. Her
headpiece was borrowed from her

mother who wore it 30 years ago
and was redesigned by her aunt,
Mrs. Willa Dean Colson.
The bride wore dangling pearl
earrings and carried a cascading
bouquet of 16 red and white roses,
black star flowers, and rose buds
accented with red and white
streamers and strands of pearls.
Mrs. Lisha Waldrop attended her
sister as matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Lisa McDougal,
sister of the groom, and Kelly
Thomas.
The attendants wore straight tea
length red satin dresses with
peplums. They carried arm bouquets of red and white roses and
black and white star flowers tied
together with red and white streamers and strands of pearls.
Miss Tiffany Thomas, flower
girl, wore a matching gown of red
satin and white lace gloves. She
carried a white basket trimmed
with lace and ribbon roses filled
with rose petals.
The bride's mother and aunt,
Emma Bucy, designed the attendants' dresses and all of the
flowers.
The groom wore a solid white
tuxedo with tails and a shawl collar. His boutonniere was of red and
white rosebuds.
Steve Burton, cousin Of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Terry McDougal,
brother-in-law of the groom, and
Curtis James, cousin of the groom.
Ushers were Ricky Waldrop,
brother-in-law of the bride, and
Eric Gibson.
The groomsmen, ushers and
father of the bride all wore white
tuxedo coats with shawl collars and
black pants with red cummerbunds
and bow tics. They -had red rosebud
boutonnieres.
Kyle Erwin, cousin of the
groom, was ring bearer. He wore a
white tuxedo like that of the groom
only with a red cummerbund and

bow tie and a single red rosebud
boutonniere.
The bride's mother was attired in
a two piece ensemble of a black
shirt and a red silk jackei The
groom's mother wore a purple tea
length dress. They wore corsages
of red and white roses. The grandmothers were also presented corsages of red and white roses.
Tammy Mahan, cousin of the
groom, attended the guest register,
and Meagan Colson, cousin of the
bride, presented programs.
Directing the wedding was Mrs.
Ginger Norsworthy, cousin of the
bride.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Deanna Childress, cousin of the
bride, attended the guest register.
The guest tables, covered with
white cloths, were centered with
red and black streamers, red candles and rice bags. The serving
tables were covered with red cloths
and white lace overlay.
The bride's table held the three
tiered wedding cake topped with a
miniature bride and groom statuette
and two tiers branching from each
side. All tieres were decorated with
red roses. The groom's table held a
German chocolate cake decorated
tVith a farm scene. Both cakes were
designed and decorated by the
bride's sister, Mrs. Waldrop. Finger foods, fruit, punch and coffee
were also served.
Serving at the reception were
Emily Murphy and Mitzi Bucy,
cousins of the bride, Tena Rociden,
aunt of the bride, Karen Workman
and Kelly Workman, cousins- of the
groom, and Cammie Cain.
Also assisting were Emma Bucy,
Lisa Bucy, Betty Vinson, Elaine
-Colson and Bernice McCoy.
The bridal couple spent their
honeymoon at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
They are now residing at Rt. 1,
Murray.
The groom's parents hosted a

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

Calloway County
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - pancakes and syrup; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, bacon,
toast; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - ham and cheese biscuit. Milk,
juice, cereal and toast are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - vegetable soup w/grilled
cheese sandwich or hamburger; Tuesday - hot dog, peanutbutterfjelly sandwich; Wednesday - pizza, tuna salad
sandwich; Thursday - fried chicken,
hot ham and cheese sandwich; Friday
- spaghetti w/meat sauce, deli turkey
sandwich. Fruits, vegetables, fries,
peanut butter/jelly and grilled cheese
sandwiches, desserts, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - cinnamon roll; Wednesday
- chicken fritter on biscuit; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - donut.
Cereal, juice and milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, peanutbutter/jelly
sandwich, salad bar; Tuesday - chili
and crackers, turkey club sandwich,
salad bar; Wednesday - fried chicken,
hamburger, salad bar; Thursday spaghetti/meat sauce, hot ham and
cheese sandwich, salad bar; Friday fish nuggets/beans, philly beef and
swiss, Mexican bar. Fruits, vegetables,
fries, milk and fruit drinks are available
daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - scrambled eggs, toast,
hashbrowni; Wednesday - biscuit,
butter, jefly; Thursday - deli ham and
cheese sandwich; Friday - cinnamon
roll. Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - crispy steak, turkey club
sandwich: Tuesday - chili and cheese/
crackers, hot ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday • ham and cheese
stromboli, corn dog; Thursday - sliced
turkey, pizzaburger; Friday - lasagna,
beef and cheddar sandwich. Salad
bar, pizza, hamburger, cheeseburger,
deli line, fruits, vegetables, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily

Murray City
Robertson
Breakfast
Monday - Poptart; Tuesday - cinnamon toast; Wednesday - peach turnover; Thursday - sausage and
scrambled eggs and biscuit; Friday donut. Fruit, fruit juice or milk are
available daily
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
fish sandwich w/cheese; Wednesday oven fried chicken and rolls, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday hamburger, chili and sandwich; Friday
- pizza, Chuckwagon sandwich. Fruits,
vegetables and milk are available
daily.
Carter
Breakfast
Monday - turnovers; Tuesday scrambled eggs, toast and jelly; Wednesday - Honeybun; Thursday - Poptart; Friday - donut. Fruit, fruit juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, egg and
sausage sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
peanut butter and honey sandwich;
Wednesday - spaghetti w/French
bread, grilled cheese sandwich;
Thursday - footlong hot dog w/chili,
Sloppy Joe sandwich; Friday - vegetable beef soup w/cheese and crackers, chicken pattie. Fruits, vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - French toast sticks;
Tuesday - coffee cake; Wednesday pancakes; Thursday - sausage and
biscuit; Friday - apple turnover. Cinnamon toast, cereal, assorted juices and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - burritoes, Hoagie sandwich; Tuesday - soup and sandwich,
chicken patty sandwich; Wednesday lasagna and rolls, ham sandwich;
Thursday - hot dog, submarine sandwich; Friday - fish sandwich w/cheese,
turkey sandwich. Fruits, vegetables,
pizza, fruit drink and milk are available
daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday- pancakes w/syr4 or honey; Tuesday - eggs w/bacon and
toast; Wednesday - sausage and biscuit; Thursday - coffee cake; Friday donuts. Cereal, fruit, fruit juice and
milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - ravioli w/meat sauce, barbecue sandwich; Tuesday - burritoes,
tuna salad; Wednesday • fried chicken
and rolls, ham sandwich; Thursday spaghetti and French bread, corn dog;
Friday • chili w/peanut butter sandwich, Chuckwagon sandwich. Hamburgers, pizza, French fries, baked potatoes, nachos, fruits, vegetables, fruit
ice
'k are available daily.

South 12th Street
Sizes Infant thru 1.1
(Hwy. 611) Murray, Ky.
753-0005
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Searching for answers to ail
those who,rwhatiwliere goestiont-,
about your new Loy #
WAGON
WELCOME
As
lob to help
Representative its
you gel uver the hurdles of being
d newcomer;
By bringing yuti some iisefi
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call
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'Bridal
Registry

r

Lu Ann Rayburn
962nify Taylor
Hope Carlin
er Bill Fandrick Yr.
Linda Duncan
er jimmy Morris

Noncy Gaziand
& Brad

VWSOM

Lena Haley

d David Stewart

Mr. and Mrs. Greg Workman
rehearsal dinner at Sirloin Sioekade. Covers were laid for 26
persons.
Three bridal events held at the
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank included the
following:
A bridal tea by Willa Dean Colson, Elaine Colson, Betty Vinson
and Ginger Norsworthy;
A household/pantry shower by
Kelly Thomas and Lisa McDougal;
And a bridal tea by Myrtle Jordan, Brenda Erwin, Ann Workman,
Marian Lockett-Egan, Carolyn

Parks, Shelia James, Joann Mahan,
Karen Workman, Betty Burton,Donna Bright, Maxine Burkeen,
Lurine Cooper, Debbie Doran,
Judith Fuqua, Debbie Smith, Kathy
Butler, Tina Butler, Beauton Wilson and Margaret Gibson.

WEIGHT

'Tina Sanders
Russell Taylor

lung 11111411%
1205B Chestnut * 7534.451

CONTROL

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan.
29, have been released as follows:

Lanier Scholarship.
Lassiter is a senior majoring in
health information management.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace E. Lassiter of Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Lassiter of Coittage Grove, Tenn.

Newborn admission
Carson baby boy, parents, Denay
and Ricky, P.O. Box 114, Hazel.
Dismissals
Harold Henson, Rt. 5, Box 317,
Benton; Hayden Rogers, Rt. 2, Box
1621), Benton; Mrs. Jean Booker, Rt.
1, Bcx 4, Hardin;
Mrs. Lisa Anne Free, Rt. 2, Box 6,
Gilbertsville; Mrs. Jean Smith Ken-

nedy, 1510 Cardinal, Murray;
Howard Hendon, P.O. Box 535,
Cadiz; Ray Clark, Rt. 4, Box 123, Murray; Jack Uddberg, 507 Lynnwood,
Murray;
Jacob Dickson, P.O. Box 852, Murray; Mrs. Gertie Downs, Rt. 6, Box
308, Murray; Neale Bagley Mason,
1211 Mimosa, Murray:
Mrs. Mary Golightly , 622 Broad St.,
Murray; Doyle McDaniel, 544 Blue
Springs Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. 011ie Smith, 835 Hurt Dr., Murray; Getman Grogan, Rt. 6, Box 289,
Murray.

SYSTEM

Visions of Success
Indualized
1) • Program
• Fabulous Fresh
*Frozen Food
• Flexible & Easy
Program
• Prescribed Exercise
Schedule
• No Hidden Cost
• No Contracts

Hospital report released
FREE Body
Composition Analysis
301

753-9932
N. 12th St. (University Square)

•FicalthPlas CLIO= addsd •Marar credit cards accepted
• OFro saardays sal evenings

Guaranteed
eiOtt Loss
}our .lone'
Back. Period!

NDAR
CALE
(Cont'd from page 6)
Sunday, Feb. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Hill/50th
anniversary reception/2-4 p-m./Hill
home.
Dr. Lamont Yeakey/guest
Iecture/9:30 a.m./Free Will Baptist
Church, Murray.
Prime Time Choir of Memorial
Baptist Church/6 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 2
Reach-out Callers 1/5 p.m./First
United Methodist Church.
Junior and Senior High
Groups/5:30 p.m./First Christian
Church.
Monthly Coffee/following worship
service/First Presbyterian Church.

BRIDAL
\REGISTRY

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
• We are pleased to
announce that Becky
horn hack bride-elect
of Wayne S. Cathey,
has made her domestic and household
through
selections
our bridal registry.
Becky and Wayne
will be married March
4, 1992.

We are pleased to
announce that Sheila
Shaw, bride-elect of
Tim Freeman, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Sheila and Tim will
be married February
14, 1992.

The frozen tundra and icy coast of northern Alaska and
neighboring lands are a foreboding but fitting home for the
adventuresome Arctic fox.
Frace's portrayal transcends the beauty of the animal and
this
touches upon the very nature of its unique experience in
world.
the
private corner of
Charles Frace's art revels an intriguing world of natural
beauty that is full of fascinating discoveries.
Charles Frac& limited edition prints are available at:

%VAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat, 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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Hello
Stranger!
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Lassiter receives awards

•
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111,alea,

Denise Lassiter has recently
been awarded $900 in awards while
attending the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston,
Texas.
She received the $200 Dean's
Excellence Award, $200 Alumni
Association Scholarship and $500
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Feb. 3 to 7
have been released by Joanna
Adams and Willie Jackson, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:

.?

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-8; Sun. 12-6

•

..••••

301 N. 12th • University Square • 7504019
MasterCard, Visa accepted

••-•
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

liff 141111

Thornton Tile and Marble

LYNN GROVE
INC.
FEED & SEED.
Chemicals

i is Now Oprn
Our Show,Saturday, 8-Noon
Monday-Friday 8-430

Bulk Fertilizer &
Seed Cleanings • Feed & Farm Supplies

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

408 N. 4th

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate • Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitneii (Across From Ledger & Times
Closed Sundays

dls

753-1489. 1105

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY RESTAUR.ANT

--Dal:\ Luncheon and Dinner Buffet-759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd.

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY
'53

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO,

753-5742

Lynn Grove Road

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

r
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641 N.
Murray
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KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right'
205 N

•

12th

Call In Orders 753-7101
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ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LO.'/ PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
753-2380
Olympic Plaza

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

753.5312

401 Olive

Serving Broakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a m
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on W•ekonds

Arbgs 507 N. 12th

H irk

LYNN GI106
945 a m
Worship Service
1045 a m
Church School
UNITED
CHAPF:l.
MARTIN'S
930 • m
Worship Service
10 30 • m
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 cm
Sunday School
1100 • m
Morning Worshop
CARMEL
MT
10 00 cm
Worship
1100 cm
Sunday School
IIEBRON
MT
10 00 a m
Worship
II 00 a m
Sunday School
PAI.r.STINE UNITED
1000 sin
Sunday Sch.)!
1100arn
tAorship
RUSSELL CHAVEL UNITED
9 45 a m
Worship
1100 am
Sunday Schou,
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 • m
Sunday Scholl
10 45 • m
Morning Worship
6)9) pm
Everong
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
11 00• m
Morning Worshie
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
1000 • m
Morning Worship
11 00 •m
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AWE CHURCH
10 00 • m
Sunday School
11 00 am
Morning Service
Pastor WOl,cm J Pratt

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

Compliments of

753-1222

711 Main

MURRAY BP
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164
S. 12th & Glendale
LQUICKPRINT1 Southside
Shopping
Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

759-4796

EPISCOPAL

NAZARENE

ST JOINS EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Holy Eucharist 600 & 1030 aJnI
Even,g Prover 515 pm
7:15.p.m.
Wed MIA* Study

IAJCUST GROVE CHURCH
mat
Morning Wor.hip
10 00 am
Sunday School
69.1 pm
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
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Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
630 pm
Wednesday Worsh.p

INDEPENDENT

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
r„„.,„/ 76.„, gm-

Martin Davenport
li..1311. Owner
759-9245
12th & Olive
(next to Suzie Q's)
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Shopping Ott - 759-1400

Carroll
Inc.
Tire Pogue
(Just behind Toyota of Murray)

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
North 4th Marra), 10

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
753-0440
r
Bel-Ai Shopping Center
ADVENTISTS

JCPenney

753-5719

ti12 S. 9th St.

435-4415
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PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
1000 • m
Sunday School
11 cm 47 pm
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10 00 • m
Sunday School
II am & 6.30 pm
Worship
DEXTER HOLINESS
ClieRCJI
10 00 art.
Sunday School
11 am & 6pm
Worship
7 pm
Saturday
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Alma Heights
10 00 • m
Sunday School
Worship Servicel lam 4 7pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CIll.14C11
2205 Coldwater
10 11 • m 7 00 p m
Ser
Sun
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles mid or Alma
1000 cm
Sunday School
11 am 47 pm
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
1000 cm
Sunday School
11 cm 46 pm
Worship
700 pm
Wednesday
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
79.1 peer
Saturday Evening
7pm
1030 am
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10 00 • m
Sunday School
1100 • m
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
1000 • m
Sunday School
II am 47 pm
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH NEW CONCORD
10-00 • m
Sunday School
1100.7 30 pm
Worship Sere
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
1000 cm
Sunday ServIces
600 p m

Prescription Centers

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall
Robert Tabers Owner
Corner of 299 & 464
489-2126
P.O. Box 6 Kiricsey, Ky. 42054

Pigsly wiggly
OPEN MON.-FRI. 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT SIN. 7 A.MAIDPIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner

753-6168

501 N. 4th

Hidden Valley
Kennels
"Boarding For Dogs & Cats"

Hwy. 464 (1

Murraythe

Ledger & Times

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 30 • m
Sunday School
10 45 • m
Worship
LLIIEltTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 cm
Sunday School
1100 • rn
Worship SC rVICC
MOUNT PLEASANT
II 00 • m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
945 • on
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship Service
'OAK GROVE
10 00 • m
Sunday School
Worship
I 1 (X) c err & 7 p
Service

MURRAY
81111
CHURCIII

Sror oot)

YUMMY cHuicir
10-00 sm.
Morning Warship
600 p.m
Evening Wereli1p

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Speciaiizing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road, Murray

759-4851

mile east of Kirksey)
489-2377

1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

$...)

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

T

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

623 South 4th
759-1144
OuMon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
!!‘ 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

-Certified
Teacher
-Custom Orders

-Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.

Cain's 0

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrots
753-3540
East Main Street

West Ky Economy Car Center
753-8850
800 Chestnut St
tiPe

641 SUPER SHELL
Open 6:30 a.m. - Close 10:00 p.m.
Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m.
South 12th

Phone 753-9131

Oa

•

v

•
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Churches announce plans for Sunday worship
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Feb. 2, as
follows:

Donald Smith
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor,
will speak at 11 am and 630 p.m
services. Wallace Lassiter will be deacon of the week Steve Smith will
direct the music with Oneida White
and Roger Hutson as accompanists.
The Choir will sing 'What Will You Do
With Him on the Cross' and Hutson
will play a piano solo at morning hour
South Pleasant Grove
-:- United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
speak about 'Something That Endures
Forever' with scripture from I Corinthians 13:1-13 at 10 45 a.m. service
Doug Crafton will direct the music with
Carolyn Parks and Kathy Erwin as
accompanists. Holy Communion will
be served. Assisting will be Rubena
Wade, Naomi Dunn, Tanny Barnes,
Gary Cooper, Rick Lowe and Kenny
Erwin.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
will speak at 830 and 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Noble Bray will serve as
deacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil will
direct the music. Dwane Jones and
Susan Jones will be accompanists.
Special music will be by the Adult
Choir and Frances Wyatt at morning
service and by Amy Downey at even-

Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev Eugene Burkeen. pastor,
will speak at 11 a m service with Rex
Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Beverly Wilford will
direct children's church.
Murray Church of God
Dr. J.H. Lipford, pastor, will speak
about 'Miracles' at 10 a m service
and about 'If Man Dies, Will He Live
Again' at 6 p m service.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 245 p.m. service
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m. services.
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clare, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Morphew, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Greg Miller will direct the song
service with Judy Lamb and Janice
Farris as accompanists.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev, Russell Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Michael Milby will direct the music with
Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as
accompanists.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Steve Harper, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. ser-

vices. Jimmy Key will direct the song
service with Jennifer Downey as
pianist.
St. John Baptist
Worship services will be at 10 45
a.m. at Willis Center with the Rev Willis Cheaney, pastor, as speaker
Poplar Spring Baptist
Brett Miles will speak at 11 a m
Baptist Men's Day service when an all
male choir will sing Mark Hardison will
direct the music
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev Thomas E Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Edwina Petrie as pianist.
Good Shepherd United Methodist
The Rev Thomas E Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. services. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as accompanists.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Mary Geurin as
accompanists
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
will speak at 930 a m. service. Judy
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawford will be in charge of children's
church.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service with
Samantha Hall as song leader and

University Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak
about 'Do I Have To Live With All This
Guilt?' with scripture from Psalm
31:1-5 at 10 a.m. service and about
'Dont't Give Up On Prayer' with scripture from Luke 181-8 at 6 pm. service Assisting will be Ernie Bailey,
song leader, Leroy Eldridge, Hemp W
Brooks, Bobby Martin, Jeff Dunman,
Randy Dunn, John Gallagher, Mark
Ferguson, E.C. Wallin, Charles Stark,
Vernon Butterworth, George Wilson,
Mack Harris, Connie Burton, Gary
Mathis and Tony Thompson.
St. John's Episcopal
The Feast of the Presentation of
Christ in the Temple will be observed
with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30
a m. Fr. Andre Trevathan will be the
celebrant. He will be assisted by Nancy Schempp, Kathy Mowery and Ted
Vaughn.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Dale Arnold will serve as
deacon of the week. Music will be
directed by Alvin Usrey with Brenda
Wyatt and Janet Arnold as accompaning hour.
ists. Daphne Turner will sing at mornLake-Land Apostolic
ing hour and Children's Choir at evenThe Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
ing hour.
will present the 10th in a series of lesFirst United Methodist
entitled 'The Purpose, Prayer
sons
campus
Atkinson,
The Rev. David
in the life of Daniel' in
Prophecy
and
Powerminister, will speak about 'How
aching sespreaching/te
a.m.
10
the
ful Is Your God' with scripture from II
service will begin at
Evangelistic
sion.
Samuel 6:1-7 at 10:50 a.m. service.
6 p.m. These will be at new location
John Page will be liturgist and Ryan
on North 16th Street.
be
will
Lencki
Pickens and Russell
St. Leo Catholic
sing
acolytes. The Chancel Choir will
will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
Masses
an anthem, 'Living Water,' with Kim
11 a.m. Sunday with Fr.
and
8
and
Black as director and Joan Bowker as
Larry McBride, pastor, in charge.
organist.
Assisting will be Scott Mann, Chris
Eashvood Baptist
The Murray Civitan Club will
Paradise, Tom Auere, Bill Abbott,
speak
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
local preachers during Clerhonor
Gay,
Al
Gertzen,
Jackie Abbott, Mary
about 'The Windows of Heaven' at 11
Charette, Richard Kirby, Ted
siktion Week, Feb. 2-8.
Appree
gy
Louis
a.m. service and about 'Holier Than
Miller, Don Pae, Linda Pate, Carmen
Dr. WW1!' Johnson, club presiThou' at 6 p.m. service. Greg Mayat1
D'Angelo, Eleanor D'Angelo, Dick
dent, said the club will recognize
will direct the music with April Mack
Fotsch, Jane Blair, Cindy Clemson, Art
_
of all faiths during its meetclergy
and Susan Reynolds as accompanists
SheLinda
Holcomb,
Cripps, Tommy
Solos will be sung by Loma Borders
Thursday, Feb. 6, at 6:45
on
ing
Tidwell,
pard, Dennis Tidwell, Joyce
and Greg Mayall at morning hour, and
Family RestaurHomeplace
Frances Ross, John Clark, Marie
at
p.m.
by Kathy Owens, Lisa Harrell arid TerClark, Larry Krouse and Judy Krouse.
will be treated
preachers
The
ant.
will
Assisting
hour.
evening
ry Todd at
Goshen United Methodist
dinner.
buffet
a
to
RanRev.
the
be the Rev. Steve Todd,
The Rev. Bob Dotson will speak
Nancy Rose, Hospice Director at
dolph Allen, Rick Beam, Brent Evans,
about "Make Your Humble Confession
Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy, John Britloway County Hospital,
Murray-Cal
to the Almighty God' with scripture
tain, Anthony Manning, Bob Tanner,
featured speaker.
from Luke 18:9-14 at 11 a.m. service.
the
be
will
David Lee and Michael Cutini.
Steve Sexton will be lay assistant.
Clergy Appreciation Week began
First Christian
Acolytes will be Rachel Hutson and
as a commemoration of the death
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will speak
Melissa Villaflor. Assisting will be Joe
four chaplains on Feb. 3, 1943,
of
scripLawrence and Robert Doyle.
about 'The Body of Christ' with
during World War II. Aboard the
ture from I Corinthinas 1212-30 at
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Dan M. Leslie, pastor, will
10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir
torpedoed troopship, the USS Dorwill sing an anthem, 'The Gift of Love' speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
chester, the chaplains gave their
Ron Pace will direct the music with
with Lee Kem as organist/choir direclives as they surrendered their life
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
tor Assisting will be Mike Ridley, Baras accompanists.
bara Pursley, Frank and Verna
Christian Science
Roberts, Dave Eldredge, Bill Griffiths,
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. SunHelen Campbell, Judy Eldredge,
day and 7:30 p.m. each second
Debbie Ferguson, Raylene Gagel,
Wednesday.
Hester Gray, Ann McKee!, Nancy
Nygaard, Marilyn Stickler, Charlie WilNew Life Christian Center
Jo Anne Lawless of Nashville,
Services will be at 11 a.m. with
liams and Marie Forrester.
First Presbyterian
Mark Welch as minister and Karen
Tenn., will visit Memorial Baptist
Welch directing the music.
The Rev Toby Schellingerhout,
Church on Sunday, Feb. 2, at 11
Kirksey Baptist
pastor, will speak about 'The Pain God
a.m. service. She will introduce the
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
Guides' with scripture from Hebrews
new 1991 Baptist Hymnal, pub12:1-4 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. W.A. Erwin will direct the music lished by the Broadman Press of
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem,
'The Heavens Are Declaring' with Pat
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey the Southern Baptist Convention.
Bomba as choir director and organist.
as accompanists.
The Praising program will feaAssisting will be Gordon Aaron
Don
McConnell, Faye McConnell and
Jackson.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'Living the Faith Life: A
Study In James — Facing The Trials
of Faith' with scripture from James
1.1-11 at 1030 a.m, service, and
about 'Facing the Temptations of Evil'
with scripture from James 1:12-16 at 6
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with Patsy Neale and Sherma Scott as accompanists. The Adult
Choir will sing "Higher Ground,' Shannon Peery will sing a solo and Amy
Barnett will play a trumpet solo at
morning hour. Scott Norris will sing a
By James H. Cain
solo and the Choir will sing at the
evening hour. Eugene Jones and Jim
Neale will serve as deacons of the
week.
1. 0 Lord, who lends me a life, lend me a heart replete with
Glendale Road Church of Christ
.
thankfulness
John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak
shows how little mortals know; much wealth, how
learning
Much
2.
about 'Ever Reforming: Ever Restorlittle earthlings enjoy.
ing' with scripture from I Peter 1:14-15
3. He who receives a benefit should never forget it; he who bestows
at 9 a.m. service, and about 'Paul
Rejoiced That Christ Was Preached'
shouldn't ever remember it.
with scripture from Phil. 1:12-18 at 6
4. Life is made up of sobs, sniffles, and smiles, with sniffles
p.m. service. Assisting will be Jerry
dominating.
Bolls, song leader, George Patterson,
5. Inflation being what it is, the only people who can live as cheaply
Kevin Garner, Howell Clark, Bobby
Robert
Hargrove,
as one are two married misers.
McDougal, Bob
McDougal, Bill Looney, Max Farley,
6. What is called "congestion" in a subway is called "atmosphere" in
Ron McNutt, James Lee Harmon, Mara night club.
ty Scarbrough, Terry McCallon, John
7. If you want time to pass quickly, just buy something on the
and Greg Miller and Logan Dodd II.
installment plan.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m_ services. Steve Littlefield will direct the
music with Janet Finch and Margaret
Wilkins as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing 'Lord, Here Am l'
and Tan Tucker will sing 'Because of
Who You Are' at morning hour. At
evening hour the Sanctuary Choir will
sing 'Rejoice, My Heart' at evening
hour. Gary Jones will serve as deacon
of the week.
Immanuel Lutheran
The sermon theme will be 'God's
Game Plan' with scripture from Jeremiah 1.4-10 at 10 30 a.m. service. The
message will be delivered by the Rev.
Clarence W. Helmich. Assisting will be
Randy Hjetland, Ralph Lorenz, Arthur
Pfuehler, elder, and Gary Pribnow.
The organist will be Alice Witte. Cathy
MaIlett will oirect the ehuiu with Or.
Larry Mallett as accompanist
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at
9.50 a.m. and 6 pm. services
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. W.A. Farmer, former pastor. will speak at 11 a.m and 6 45 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North
services. Music will be directed by
753-9257
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett and
s.
accompanist
as
Burkeen
Bobbie
Special music at morning hour will be
by Bobbie Burkeen, Juanita Lee and

Dean Stephenson as pianist
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev Charles Anderson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p.m. services. Cecil Glass will be music director with Anna Reguarth and Lucy Ann
Forrest as accompanists
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service with Janna Hopkins as music director.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p.m
services
Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9.45 a m. service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Sky Lowe-McCracken,

HOME
of the
MONTH
Sesta Ito' home on two tots - 3 or 4
bedrooms -2 car garage, awstrel gas
heaValr, 24y24 workshop. Only
$49,500.

jackets to soldiers.
."This time is set aside each year
to remember this heroic deed and
pay tribute to all clergy who have
dedicated themselves to making
this a better community and
world," said Johnson.
The Chapel of Four Chaplains,
located in Philadelphia, Pa., was
dedicated by President Harry Truman in 1953.
Established in 1917 by a small
group of businessmen meeting
weekly, Civitan toady has a membership of over 60,000 men,
women and teenagers in more than
1,800 clubs throughout North
America, Europe and Asia, according to Wayne Williams, editor of
Murray Civitan Club Newsletter.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

BRING IN YOUR
CHURCH BULLETINS ON
SUNDAY AND RECEIVE
0
/0 OFF

Tuesday, February 4
7-9 p.m.
Curris Center
Barkley Room
Murray State University
I.

Bible Answers to Bible Questions
A panel of gospel preachers
will answer questions submitted
by the audience. You are invited
to come and participate in this
period of Bible Study.
For Further Information Call:

753-4935
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Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

BIBLE
FORUM

Memorial Baptist Church
will hear Lawless Sunday
ture Ms. Lawless and her two
daughters, Kathy Franz of Nashville and Karen Mitchell of Hendersonville, Tenn. The Memorial
Tabernacle Choir will join Ms.
Lawless and her daughters in several selections.
Memorial church's new Baptist
Hymnals, 1991 edition, will be presented and used for the first time.
Ms. Lawless is an assistant
director in the Pre-school/
Children's Materials Development
section of the Church Music
Department, Baptist Sunday School
Board, Nashville.
A special "children's session"
for workers involved in Children's
Music will be at 2 p.m. Sunday at
Memorial. Anyone directing children's singing groups is invited to
attend. For reservations call the
church office, 753-3182, today
(Friday).
Ms. Lawless, a native of Benton,
is a graduate of Campbellsville
College with a major in music. She
has served churches in Kentucky,
Tennessee and Virginia as Music
Director, Children's Choir Coordinator, Childeren's Choir Director
and staff soloist.
During her high school years in
Marshall County, Ms. Lawless
directed a children's choir at Hamlet Baptist Church. She has also
pursued private voice lessons
through Murray State University.
Her mother, Mrs. Lena Walker,
resides in Benton.

Hardin Baptist
The Rev Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8.30 a.m. and 10130
a.m. and 6 p.m, services.

Professional Real Estate

Civitan Club will honor
preachers at restaurant

tr ;

pastor, will speak at 11 a m. service
The Adult Choir will sing with Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt as
accompanists
Flint Baptist
The Rev Ronnie McPhearson, pastor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 45 p m
services Music will be directed by Bill
Miller at 11 a.m. and by Darren Chapman at 6:45 p.m. Gina Brandon and
Kar9n Johnson will be accompanists
BilrBailey will serve as deacon of the
week.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev Charles E Morphew. pastor, will speak at 11 a.m service.
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
about 'Developing Qualified Elders' at
10.50 a m. service and about 'Melchizedek and Christ' at 6 p m service
John McKee will be song leader
First Assembly of God
The Rev Jerry Henley, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m. services.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10 8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Of Call 759 9811
Inc
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SPORTS
Calloway takes game inside;
posts 59-52 win over Ballard
CALLOWAY 59, Ballard 52

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Sten Wrfter

With their leading scorer sidelined for two weeks, the Calloway
County Lady Lakers have switched
their offensive thrust from 3-point
bombs to a pounding, inside attack.
With their frontline tossing in 37
points, the Lady Lakers went over
.500 for the first time this season in
beating Ballard Memonal 59-52 at
Jeffrey Gymnasium Thursday
nighi
The play of the front line was
pleasing for Calloway Head Coach
Peter O'Rourke, who saw over 19
points disappear from his lineup
when guard Valerie Shelton went
down with an ankle sprain earlier
this week which will sideline her
for two weeks.
"Tonight. 1 think they realized
she (Shelton) wasn't going to be
there." O'Rourke said after Thursday's win which improved his
squad's record to 7-6. "When you
take an important person out of the
ballgame then the whole team has
to gell. Anne (Paul) and Kwarida
(Hornbuckle) did a really good job
for us."
It was the duo of Paul and Hornbuckle who keyed the Calloway
second-quarter 18-10 decisive run.
Trailing 14-13 at the end of the
first period, two Paul baskets added
in with a Hornbuckle bucket
pushed the Lady Lakers to a 19-16
lead.

13 31 42 SS
14 34 36 63
CALLOWAY (993
Pad 14 V aucv 11 Sulk S. 6A1WW61 S Darnel &
.A.Nritaxkle 4 Damn 4 Randolph 3 TOTALS 44:34
2242 Threepoinl 30 (4111cten 2 Bu) FT-A 12-19
RemAds 41 0;40 121 Turns 23
IIALLARD IS2)
Diver IS SAAR 14 Rearcer 10 PIM 7 CAc• 4
%wen 2 TOTALS FO -A 21 75 now pow 0.0 FT A
10.161 Robot"Is 29
CALLOWAY
IIALLARO

The Lady Lakers would then go
on a 10-0 run in the next three
minutes with Krista Stalls, Paul,
Darra Mitchell, Leah Darnell and
Kadonna Randolph scoring. It's
this type of balanced scoring which
O'Rourke is looking for.
"I was really hoping Darra and
Vanessa (Bucy) could handle the
pressure they put on us and do a
good job. 1 was real pleased with
the way they played," O'Rourke
said looking at the slats. "It wasn't
a pretty ballgamc, but we did what
it takes to get the win. We made
some mistakes...instead of smooth.
it was rough; instead of easy, it
was difficult."
Calloway cruised through the
..41ird and first half of the fourth
quaners, steadily building up their
lead. After Toni Dunn hit an inside
basket, the Calloway girls had their
biggest lead of the game at 14,
55-41, with 3:01 left in the game.k
"Then we didn't handle the press
very well." O'Rourke said.
Using a full-court press. the
Lady Bombers forced Calloway
into three straight turnovers and an

8-2 run in the next two minutes to
narrow the lead to 57-49 with :53
left.
A Randolph free throw made it
58-49, but a basket and a free
throw by Lynn Petty closed it to
six before a Paul free throw and
time ran out on the Lady Bombers.
"Defensive-wise we didn't do as
well as I thought we would. We let
them back in the ballgame with our
own mistakes," said O'Rourke who
felt his team didn't play nearly as
well when they upset a state-ranked
Obion (Tenn.) Central team Monday night. "It's hard for me to figure out which team is going to
show up."
Calloway struggled from the
field hitting on just 35 percent (22
of 62). but Ballard was worse, hitting only 21 of 75 (28 percent).
The Lady Lakers were 12 of 19 at
the line while Ballard was 10 of
19.
Paul led Calloway in scoring
with 14 and 12 rebounds. Bucy
added 11.
Ballard (6-11) was paced by forward Amy Draper with 15 points as
Bccca Stults added 14. Anna Fissinger tossed in 10 points.
*The Calloway County junior
varsity girls improved to 8-2 with a
43-27 win over Ballard Memorial.
Susan Bucy led the Lady Lakers iji
scoring with 15 as Marti McClard
Staff photo by Michael Banks
added 12. Kadonna Randolph had
by Ballard Memorial's
from
behind
blocked
attempt
shot
her
has
(#31)
Dunn
six rebounds as Mitzi Rickman Calloway County's Toni
Paul (#33).
Anne
and
(#31)
Calloway's
Fissinger
Anna
Ballard's
are
shown
Also
(#30).
Amy
Draper
five.
added

Louisville Cards learn
hard lesson after loss
at Metro rookie UNCC

Murray pounds glass,
Carlisle County 83-40
By STEVE PARKER

LADY TIGERS 83, Carlisle 40

Murray Lac19•• & Times Sporl• Editor

Carlisle County was a welcome
sight in Murray High's gymnasium
Thursday night.
The Lady Comets, bnnging in a
3-10 record and leaving two of
their top players on the sidelines,
was overmatched from the early
going, and Murray's Lady Tigers
took advantage of the situation and
rolled to an 83-40 victory.
"It's good for morale," Lady
Tiger head coach Jimmy Harrell
said of the 43-point win. "Everybody gets a chance to play in front
of some people.
"All the girls had fun and that's
what's it's all about," he continued.
"Of course Carlisle is down: two of
their better players were oui"
Andrea Vinyard, one of the region's top players, and Nancy Hall
did not play in Thursday's game.
In the last meeting. Vinyard also
watched as the Lady Tigers rolled
by 20.
Murray, with four players in
double figures, jumped out 11-0
and held Carlisle scoreless for
almost five minutes. Although they
missed their first six shots from the
field. Murray connected on
11 -of-14 free throws in the first
quarter to take a 19-6 lead.
Murray senior Mary Catherine
Wooldridge. who led all scorers
with 22 points, had nine in the first
quarter.
Free throws were a big key for
the Lady Tigers. who missed many
chip shots, only to battle for the

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
North Carolina Charlotte coach Jeff
Mullins used to fret that some college basketball powers weren't
willing to make the trip to play his
team.
Now some schools may think
twice about visiting the unfriendly
home turf of the 17th-ranked 49ers.
The latest victim is No. 24
Louisville, which battled UNCC
into overtime before losing 77-68
Thursday night in their first Metro
Conference meeting.
"This is the first time we've
been able to bring two ranked
teams to our home court," Mullins
said. "It points out the difference
in our program and shows we're a
better team."
Just ask Louisville's Denny
Crum.
"It was a good learning experience for us," said Crum, not
sounding at all like a coach who
has won 489 games over two
decades. "They are a good basketball team, they are well coached
and they are a good addition to our
conference."

06 19 27 40
19 41 NI 93
(40)
CARLISLE
WON 2 WlOor 1 16.4.'604 Mon 11 014981 6 Umber
I Mates 3 Bayliss 7 VANN,* 5 TOTALS 16-56
Ttrievalrg 2-7 FT -A 5'2
NURRAY
"IocidAtip 22 Lai* S Hoeft:vale IS Jonas 10 Sol
3 Hoped 5 Jeden Donlon TOT.
Snyder
• Payne 11
AL! FG-A 3044 "hnvo-oon1 13 (Wool6A6get FT-A
33 Rotojnos 51 (Horntaxlii 13)
CA14.151.E
NURRA

22

rebound and draw a foul. They,finished shooting 22-of-33 from the
line.
Murray's pesky defense forced
Carlisle into nine turnovers in the
first quarter and 26 in the game.
Wooldridge garnered four steals.
Murray built the lead up to
41-16 at the half and 68-27 at the
end of three when Harrel! pulled
his starters.
When his starting five were in
the game, they pounded Carlisle
inside and pulled down an impressive 51 rebounds.
"The girls went to the boards
,real well," the coach commented.
"We took it to the basket on
offense and that's what we wanted
to do. We drew fouls - a lot in the
first half - and defensively we were
stealing the ball and getting some
runouts and scored layups."
Collette Jones was able to penetrate the Carlisle defense for 10
points, while junior center Renca
Hornbuckle scored 16 points,
pulled down a game-high 13 boards
and blocked three shots.
"She's really improved a lot,"
Harrell said of Hornbuckle. "She
(Cont'd on page 11)

Olajuwon blocks Bulls
in 105-102 Rocket win
Staff photo by Steve Parker

Murray freshman Bonnie Payne goes up for two of her 11 points late
in Thursday's 8340 win over Carlisle County.

ht.

Hawkins, Lanier lead nine into hoops Hall
Elected as coaches this time
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
Connie Hawkins and Bob Lanier were Lou Camesecca of SL John's;
have been elected to the Basketball former Marquette Coach Al
Hall of Fame along with seven McGuire; Jack Ramsay, whose 864
others, including the first two career victories with four NBA
women players to be honored. teams ranks second in league hisHawkins is the New York play- tory, and the late Phil Woolpert,
ground legend whose pro career who led San Francisco to the
was delayed by allegations that he NCAA championship in 1955 and
had been involved with gamblers. 1956.
Hawkins was tossed out of colDelta State great Lusia Harris
during his freshman year at
lege
became
White
Nera
star
AAU
and
Iowa and banned by the NBA for
the first women players elected.
seven years after being accused of
Three women coaches and contributors were inducted previously, introducing players to a man convicted of fixing games. Hawkins
ilcluding Margaret Wade, Harris'
the accusations were untrue,
said
State.
,:oach at Delta

But this game belonged- to
UNCC guard James Terrell, who
hit four of seven three-pointers,
including two in overtime that put
the game away.
Terrell knew the 11,000 screaming fans remembered the 49ers victories earlier this year over Top 25
schools Alabama and DePaul.
With the game tied 65-all, the
6-foot sophomore guard stepped up
and hit two straight three-pointers
to give UNCC a 71-65 lead.
"I wanted to get the ball," said
Terrell, who scored 19 of his
game-high 22 points in the second
half.
The Cardinals (12-5, 3-3) got as
close as four points in the final
minute of overtime, but the 49ers
(14-3, 3-0) hit five of six free
throws down the stretch to save the
win.
Williams scored 18 and Rodney
Odom added 16 for the 49ers, who
rebounded from a loss earlier in the
week to Butler. The 49ers shot 59
percent in the second half, compared with 39 percent in the opening period.

and the NBA lifted the ban in 1969
after settling his damage suit for
more than SI million.
Meantime. Hawkins toured with
the Harlem Globetrotters and
grabbed most valuable player honors in the rival American Basketball Association's inaugural season
after leading Pittsburgh to the ABA
Lanier, the big man with the soft
touch from outside, spent 14 years
in the NBA with Detroit and Milwaukee, after being the Pistons top
draft choice in 1970. He had
19,248 career points and 9,698
rebounds and named to eight All-

Star teams, capturing Most Valuable Player honors in 1974.
Camesecca holds the distinction
of taking his team to postseason
play in each of the 23 seasons he
has coached at St. John's, including
17 NCAA and six NIT
tournaments.
McGuire compiled a 295-80
record during his 13 seasons at
Marquette.
Ramsay, who compiled 1,164
victories in high school, college
and the pros, led St. Joseph's into
the NCAA semifinals in 1961 and
Portland to the NBA crown in
1977.

HOUSTON (AP) — Five days
wasn't long enough for Hakeem
Olajuwon and the Houston Rockets
to forget the humiliation of a loss
to the Chicago Bulls.
After a 114-100 setback at Chicago on Saturday, the Rockets
returned the favor Thursday night
with a 105-102 victory. Olajuwon
had 24 points, 11 rebounds and
eight blocked shots, including a
last-second rejection of Michael
Jordan that preserved the victory.
"I'm glad they didn't beat us
twice," Olajuwon said. "This was
an exciting game, but the difference is they play like this all the
time. You have to be up for this
game, playing the world champions
and Michael Jordan."
The Rockets proved to themselves in the first half that they
could beat Chicago, surging to a
I4-point lead.
"When we play smart against a
great team, it's a good sign,"
Houston coach Don Chaney said.

Chicago coach Phil Jackson was
disgusted with his team's first twogame slide since the first week of
the season.
"Our defense was embarrassing,
giving them 65 points at halftime,"
Jackson said. "I guess they were
embarrassed in our backyard on
Saturday and played much better.
Their defense forced us to take hurried shots."
Houston led 94-91 before Maxwell scored five of the Rockets'
next seven points, giving them a
101-93 advantage. Chicago
responded with a 7-0 run, six by
Jordan, to close to 101-100.
After an exchange of baskets,
one free throw each by Maxwell
and Otis Thorpe put Houston ahead
105-102 with four seconds left.
Jordan then attempted a 3-pointer from the corner that was
blocked by a lunging Olajuwon.

10 Minute 011 Change

MURRAY
WHOLESALE TIRE
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Actions & Reactions
MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

1

I

Mr. Basketball hopeful to

spend year in treatment

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mayfield Middle broke open a close contest with three minutes to play
school basketball star Carlos
High
to send Calloway Middle's eighth grade boys to a 47-36 defeat Thursday
Turner will spend a year in a treatnight. Brad Duncan led Calloway with 17, followed by Adam Seiber with
five. Jared Lencki and Jamie Stockdale each had four for the Lakers. Calment center after pleading guilty to
loway, now 5-8, will travel to Paducah Tilghman Saturday night to play
assaulting his former girlfriend,
before the Oak Hill Academy-Paducah Tilghman varsity game.
according to reports.
•Mayfield's eighth grade girls slipped by the Lady Lakers 38-37 in
Turner, 17, entered his plea
Thursday's first game. Jackie Guerin led Calloway, now 7-6, with 13
in juvenile court,
Wednesday
points. Stephanie Holland added 10 and Cassie Manness pulled down
where hearings are confidential.
eight rebounds.
Calloway Middle hosts Murray Middle in an eighth grade boys/girls douBut his ex -girlfriend, 18-year-old
bleheader, Monday. The girls' game begins at 6 p.m., followed by the
Nicole Shrivers told The Courierboys.
Journal and WHAS-TV that Turner
LAKER ALUMNI GAME
was sentenced to one year in
treatmeni
Calloway County High School will welcome back all former basketball
Shrivers and others familiar with
players Saturday night, when they host an alumni basketball game. Three
case told the newspaper that
the
games involving players (graduating seniors) from three eras will take
Jefferson District Judge Charles
place in Jeffrey Gymnasium. A fundraiser for the boys' basketball program, there will be a small admission.
Scott sentenced Turner to Central
The night tips off at 6:30 p.m., when players that graduated from
Kentucky Treatment Center in
1981-91 will hit the court. At 7:30, the classes from 1971-80, and at 8:30,
Louisville.
1961-70.
The center is a highly structured
residential treatment program run
MILLER GOLF ASSOCIATION
by the state Department for Social
The Miller Memorial Golf Association is currently accepting memberServices.
ships for 1992. The $25 membership fee covers annual dues, as well as
Turner was also ordered not to
the fee towards a USGA handicap. The Association hosts numerous tourhave any contact with Shrivers,
naments, beginning Feb. 8 and running through the fall. For more informawho is the mother of his infant son,
tion, call Bill Lyle at (work) 762-6217 or (home) 759-9949 or by calling
Miller Golf Course at 762-2238.
Deseandra.
On Nov. 15, two days after the
GENERAL
Lothsville Fairdale standout signed
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Mike Tyson's teen-age accuser told a jury the
a national letter of intent with
former heavyweight champion pinned her on a bed with his forearm,
South Carolina, he allegedly broke
stripped her, raped her and laughed while she cried in pain and begged
into Shrivers' foster home, stabbed
him to stop.
his former girlfriend several times
"I said, 'Please, you're hurting me! Please, stop!' And he started laughand then stabbed himself.
ing, like it was a game," the 18-year-old college student and Miss Black
Turner, who also pleaded guilty
America contestant told the jury in Marion Superior Court.
Tyson, 25, is charged with rape, confinement and criminal deviate conto burglary, was ordered to make
duct. If convicted, he faces up to 63 years in prison. Tyson's lawyers briefrestitution to Shrivers for her medily cross-examined the woman, who was the second prosecution witness,
expenses and to her former foscal
before court adjourned for the day.
ter mother, Ernestine Kimbrough,
Kycia Johnson, one of the woman's roommates at the pageant, testified
for damage done to her home.
that when the woman returned from her date with Tyson, she said, "He's
such a creep. He's such a jerk," and said he had tried to rape her.
Shrivers, whom Turner stabbed
repeatedly before turning the knife
BASEBALL
on himself, said she thought the
was too lenient. "I don't
sentence
the
million
for
offer
NEW YORK (AP) — A Japanese-led group's $100
feel that it was fair at all," she
Seattle Mariners was forwarded to baseball's ownership committee and the
committee will immediately begin its background checks and deliberations. said. "The judge doesn't know
Deputy commissioner Stephen Greenberg and committee chairman Fred
Kuhlmann of the St. Louis Cardinals said there was a chance that the committee would be able to report to all owners at the next quarterly meetings,
scheduled for March 4-5 at Rosemont, Ill.
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Jim Abbott avoided an arbitration hearing with
the California Angels by signing a one-year contract for $1.85 million.
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Cubs signed free agent pitcher Jim Clancy to a minor league contract with Iowa of the Class AAA American
Association.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — Outfielder Chris Gwynn and the Kansas City
Royals agreed on a one-year contract for $425,000 contract, a raise of
$265,000 over his 1991 salary. Gwynn, acquired this winter from Los
Angeles for Todd Benzinger, asked for $550,000 in arbitration and was
offered $300,000. He hit .252 last season in 94 games for the Dodgers.

him. I do."
Because of the attack, she said,
she had to heal from a collapsed
lung, 15 stab wounds to her upper
torso and five stab wounds to her
head.
Turner and Shrivers had two
children together; the first died in
May 1990 of sudden infant death
syndrome.
Shrivers said Turner, who will
turn 18 on Monday, had physically
abused her for at least four years.
A mental-inquest warrant against
Turner had been obtained by a
counselor at Fairdale High before
the attack on Shrivers at her home.
But police were unable. to locate
Turner to take him into custody
before the stabbing happened.
Turner had recently been staying
at Ten Brocck Ho410tal for psychiatric evaluation under a mentalinquest warrant obtained by a Fairdale High counselor several hours
before the stabbing.
Harry J. Rothgerber Jr., one of
the two public defenders who represented Turner, said he could not
comment on the case because Scott
prohibited participants from speaking about it.
Rothgerber said that, under Kentucky law, a juvenile offender can
be committed to the state until age
18. If the offender is 17'A , he can
be committed to a maximum of one
year in a residential treatment
program, Rothgerber said.
Turner was the preseason favo
rite to be Kentucky's "Mr. Basketball," and many thought by this
time hcs would be trying to lead his
team to its third straight state high
school basketball championship.

Murray pounds...
(Cont'd from page 10)
jumps well and she works hard in
the paint. So does Veronica Lamb."
Lamb finished with eight points,
as did senior guard Christy Bell.
Bonnie Payne led the Lady Tiger

bench with 11 points.
*Bonnie Payne and her sister,
Connie, combined for 16 points in
the Lady Tigers' 25-20 victory in
Thursday's JV game with Carlisle.
Bonnie finished with 16 and Connie added 10.
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/- SCOREBOARD
Good service,

good coverage,
good price

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
1,1111 11111110

414

That's
State Farm
'4.4w44mr•
insurance." State Farm Insurance Comps:wit
..... I

Home offices Bloomington Illinois

COLLEGE SCORES
EAST
Fairlegh Diclunaon 70 Aisne 69
Iona 70 Si Prilefs 56
Maine 79 BMOC U 46
Manhattan 82 Carious 64
Massachusetts 77, utigers 66
• .Ballmore County 47, Bunab 64
Northeastern 90, He Hampshire 51
Fader 69, Hoists 1111 Sone 77. Fairesid 53
St Francis NY 97 leount St Mary's. MO $3
Termite 64. St Bonaventure 52
Wee Virgins 66 St J044441.4 77
SOUTH
Alabama St 118 Auburn-Montgomery It
Aboorn St 83. lbseesipol Col 81
Charleston Southern 120, Allen 44
Duke 75. Florida St 62
Georgia Southern 103, Stetson 67
Georgia Si 89. SE LOUISIMII 62
Jackeormile 81. F lorida 481.4 65
Ulmer, 72. Winthrop 58
Mercer 81. Fla International 56
N Carbine AaT 72, NC -Greensboro 57
NC Charlene 77, Lcuenki 68 OT
HE Lou's..,,. 74, Texas-Arlington 66
• North Texas 84, NW Lcuisiana 79
Samford 62, Cemenary 57
Tennessee Tech 75. Coil of Charleston 67
Texas 105, Vi Commonwealth 94
Tullio* 98. Schithern Miss 86
W Kentucky 68 New Orisons 67
WEAVE ST
Oho St 74 linos 72
Tuba 71, Brad* 61
Wis -Milwaukee 14. NE lances 61
Wright Si 94. W lands 80
SOLITHWE ST
Louisiana Tech 49 Texas-Pan American 62
Oral Rotons 108. Praitie VIew 67
SW Texas St 115, Sam Houston St 55
Texas-San Antonio 88. Stephen F Austin 86 OT
FAR WEST
Arizona 104. Oregon 53
Brigham Young 85. NOW Mexico 65
Cal St -Fulienon 76, San Jose St 64
Catania 76, Wasrington 58
Colorado St 76 San Diego St 63
Hawaii 74 Air Force 72, OT

Idaho 64. E. Washington 54
Montana 74, N Anzona 59
Nevada 91. Montana St 74
Oregon St 61. Arizona St 4
Padik U 66. UC wine 59
UNLV 86, Utah St DO OT
Utah 57, Trumill Pew 54
WasNrigion St 67 Stanton/ 59

NBA SCORES
EASTERN CCNFERENCE
Aferic Deleon
W L
Now Yoh
27 15
Boston
17 16
14amt
21 23
21 23
Pleledelphle
19 24
New Jere,
14 26
Wishirtqlon
Orlando
11 32
Central Division
Crimgo
37 7
Cleveiand
29 13
Detroit
24 20
Atlanta
23 20
Mivraukes
19 23
indana
16 28
Chandie
12 31
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Whoa Division
W L
Utah
26 17
San Antonio
25 18
Houelon
24 19
Denver
17 25
Dales
13 29
kenneled
7 35
Psdk Derision
29 13
GrOriand
lelen State
26 13
Phoenix
29 15
LA Liam
27 16
Seethe
21 23
LA Clippers
20 23
13 30
Sacramento
Thursday's Games
Cleveland 115 Orlando 96
Houston 106. Chicago 102
LA Liars 106 Denver 96

Pa
GB
643 —
A
VII
477 7
477 7
442 th
333 13
256 144
841
690
545
535
452
364
279

—
7
13
13.4
17
2/
24%

Pa
GB
622 —
541
2
568 3
406 94
310 13,4
167 194
690 —
667 14
1
15541
628 74
477 9
465 94
302 16,4

Larry Krouse Insurance
106 N. 12th (Next to Ilitalooaleto)

759-98811

7534563 PRICES

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR

"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

FOOTBALL
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The New Orleans Saints acquired running back
Allen Pinkett from the Houston Oilers for a fifth-round choice in the 1992
draft. Pinkett, 28, rushed for 2,324 yards on 567 carries and had 119 receptions for 921 yards in six season with Houston. He rushed for 720 yards on
177 carries and had 29 receptions for 228 yards last season.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Mike Shanahan, recently fired as offensive
coordinator of the Denver Broncos, was named offensive coordinator of the
San Francisco 49ers. Shanahan, 39, replaces Mike Holmgren, who left to
become head coach of the Green Bay Packers.
SEATTLE (AP) — Washington defensive tackle Steve Emtman, the Outland Trophy and Lombardi Award winner last season, has scheduled a news
conference today to announce whether he's going to enter the NFL draft or
return for his senior season. The deadline for underclass players to apply
for the April 26-27 draft is midnight tonight.

GOLF
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) — Mark Wiebe and Jeff Sluman shot
8-under-par 64s to share the first-round lead in the Pebble Beach National
Pro-Am. They both played on the 6,799-yard Pebble Beach Golf Links, one
of three Monterey Peninsula courses used for the first three days of the
tournament.
Tom Purtzer and P.H. Horgan each 66s and .Tom Sieckmann, Willie
Wood and Ken Green had 67s at Pebble Beach. Mark Brooks and Chip
Beck shot 67s on the 6,865 Poppy Hill course and Lanny Wadkins had a 67
on the 6,810-yard Spyglass Hill course, regarded as the most difficult of the
three courses.

Upcoming Schedule
FRIDAY
No local games scheduled.
Friday's Calloway County boys' game against Fulton City has
been rescheduled for Feb. 8. It will be the school's
Homecoming.

SATURDAY
MURRAY STATE: Lady Racers at Middle Tennessee, 5:30 p.m.;

Racers at Middle Tennessee, 7:30 p.m.

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE

5010 OFF SALE
WARM-UPS
NIKE ®& REEBOK®NYLON JACKETS
CASUAL SHORTS
TENNIS APPAREL
PRINTED FLEECE
ATHLETIC BAGS
NIKE®& REEBOICT-SHIRTS
AIR JORDAWAPPAREL
CHILDREN'S APPAREL
WOMEN'S APPAREL
RACQUETBALL RACKETS
LE COQ®& ADIDAS'APPAREL
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL BATS & GLOVES
NBA-NFL PRINTED APPAREL
NIKE ®& REEBOK® HATS

20-40% OFF OVER 125 SELECTED STYLES
OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S SHOES

FOR SALE
12:11PROPANE GAS TANKS
,. ,
,1
:

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS

Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

4444444•••
/
.44401411444

.40•1111,

•

N'N

1203 Chestnut St.

753-8844

'
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RACER
ACTION
With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1992 Murray State Racers!

Thornton
Tile and
Marble
Mon.-Fri. 8 hi 4:30
.tinturday 8-Noon

753-5719
From All Your
Friends At
\i

r1 I

IJ

_ -fir?.1C
r;

!here's No Place Like

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY
RESTARAUNT
•fl mntry Ham
Breakfast
*!) ite Lunch
• B affet
*Bar-b-que
*Catfish Dinner

GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!

Murray State at Middle Tennessee
Saturday, 7:30 p.m. at Murphy Athletic Center, Murfreesboro, Tn.
FACTS
MURRAY STATE-MIDDLE TENNESSEE PROBABLE STARTERS AND GAME

FORD

MURRAY STATE RACERS (7-11. 5-2)
Popeye Jones 6-8 Sr (20.6 p, 14.1 r)
Frank Allen 6-2 Jr (14.5 p, 2.7 r)
Maurice Cannon 6-3 Jr (12.3 p, 3.1 r)
Cedric Gumm 6-0 So (9.5 p, 3.0 r)
Scott Sivills 6-7 Jr (4.8 p, 4.1 r)

MIDDLE TENNESSEE BLUE RAIDERS (11-6. 5-2)
Robert Taylor 6-5 Jr (17.8 p, 3.9 r)
Kelvin Hammonds 6-3 Sr (13.8 p, 3.4 r)
Warren Kidd 6-9 Jr (13.0 p, 10.0 r)
Quincy Vance 6-7 Sr (8.0 p, 4.9 r)
Jeffrey Hunter 6-2 Sr (2.7 p, 1.8 r)

SUBSTITUTES
Bo Walden 6-0 Jr (4.7 p, 1.9 r)
Jamal Evans 6-3 Jr (4.1 p, 2.1 r)
Craig Gray 6-0 So (3.6 p, 0.7 r)
Jerry Wilson 6-7 So (3.5 p, 2.5)
Scott Adams 6-9 Sr (2.3 p, 2.9 r)
Michael Hunt 6-4 Jr (0.8 p, 0.0 r)

SUBSTITUTES .
Tim Corder 6-2 Sr (4.9 p, 2.2 r)
Ramond Davis 6-3 ar (3.5 p, 2.2 r)
Mark Newman 6-8 Fr (3.5 p, 1.0 r)
David Clark 6-7 So (3.3 r, 2.0 r)
Jeff Johnson 6-8 So (3.2 p, 2.8 r)
Mike Buck 6-5 Sr (2.0 p, 1.3 r)
Robert Clark 6-6 Fr (1.9 p, 1.3 r)

GAME SCORES
N 26 Illinois Tech, 102-66
N 30 Southern Illinois, 98-109
D 3 at Memphis State, 54-78
#Monmouth (N.J.), 67-68
D 6
N.C.-Asheville, 105-81
D 7
D 14 *Middle Tennessee, 98-74
D 19 at Western Kentucky, 89-93
D 21 Evansville, 80-87
D 28 at Missouri; 52-92
D 31 at Arkansas State, 59-63
J 6 at Texas, 75-93
J 11 *at Austin Peay, 85-86
J 13 *Southeast Missouri, 86-76
Virginia Commonwealth, 90-91
J 15
J 18 *at Tennessee Tech, 87-80
J 20 *at Tennessee State, 71-62
J 25 *Eastern Kentucky, 80-90
J 27 *Morehead State, 87-83

GAME SCORES
N 23 at Arkansas State, 61-60
N 25 David Lipscomb, 79-66
N 27 at Louisiana State, 65-96
D 5 at Tennessee, 83-86
D 7 at Mississippi Valley, 87-67
D 14 *at Murray State, 74-98
D 20 #South Alabama, 71-76
#Slippery Rock, 72-46
D 21
Roberts, 100-78
Oral
2
J
J 6 at Cincinnati, 70-79
J 11 *Southeast Missouri, 61-58
J 13 *Austin Peay, 84-71
J 15 Tennessee-Martin, 94-55
J 18 *at Tennessee State, 55-50
J 20 *at Tennessee Tech, 90-99 OT
J 25 *Morehead State, 80-72
J 27 *Eastern Kentucky, 73-68

NEXT GAME
F
3 at Eastern Illinois

NEXT GAME
F 5 at Tennessee-Martin

#Hatter Classic at DeLand, Fla.
*Ohio Valley Conference game

#Blue Angel Classic at Pensacola, Fla.
*Ohio Valley Conference game

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. • (502)753-5273

dr%
TACO'BEL
CATCH TH
ACTION!
753-8758
402 N. 12th
Murray

HEAD COACH
David Farrar (Anderson '69), 1st season
(11-6, 5-2); Farrar vs. Murray State (0-1)

HEAD COACH
Scott Edgar (Pittsburgh -Johnstown
'78), 1st season (7-11, 5-2); Edgar
vs. Middle Tennessee (1-0)

'Tor The Best Service"

J and S
CHEVRON
Open 7 Days
a Week
6 am.- 10 p.m.
518 S. 12th St.
753-1615
Monk Stilton
Owner

Murray State leads the series 86-28 and has won the last last four games
played between the schools, including a 98-74 decision this season at Murray.
Center Popeye Jones scored 20 points and had 20 rebounds' in the Dec. 14 game,
and the Racers made 29 of 32 free throws and also benefitted from 24 Blue Raider
turnovers. Last season, the Racers swept three games from the Blue Raiders,
winning 91-86 and 79-67 at Murray and 70-66 at Murfreesboro. Jones scored 31
points and had 14 rebounds in the first win at Murray, which clinched the Ohio
Valley Conference championship for the Racers. The second home-court win came in
the title game of the OVC Tournament and featured a 21-point, 18-rebound
performance by Jones.
TEAM COMPARISONS
Scoring Average
Opponents
Field Goal Percentage
Opponents
3-Point Field Goals Made Per Game
Opponents
3-Point Field Goal Percentage
Opponents
Free Throw Percentage
Free Throws Made Per Game
Opponents
Rebounding Average
Opponents
Turnovers Per Game
Opponents
Steals Per Game
Opponents
Average Height Of Starters

GARLAND
USED
CARS
510 S. 4th St.
7534641

THE SERIES

t1 (Irn Techntilogy
for
Printini! Veetts"

Best
of
Luck!

Middle Tennessee
76.4
72.1
.471
.441
8.2
5.9
.341
.311
.731
16.6
15.9
38.1
32.1
16.6
17.8
7.5
6.8
6-5

Murray State
81.9
82.3
.448
J.476
4.3
5.5
.317
.378
.717
17.4
18.5
41.1
35.4
19.6
19.3
9.0
8.7
6-4

CAR CARE
•Tune-ups
•Oil Changes
•Brake Work
•Mufflers
•General Service Work
0"Allen Smart Engine
Analyzer"

npr!J
AUTO CENTER
200 N. 4th St.,

753-6001

Murray
Mon.-Fri.
8-5

*Daily Specials
*60 Item Food & Sundae
Bar
*U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks cut
fresh daily

SOMETHING NOTEWORTHY
First place in the Ohio Valley Conference standings will be at stake in the
game. With 5-2 records, Murray State and Middle Tennessee currently share the
top spot, a half game ahead of 4-2 Eastern Kentucky, which plays a non-league
game Saturday against Tennessee-Martin. NTS0 knocked EKU from first place Monday
by defeating the Colonels 73-68 at Murfreesboro, two nights after Eastern
defeated the Racers 90-80 at Murray. MSU was an 87-83 winner over Morehead State
Monday at home.

641 SOPER REll
"Service is our business"

Tis

BAR-B-0 8 BURGERS
Fri. ISat.
Might Buffet

Shell

753-9131
. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

Bar-S-111 is..
Pend Seised
Catfish Mac
Pried Chicken,
Peed. Salad
Beene Bar.
Incindse Drink

-

NII Chestnut SL • Murray
753-0045

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center Murray .753-0440

YOUR BEST INSURANCE
Pohcy is a Good
AGENT
Wed like to have the opportunity to
show you what we mean With quality
protecton anti seri= ca!! b3day'

PURDOM
THURMAN
LL
I
& McNUTT
Slate •••I•
Mewlowe•
CON110.^"•

State Auto Insurance

DWI McNutt, AA1
407 Maple

,•.,, er,

,
NEW

7531451

- 'Go
Racers
"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540

CUNNINGHAM
Auto Repair

Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and now
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
819 8. 4th 753-7831 Murray

.4,

I.

41.11.1,

;71
34:
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Call 911 when stroke symptoms appear

Murray State University

STAFF EXCELLENCE

By DANIEL 0. HANEY
Associated Press Science Writer

'Wag

PHOENIX — Doctors studying
what people should do if they think
they're having a stroke came up
with some surprising advice: Don't
call your doctor.
Instead, they say to call an
ambulance at the first sign of a
stroke. The distinction could mean
the difference between life and
death.
While health officials have long
campaigned ter get people to the
hospital at the first sign of a heart
attack, the urgency of treating
strokes has gotten less attention —
in part because strokes are more
difficult to treat.
Strokes are the third leading
cause of death in the United States
after heart attacks and cancer, killing 145,000 people annually.
Many doctors believe that therapies now under study will be available soon. And even current
approaches improve the chances of
survival or recovery if a person is
treated quickly.
The study, conducted at the University of Cincinnati, found that
people who called 911, the

emergency number in most places,
got to the hospital within an average of about three hours. Those
who phoned their doctors were not
hospitalized until about 10 hours
after the first symptoms.
"The worst thing is to call your
doctor," commented Dr. Edward
Cooper of the University of Pennsylvania, president-elect of the
American Heart Association.
The results were outlined Thursday by Dr. Joseph Broderick at a
stroke meeting sponsored by the
heart association. They were based
on a review of 1,243 patients in
New York, Ohio and Virginia.
Broderick said people who call
their doctor rather than an ambulance often have milder symptoms,
so they wait longer before seeking
help. But calling the doctor also
significantly slows down the trip to
the emergency room.
Typically, callers cannot get
through to their doctors immediately and have to wait for them to call
back.
"Even docs have a hard time
getting hold of other physicians,"
Broderick said.
Experts believe that stroke victims must be treated within about

Youth with reattached arms
worries about future events
ders by a piece of farming equipment. To survive, he staggered
Associated Press Writer
about 400 feet to his house, twisted
ROBB1NSDALE, Minn. — John doorknobs with his mouth,
Thompson spends his days much as clenched a pencil to phone for help
any 18-year-old might — watching and remained clear-headed enough
movies such as "Backdraft," lis- to remind ambulance workers pack
tening to Guns N' Roses and fret- his severed arms in ice.
Thompson looks forward to leavting about his high school
ing the hospital, but worries about
graduation.
But he does it in a hospital bed, his friends' reactions, Blotter said.
swathed in bandages, under the
"He has days when he wants to
shadow of the day that changed his see people and he has days when
life — the day his arms were he doesn't want people to see
ripped off in an accident on his him," Blotter said.
family's farm in Hurdsfield, N.D.
Doctors have said Thompson
The high school senior remains probably will be released next
in fair condition at North Memorial month.
Medical Center, recovering from
"He's really worried, he wants
the operation that reattached his to graduate with his class this
arms and wondering what his spring," said Blotter. "We talked
future holds.
to the principal and he said there
Thompson's doctors say he faces shouldn't be a problem with that."
years of physical therapy. They're
At the hospital near Minneapolis,
not sure whether he'll regain use of Thompson passes time visiting
his arms below the elbows.
with family, listening to music and
"All in all, he's been pretty watching movies such as "Silence
good, but he does have times of of the Lambs" and "Backdraft,"
depression," his sister, Kim Blot- said hospital spokeswoman Nancy
ter, of Fargo, N.D., said Wednes- Miller.
day. "He wonders if he'll ever be
"He loves the rock music group
able to do the things he was able to Firehouse and likes Guns N'
do. He knows it'll be awhile before Roses," - she said. "They weren't
he can do anything."
able to come over for a visit when
"I'm trying to figure out what they were in town for their concert,
I'll be able to do with my hands, but they sent over T-shirts and
how I'll finish high school, if I can photos."
drive again," Thompson said in the
Donations have poured in to help
Feb. 3 issue of People magazine. pay Thompson's medical bills.
Nearly three weeks have passed Thirty volunteers on Monday
since Thompson's arms were sev- recorded Several thousand cards
ered 3 to 4 inches below the shoul- and donations, Miller said.
At First State Bank in Goodrich,
N.D., a fund for Thompson totaled
$247,000 as of Thursday, said
Karen Konschak, a bank vice
president.
The bank has received about
9,000 letters from throughout the
Goodyear's Union City, Tennessee United States and countries includplant will increase production by ing Switzerland, England, Hong
more than 3,000 tires per day and Kong, Norway and South Africa,
recall approximately 100 associates she said.
currently on layoff,effective March 1.
"One little girl wrote saying she
Plant Manager Gary Roach attri- had a serious illness and couldn't
buted the production increase to an walk. She gave him a dollar that
improvement in tire sales, particularly she got from the tooth fairy," said
in the replacement market, which Konschak. "These are things that
have exceeded expectations so far this are coming from the heart."
year.
"We hope this favorable condition
will continue," Roach said. "Improved business conditions and the
efficient operation of our plant are
critically important to our long-term
success."

By KAREN MILLS

Jeanie Morgan's efforts to keep the Murray State University Office of
Student Activities running smoothly have led her to receive the Staff
Excellence Award from the university.

Student activities' Morgan
gets special recognition
(Editor's note: The following is one
in a series of articles featuring winners
of the Staff Excellence Awards at
Murray State University.)
When Jeanie Morgan walks into
the Murray State University Housing
Office, its like going home. Not only
was one of her early Murray State job
assignments in the housing office, but
the department occupies her childhood home.
Murray State purchased the house
in the 1950s from Delmar and Burlene
Brewer and eventually converted it
into the Housing Office. "It was so
strange working in the home I lived in
as a child," she says. Mrs. Morgan
began working at Murray State in
1976 as a receptionist in Hart Hall.
Later she worked in the housing
department, which was then housed in
Hart Hall. It was moved to Clark Hall
and then finally relocated into the old
Brewer home.
Mrs. Morgan changed jobs in 1984
and became the administrative secretary for the Office of Student Activities located in the Curris Center where
she gets to work directly with students. "I love working with the students. I like being around people and I
thoroughly enjoy the students," she
says.
As administrative secretary, Mrs.
Morgan handles general secretarial
duties, acts as a receptionist and a
resource person for students. In addition, she keeps files for the programming committee.
Although Mrs. Morgan keeps regular hours, her job is anything but
regular."Every day is different. There
are some things that you know are
going to happen like Homecoming,
Parents Weekend and elections. But
you still get to plan some different
things such as concerts and lectures,"
she says.
Thursday morning is usually the
only routine work day because that is
when she counts money from the
Student Government Associationsponsored Wednesday night movies.
"Our schedule depends on what time
of year it is. For example, we are
getting ready to start planning for the
Miss MSU pageant which is held the
last Saturday in March."
Other major activities this semester
include student government elections
and an appearance by comedian Sinbad.
Mrs. Morgan especially likes meet-

ing entertainers and other celebrities
that come to Murray State. "I'm a real
Kennedy fan. When Robert Jr. came
for his lecture last fall, I got to meet
him. A few years earlier, I met Joseph
when he came to Murray State. I'm
just in awe of the Kennedys," she
says.
One of the advantages about working with students is they remember
her."You get close to the students and
they remember you - especially at
Christmas. I still hear from students
worked with back in 1976. It is such a
neat feeling to have family everywhere," she says.
The only time, Mrs. Morgan feels
uneasy about her job is when a
computer breaks down. "We're in a
computer world and I am still adjusting. As long as they're working, I'm
fine. If we start having problems, oh
me," she says.
Mrs. Morgan devotes a large portion of her time to her husband Mike,
and their 21-year-old daughter,
Shelby. She also has one sister, Tressa
Ross of Murray.
Shelby was in an automobile accident on July 1, 1989, and was comatose for 84 days. When she woke up
and spoke, she was moved from
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah
to the Rehabilitation Center at Lourdes Hospital. Six months later she was
discharged and came home."Luckily,
I had enough vacation days so I could
be with her."
As a result of the accident, Shelby
was initially unable to care for herself
after coming home."Now,she stays at
home by herself for a while during the
day and can even get around in the
house. Her main goal right now is to
work on becoming more mobile,"
Mrs. Morgan says.
A native Callow ay Countian, Mrs.
Morgan and her family attend Glendale Church of Christ.

Production to
increase at
Goodyear plant

EARN
7.25(4
I AX-DEFERRED A\ NI I 11
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Earl surroldcr
charges apply.
MAIO minimum, •

305-A S. 12th St.
(Next to Dumplin's)

753-0959

Hwy. 641N • 753-4141

r
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Horoscope
SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 1, 1992
(I-or your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-778(. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Dress to impress!
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRG01,Aug.23-Sept. 221: railYour career will accelerate soon if ing to face reality or a personal obyou continue to work hard. Landing a ligation could lead to a confrontation.
new job in the spring sends your Do not spend your money or energy
confidence soaring! A move to an- recklessly. Talk with your loved onesother state or city is possible in June. before making a new commitment.
Attending a school reunion could lead
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Cauto happy romance.Early fall is a great tion is advised during working hours.
time for travel, if it does not interfere Quick decision.s are out! Do not rewith school.Taking high-tech courses veal a secret in haste. After a hectic
will boost your earning potential.Save day,feel free to let your hair down at
money for investment purposes.
home. Pursue romance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:poet Langston Hughes. Entertainment expenses may be hard
golfer Debbie Austin. singer Don to justify now.Time spent alone will
Everly. actor Sherman Hemsley.
benefit you and your pocketbook,
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Set too. Give more thought to your
a new course and you will make a spiritual needs.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
name for yourselfin an exciting field.
A change ofemployment or residence 21): Sort out your thoughts Wore
brings both prestige and more money. trying to do something complicated.
Forgive someone who disappoints You have good reason to feel optimistic! Once an agreement has been
you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): reached, the chances of things going
Your kindness to someone is mar- awry are minimal.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
velobs. but may be more than your
budget can sustain. Put family obli- Your efforts at work will bring degations first. Regular exercise and lightful rewards. Romance and dobetter eating habits will help you trim mestic duties could make' a happy
blend. Do not be gullible about money
down.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Be matters. A casual relationship turns
certain of your facts when making a serious.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
family decision. Working conditions
will improve only if you are positive Avoid making quick decisions about
and fair in your criticism. Look close finance or romance. Otherwise, imto home for the happiness you seek!, patience could supplant wisdom. A
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): An relationship.showdown looks ineviargument can go on and on unless table. Be honest about any doubts.
someone calls It. halt. Plan leisure- Getting betterorganized willimprove
time activities that will keep all your work performance.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
members of th family diverted and
happy. Cash in on your managerial Exuberant spirits put you in a festive
mood. Forgo your usual routine for
skills.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A happy something more exciting! Friends
home life renews your spirit today. look to you for assistance with their
You may decide to invite your clos- problems. Help them stand on their
est friends to join the family circle. own feet.
The social scene is hectic but fun.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are highly creative and imaginative, fond of
fairy tales, dance and music. Anibitious but people-oriented,they are willing
to work tirelessly for a good cause. These politically savvy Aquarians are
experts at forging valuable alliances. Striving for power comes naturally to
them. In romance, they tend to be both shy and sentimental. They see their
loved ones through rose-colored glasses.
(To order a revised and updated top y tit- leant Dixon's hest-selling hook -Yesterday. Today and Forever.
Floss Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 55.95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. c/o Andrev., and McMeel. P0 Box 419150. Kansas Clts.Sb f14141 Make checks payable to
.Andrews and %Ales.

You Can Be A Member
For Only $28/month•

Premiere

Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee Health and Fitness Club
you'll like it.
University Square • 759-9999

*

Car!
ItineAlp
airmail
•
[
•Instail Toyota-brand spark plugs
•Check air. fuel and emission titters
•Inspect ignition wires, distributor
cap and rotor belts, hoses and
PCV valve

'5995

GENUINE TOYOTA

FARM
BUREAU

•

•

uble-stage filtering element 41111111.
• . with anti-drainback valve fll
4,11119w
S.

'499

SPECIAL
Inspect Cooling & Heating System.
Drain & refill
radiator with
Toyota Coolant
"I Low, What You Do For Afit"

'2495

TOYOTA

Hated: A. SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

For confidence & peace of
mind come see Russell at
Toyota of Murray. We aim
.,
to please.

-.411111.
1 1111111
14.111

".4 ..;••
•
•

.
.

..,

't,<.sltoder slightls higher Does not include
tiO 000, mile platinum plugs

•

-

*

•

4

OIL FILTER
INSURANCE

•Klds 10 8. Under Eat FREE
Every Mon. thru Wed.
•Farm Raised Catfish
Special - 1/2 Order $4.99
*Th/Fri./9ht. Seafood
Buffet $8.99

*

of the University of Texas at San
Antonio.
Common symptoms include:
*sudden weakness or numbness of
the face, arm and leg on one side
of the body.
*trouble talking or understanding
what people say.
*dimness or loss of vision, especially in just one eye.
*unexplained dizziness, unsteadiness or sudden falls.
Most strokes occur when a blood
vessel inside the brain becomes
clogged, choking off the supply of
oxygen. Some also result when a
blood vessel breaks and floods the
brain with blood.
They can cause paralysis, memory loss, impaired speech and
death.

•

*rum *ens
Open 4 p m
Mon -Fn

three hours to prevent the loss of
brain tissue.
The current standard treatments
include breathing oxygen and, in
some cases, raising low blood
pressure.
Several promising new therapies
are being tested. Among these are
administering TPA, streptokinase
and other medicines that break up
blood clots, the cause of most
strokes.
Also being tested are clotdissolving snake venom and drugs
such as calcium channel blockers
that may protect threatened brain
tissue.
"People know the pain of heart
attack. They need to know the
symptoms of stroke and act on
them," said Dr. David G. Sherman

/.// • Before the blizzard breaks
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Classified

DEADLINES

•s

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:

Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition

Notice

Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
...... Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

310
320
330
34"
:3C, •

570
240

2y7

430
44

.

450

1 SALESPERSON One of
the best sales positions in
Calloway County Must
have good sales expenence and record Must
have late model car Travel
Calloway County only Interested in someone who
has good work habits System is set up to produce
results should earn
$50000 in first year Company is located in Calloway
County and has been here
for 36 years Call 753-2654
for appointment

A 15,797 square foot lot as surveyed by F. T. Seargent and
Associates of Murray,Kentucky,on August 5, 1983,located at 916
North Eighteenth Street, and being Lot 19 and the south 70.00
feet of Lot 6 in the College View Addition to the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows;
Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described lot and
the Southwest corner of Lot 4, said point being an existing iron
pipe on the East Right-of-Way of North Eighteenth Street (2000.
feet east of the centerline) and 310 00 feet South of the South
Right-of-Way of the Old Murray-Mayfield Road;thence,South 83
degrees,39 minutes,52 seconds East:225.40 feet along the South
property line of Lots 4 and 5 and crossing Lot 6 to an existing iron
pipe; thence, South 03 degrees, 35 minutes, 16 seconds West 70.40 feet along the east line oflot 6 to an existing iron pipe at the
Northeast corner of Lot 18; thence, North 83 degrees,36 minutes,
17 seconds, West 224.62 feet along the North line of Lot 18 to an
existing iron pipe on the East Right-of-Way of North Eighteenth
Street 1 20.00 feet East-of the centerline); thence, North 02
degrees, 56 minutes, 19 seconds East - 70.22 feet along the East
Right-of-Way of North Eighteenth Street to the point of beginning. Said property being commonly known as 916 Eighteenth
Street, Murray, KY_ 42071.
Being the same property conveyed to Jeffrey Bryan Madison by
Deed dated March 25, 1988 and recorded in Deed Book 171, Card
No. 2474,in the office ofthe Clerk ofthe County Court of Calloway
County, Kentucky.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with
approved securities, bearing legal interest from the date of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms
JEAN MILLER, MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

020

020

Roan

Notice

VCR Service
, .,„i,
Ward-Elkins
753-1713
DRY dean your carpets
Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System Call
to resume a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Center 701 S 4th 753-0839

DESIGNER Handbags at
non-designers prices Bo- SUNGLASSES Ray.
nus gift with each beg Harr Ban's. $4995 Serengeti's,
Art, Dixieland Center 559 95 Hair Art. Dixieland
Center 753-6745
753-6745
04,

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

AVON Reps Needed $20
Juts, free pwelry, door-todoor unnecessary Excellent commission Assistant
Mgr, 1-800-8662243

EXCELLENT income for
easy mail processing from
home Up to $24 per No
exp Wnte PASEP 187E
161 S Lincolnway, N Aurora IL 60542
EXPERIENCED Spreader
Truck Driver Apply at Hutson Ag Service Hardin
437 4102
EXPERIENCED Tool and
Cutler Grinders Pay based
on experience and ability
Good working conditions in
a secure and growing company Contact Mid-South
Cutter Gnncling, New Camden Hwy. P0 Box 12,
Paris, TN 38242
901-642 9172
MACHINIST Toolmakers
Pay based on experience
and ability Good working
conditions and growth opportunities Contact Mid South Cutter Grinding New
Camden Hwy. P0 Box
12 Pans, TN 38242
GROWING and expanding
company is seeking probes
sional individual for outside
sales Person must be able
to meet people well and be
self motivated Apply in
person at Office Concept,
204 West Washington.
Paris, TN No phone calls
please

comprehensive
benefits at reasonable

fers

rates. For free mfor
mation call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

Every Tuesday NI it at 7:00
FOUND Young female
black Lab, red collar,
cropped tad 436-5675

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY *4 weft to Johnny Robertson Road.
mulatto So Hole Read riohl on So Ha. Roag

Ai L PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Murray
P0 Our 1033
153 0466

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00 .75.00 90.00 105,00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

VACANCY Ky Tech
School Director West Kentucky SVTS, Paducah.
Kentucky Salary Minimum
$31.222 Additional based
on education and experience Date opened January 15, 1992 Date dosed
February 12, 1992 Job Description Provides overall
management and supervision of personnel. programs, and curriculum planning at West Kentucky,
SVTS West Kentucky
SVTS Is a postsecondary
institution serving western
Kentucky, southern Illinois,
and eastern Missouri
Supervision involves ap•
proximately 100 staff and
700-800 day and evening
students Minimum requirements Must hold a KDE
vocational school certificate in administration,
supervision, and coordination supplemented by four
years of experience working with vocational education programs Graduate
study shall substitute for
the experience on a yearfor-year basis OR, Must
hold a KDE Vocational
Principal's certificate, KDE
Secondary Principal's certificate, or a Kentucky Statement of Eligibility for Vocational School Principal supplemented by two years of
experience working with
vocational education programs Graduate study in
vocational education shall
substitute for up to one year
of the required experience
OR. Must hold a master's
degree with four years administrative experience in a
postsecondary institution
Of a combination of postsecondary administrative ex
peril:ince and experience in
industrial training Graduate study above the master's degree shall substitute
for up to one year of the
required experience Contact Dr. Sandra Parks, Regional Executive Director,
Kentucky Tech Region
One, P0 Box 7769, 1400
H C Mathis Dr, Paducah.
KY 42002-7769. Telephone (502) 444-8355 An
Equal Opportunity Employer, WF/H

Toyota of Murray, Inc. is now accepting
aggressive applicants to fill a Parts
Manager position. Experience necessary. We offer an excellent benefit
package and a stable future with a fast
growing company. All serious applicants should apply in person to Toyota of
Murray, 515 So. 12th St., Monday thru
Friday. No phone calls please. Ask for
Chad Cochran.

90.00 108.00 126.001144.00 162.00 180.00
4

GROWING and expanding
cempany is seeking add'tonal service help Needs
to have copy machine repair experience Apply in
person at Office Concepts,
204 West Washington
Paris No phone calls
please

,
„Ippon wort)
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8113 Poplar Street • Murres,

Kentucky 42071

$2 00 extra fur blind box ads
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Ankles
For Sale

CERAMIC
MOLDS
New & Used
Also Paint
615-232-8359

-

Articles
For Sale

Ankles
For Sore

NINTENDO games Perfect condition 753-4359
before 6prn

SCHRADER wood stove
753-6127 after 4 30pm

POULAN 3400 chain saw
18' bar and chain Almost
new 753-5605

12HP Murray riding mower
with 38 deck and grass
catcher. McCullah edger
Both less than 1 year old, in
excellent condition
759-9561

NURSES Aide Full time,
11pm 7am shift Prefer
CMA but will train Pleasant
atmosphere Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr Murray EOE

2 LOTS in Memorial Gardens 5300/both OBO
753-3079

14HP Case riding mower
12tt tilt trailer, like new
753-8908
1989 ENCYCLOPEDIA
Britannica New -still in
boxes $1200 negotiable
762-2327

VAN Driver 55yrs and
older, low income
6hrs /day, minimum wage
Send resume to Box 105
607 Poplar St

BABYSITTING in my Murray home Experienced
mother loves kids Has lots
of toys and big backya,d
$1 00/hr Call Debbie at
759-4967
COLLEGE student will
clean your house/run errands reasonable rates
Please call 759-4671 after
1pm
WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379
WILL babysit, day-time Experienced 759-4490
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016
110
Instruction
PIANO lessons Beginners
Call
or advanced
435-4573

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, pistols. shotguns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S Hwy 641. Murray
753-1342
ELECTRIC winch, 12V
759-4836, 436-5322
PROPANE tank. size
125-250 898-8915
TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 759 4836 or
436-5322
TRACTOR with 3 point
hitch Also, 12tip or larger
garden tractor 759-41,32
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools quilts
901 642 6290
,

KERO Sun heater, used
few hours, still in the box
Sears air purifier, $20
489-2266 after 5pm

Antiques & Collectibles

FEBRUARY SALE
1057E Off Storewide
13% Off Items Over $100

Friday. & Saturdays 10-4:30; Sunday 12-4:30
15021492-8796
Hwy. 641 & Dees St. Hazel, Ky.

ASHLEY fireplace insert
5200 753 8838

OFFICE HELP WANTED

BABY Items 2 swings,
stroller, front pack, infant
seat Excellent condition
753-0584 or 753-1451

Must have bookkeeping experience.
Knowledge of general office duties.
Computer experience helpful.
Apply In person at:

CAMPER top for small
pick-up, $125 Queen size
waterbed, $100. Antique
clock, $50 489 2440

SERVAL TERMITE COMPANY
Hwy. 121 North
Murray, Ky.

POSTAL JOBS Your
area/523,700 pa year plus IN home tanning bed,$475
benefits. Postal camers, sor- 753-2816
ten,clerks. For an application
and exam information, call
1-219-736-9807,ext. P-3482.
8arn-8pm, 7 days

CASH for mobile home
tires 57-512 each
527-2932

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
(XJUNTY

2na per word 1000 minimum 1st day.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob" A
GED? Hope for the future"
You may quality if 'You do
net have your GED Of high
school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16
21. We are an E OE This
project is funded by tie
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m -11 30a m

POSITIONS Open Waitress and cook with experience Cook must have resume Call for appointment
Kat Man-Doo
901-247-5701, ask for
Terry or James

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

5e per word per day for asch additional consecutive day.
$I no t•xtra rur shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )

150
Help
Wanted

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

STAFF PHYSICAL THERAPIST
armacY
ing
Ph
seek
Arilsot)ce
pac
and PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT.
Competitive salary and excellent benefits peck-

20.00 40.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Want
To Buy

Murray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Trnne tire ann.,untes
the following lob openings
STAFF PHARMACIST
Full-time position available for new graduate or
expenenced professional Applicants must possess or be eligible for a Kentucky license to

6

Vans

4913

500 •

PARTS MANAGER

For details contact
•
Personnel Dept
(502)742-1111111

10"

5.00

Used Cars

490

expired due to age
Our most populaz Major Medical Policy of-

9"

8"

7'

6"

1

Auto Services
Auto Parts

485.

Unless still in School
Or
Uwe
College,

• ire• local cisme mr,ce

,

Motorcycles

470
480 .

family group hospital
insurance may have

AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
8 1 1 9
4 7 4
-600-649 3804

5"

4"

3"

2"

TRANSPORTATION

144
Wanted

LK.
Notice

By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of ihe Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the January 13, Term thereof, 1992, in the above
cause, for the sum of SEVENTEEN THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED
FORTY-FOUR AND 48/100 DOLLARS ($17,644.48), with interest at
the rate of9.5% per annum from Apnl 1,1991, until date ofJudgment in
this action, plus accrued late charges in the amount ofONE HUNDRED
SEVEN AND 26/100 DOLLARS $107.26 plus and escrow deficit in the
amount ofTHREE HUNDRED TWENTY-TWO AND 83/100 DOLLARS
($322.81), with interest accruing on the entire balance at the rate of
9.5% per annum from date of Judgment until paid, and for its attorney
fees in the amount ofFOUR HUNDRED FIVE AND NO/100 DOLLARS
($405.00), and its courts costs herein expended until paid, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 7th day of
February, 1992, at 12:00 O'clock noon, or thereabout, on the terms of
$2,000 down on the date of sale by either certified or cashier's check
with the balance of the sale pnce due together with interest thereon at
the rate of 12% per annum with thirty (30)days of the date of sale, the
following descnbed property, to-wit:

r

Discotutt 2nd Run, 60% nuteutant 3rd Run.
All :3 Ada Must Hun Within 6 Ihtti Period
SI sir per column inch extra Iiir Tuesday

I

Insurance
,)erminating
1,,
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

060

NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 91-CI-190

12th St. 753-2255

230..
250
290
530

010

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court
Banker's Trust Company, In Its Capacity As Trustee For
American Housing Trust III, Plaintiff, versus Jeffrey Bryan
Madison, Et Al Defendant

515 S

-Sales
Moh;le Homes For S,ile
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loan Real Estate
Lots For Salk.
.. Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

4t3•J

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Rent-A-Car

Days
120

1991

-

For Trade
Free Column
Warted

L•9111
Motto*

Node*

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Moh:le Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

Public Sale

010

010

•

Nlusical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
NIISCELLA N EOUS

410
540
5(10

SERVICES

REAL ESTA1

- Antiques
racuum Cleaners
‘
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood

.3,I

ci

Effective Jan 2

Display Ads
401,

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

130
1

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
.. Feed & Seed

a

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MERCHANDISE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice

020
025

753-1916

Thursday 3 p.m.

Saturday Edition

010

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ADJUS-I'MENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads fur any error The
Murray Ledger &Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so correction!, can he made

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE

(6 days-2 days fres, 9 days-3 days fres)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run, three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!
•

Call

916
7534
to place your ad.

USED Pallets, 4trx48*
436-5430

•
v

C

3
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CLASSIFIEDS
Articles
For Sale

120

240

210

Apertments
For Rent

Miscellanea*

Firewood

520

490

410

Howes
For Rent

530

Ruble
Sale

Services
Offered

Boats
& Motors

Used
Cars

LICENSED for electric,
WAYNE Darnell Marine
InstallaComplete boat and motor, gas, refrigeration
tion and repair Free estirepair and service All work
7203
guaranteed Fiberglass mates 753
specialist Buy, sell or FENCE sales at Sears
trade Used boats motors now Call Sears 753 2310
and trailers Salvage parts
for free estimate for your
1977 CORVETTE Good 1 mile from Murray on Hwy needs
Real
753-4389
condition, $7900
Estate
94E 753-0079
GALLOWAY Roofing Speor 753-5960
GREAT Business Property
cializing in new roots, re510
3 office spaces and recep- 1979 FORD LTD, $550
roofs and tear -offs
Services
tion area Lots of storage Hwy 121 North to Hwy 783,
Guaranteed work
Offered
space on almost 1 acre 2nd trailer on left
502 753 7941
JUST REDUCED MLS
LARGE 2br duplex, lustre-1980 CHEVETTE, runs Al TREE Service Stump GENERAL Repair plumb#3525 Call Kopperud Redecorated No pets Lease
removal and spraying Free
360
$300 OBO
good
ing, roofing tree work
alty, 753-1222
plus deposit, 4375/mo
estimates 753-0906 after
For Rent
759 2547 after 5pm
436 2642
Available Feb
759-1087
759-9816,
753-0495
5pm,
Or Lease
ofREALTY
KOPPERUD
1983 MAZDA 6261.X Tourafter 5pm
GERALD WALTERS
3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur fers a complete range of ing Sedan Loaded with op- AAA Additions Decks
Roofing vinyl siding, paintReal Estate services with a
NEW 2br duplex located on ray for sale or lease
carpentry
siding,
vinyl
tions, 4 cyl . sporty $1900
ing Free estimates 18
wide selection of quality
Northwood Drive Call 753-3293
levelwork, house and floor
753-9761
homes, all prices
753-1266 between
ing, drive-ways 40+ years years experience Local re
489-2267
free
toll
Grand
ask
753-1222,
for
1984 MERCURY
8 00am 5 00pm,
experience Free esti- ferences
1 -800-251-HOME Ext Marquis LS Grey, real mates
Paulette
collect
Call
By Sears
GUTTERING
3711
711L
nice $2350 753-8590
901-2475173
Sears residential and corn
Livestock
NICE lbr apartment some
mercial continuous gutters
& Supplies
PRIVATE Investigato
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
utilities paid Close to uni1985 Z-28, Sharp car ALPHA Builders. Carpen160
D B A Confidential Invest' versity and hospital
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, Good condition, all power, try, remodeling, porches. installed for your specificaHUDSON
Company.
Sad
Home
gationt, Southside Shop
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center $3800 753-6063 after roofing, concrete, drive- tions Call Sears 753-2310
753-4012 or 753-8756
753-5305 das
dles, Bridles & Horse sup
for free estimate
Fumielthme
ping Center, Suite #102
1-502-753-SOLD
ways, painting, mainte4.30pm.
TAKING applications for plies. 753-4545, 759-1823
753-7528 ni.,210s.
Murray,
753-2641.
estimates
Free
etc
nance,
HADAWAY Construction
BUNK beds with mattressection 8 rent subsidized 753-6763.
1986 FORD Tempo, a/c, 489-2303.
450
Home remodeling, paint
ses, $200 firm 753-9691
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- REGISTERED American
FIREWOOD Delivered,
ps/pb, new tires, 72xxx
Farms
270
ing, wallpaper. carpentry
after 6prn
rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts Saddlebred Stallion
painting
remodeling,
trans
ANY
rebuilt
newly
$30. 436-5598
miles,
SerFor Sale
Mobile
floor covering No job too
Hardin, Ky or call vice, $25 and up Negative
& roofing References
$2200 753-6746
LARGE brown velvet OAK, no bark $20 pickedHomes For Sale
small 436-2052 '
EHO
farm,
502-437-4113
acres
ACRE
128
140
759-1110
couch, makes bed
Goggins test and clean cul1986 UNCOLN Town Car
up $25 delivered Murray 14x70 SPRING Arbor 2br,
highmile
8/10
endable
HANDYMAN will do plumbture required on mares
759-9322
436-5560
way frontage Located '4 Good condition Can be APPLIANCE REPAIRS
2 bath, utility room 2x6
ing, electric and carpentry
Horses for sale 753-9390
major
3
Station,
by
Factory
BP
trained
Murray
at
seen
SAVE money at Paschall's
mile
of
South
Hwy 80 on
walls and well insulated
manufacturers Most parts Reasonable rates
S 12th 753-7947
220
Floor Covering vinyl sale
Penny Rd 753-7969
Partially furnished Must
stock, on my truck All 753-0596
in
Call 498-8964, 4 mile from
see to appreciate.
DSMOBILE Ciera. work and parts warranted
acre
60
ACRE
and
44
farm
past
mile
2BR
One
brick.
Muska1
HAULING, yard work, tree
380
Hazel, KY
437-4748
gold, well
farm. '4 mile road frontage
Ask for Andy at The Ap- removal mowing Free esGraves Co. line on 14vy
Pets
If
:1
0
€
LIKE new Fisher Studio 1984 CLAYTON 14x60. 121. Stove and refrigerator
pliance Works, 753-2455
each. Located 4 miles
timates 759 1683
& Supplies
190
standard complete stereo 2br, 1 bath 437-4851
Northwest of Murray city you want
Deposit and references reFarm
SERVICE
APPLIANCE
this
$3400.
it.
is
INSULATION Blown In By
system with CD player,
limits, West of Hwy 641.
quired. No pets. $275/mo. AKC registered female MI
Equipment
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
dual cassette deck, auto- CUMMINGS Meter Poles 489-2440.
niature Poodle. Shots up to 753-7969.
GL. Whirlpool 30+ years ex- Sears TVA approved
FORD
Taurus
1987
heating
date, house broken and
20FT neckover trailer, ex- matic turntable, tuner/ Specializing in mobile
V-6, air, very dean, 68,000 perience Bobby Hopper, Save on those high
460
and cooling bills Call Sears
amplifier with wireless re- home electric services. 200' 2BR small house. Washer, loves kids 753-6127 after
cellent condition 14ft
miles. $4500 753-9761
Homes
436-5848
753-2310 for free estimate
M&W bush-hog, excellent mote, twin speakers with amp. $375. 100 amp $325 dryer, stove and refrigera- 4:30pm.
For Sale
tor included, partially turn
1987 FORD Tempo,
15' woofer, 4' midrange 435-4027.
condition 492-8659
ROY
Service
BACKHOE
KITCHEN CABINET REished. A/C, gas heat. AKITA puppies, AKC, fam- 2BR, 1 bath 3 miles North 4 oor Excellent condition,
and 3' tweeder $600
HILL Septic system, drive- COVERY existing doors &
ily
raised,
$300
S.
521
at
after
Located
753-3348
$350/mo.
2800
280
759-1565.
of Murray on Coles Campways, hauling, foundations. frames with woodgrain for502-642-2539
13th. 753-3018.
5pm
Mobile
ground Road 753-5
etc 759-4664
mica, all colors Free estiPIANO tuning and repair
Homes For Rent
1987 GRAND AM SE
2 OR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff DAISY Grooming. Saturmates Wulff's Recovery
759-9661
finbrick,
concrete
BLOCK,
livingroom,
bath,
1
2BR,
Shores, quiet wooded sur- day, by appointment.
loaded, white, automatic,
Murray 436-5560.
2BR, fully furnished, water
Basements
footishing
diningroom, kitchen, gar- new tires, 5-star rims
roundings, central H/A, ap- 753-7819
ront, available immedi
ings, garages, drives, LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
pliances, carport. Coleman HAVE an obedient, safe age. Newly remodeled, $5500 502-247-6699.
ately. Call John Downs a
walks 30yrs experience
For all your carpet and upnew central gas heat, full
RE, 753-9898.
M.T.G. 753-4000.,
dog for show or home
holstery cleaning, call
basement 1100 Olive St. 1988 CHEVY Cavalier 13yrs in Murray area
Classes or private lessons
4-door, ps/pb, a/c, $4000 753-5476 Charles Barnett
753-5827 Free estimates
2BR No pets 753-9866
3BR, walking distance from Serving Murray for over 753-5603.
753-9644.
DUPONT CERTIFIED for
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Available Februuniversity.
caning
Shemwells
CHAIR
3-4 BEDROOMS, 2Y7
12yrs. 436-2858
LARGE 12x70 w/extension
Stainmaster
753-2480
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
baths, brick, 3 acres, 1988 HONDA Prelude. Antiques 492-8308
on Ve acre lot, 2br, central ary 15.
Excelblue,
Dark
sun-roof.
Diington.
GALLIMORE Electric
Coldwater-Farm
Buildings
H/A, $225 plus deposit
Decks, Patios and Storage
920 NORTH 18th St 2
CH1M Chim Chimney
REGISTERED Chow ning room, plenty of closets lent condition. $8000
Lic.enc.ed for commercial
Hwy
and
carport,
68
Johnathan
bath,
1
bedrooms,
10%
citihas
senior
Sweeps
Welding
Roofing and
and residential Free estiChow puppies. 759-9250. and cabinets Double gar- 436-2081.
Creek 362-7429
w/d hook-up All kitchen
zen discounts. We sell chimmates No jobs too big or
age 753-2223.
furnished
1988 OLDS Calais Interna- ney caps and screens.
ROTTWEILERS 1 male,
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, appliances
small 759-1835
too
753-1266
Call
$400 1 female, $300 3BR, 2 bath, sun room, tional Series 2-door, 435-4191.
electric or gas Walking dis- $395/mo
00arn-5 00pm, 753-5078
8
between
excellent
condition.
Building Farm
loaded,
extras
LITWILLER
many
patio,
fenced
tance to college 753-5209_
ask for Paulette
$ 5 8 50 . 753-4547, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating and residential set-up for
753-3488
435-4612 after 5pm.
and Cooling Service Com- large projects Our busi100
3BR, 2 bath, living room,
plete installation and ser- ness is built on quality.
Business
dining room, oak cabinets, 1989 ESCORT 2-door, red,
Call Gary at 382-2214
vice
Rentals
ceiling fans, beautifully de- am/fm cassette, excellent
759-4754
condition. 753-6840
24x24
NEED your gutters cleaned
ft.
sq.
1750
corated,
20'x30' COMMERCIAL
Roofing and or repaired'? Call 753-0834.
detached garage. 3 miles 1991
DAVIDSON
space on U S 641 North
CHEVY Beretta, 9000
Construction Special
East of Murray. $53,000. miles,
near Shoney's Call John
PAINTING interior and ex
V-6, loaded Never
753-0954_
winter rates 30 years ex- tenor, Quality work. Over
Downs at M T G ,
wrecked or painted Only
guaranWritten
perience
753-4000
20 years experience. Ralph
energy efficient home. $9995. 435-4579
We represent several top rated companies
tee Local references Worley. 436-5625
Stained & Bleached Floors Our Specialty! 38R
FMHA approved. Good loto give you the best possible rates. ben
COMMERCIAL property,
CAR Stereo Installation 753-5812
Modern Dustless Equipment
cation, fenced in backyard.
efits. and service.
917 Coldwater Rd. For753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
753-6063.
4:30.
after
DRYWALL, finishing, re- PLUMBING repairman with
Call
1954
Since
merly Juanita's Florist DeMusic Murray's Alpine Car
MAJOR MEDICAL
pairs, additions and blow- same day service. Call
posit and references reDixieland
Specialist,
Audio
Unbelievable
New.
BRAND
4 companies
INSURANCE
ing ceilings 753-4761
436,5255
quired. Terms and lease
MSU
bath
2%,
from
3br,
block
this
1
Center,
in
quality
7 companies
negotiable. 753-6069.
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
home located on 5 wooded dorms.
Gilbcrtsville, KY 42044
acres. Everything you
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
FOR rent for storage on
Serving the Entire Purchase Area
could want in a new home
your lot, semi-truck trailers
3 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
MLS #3625. Call Kopperud
753-4509
Realty, 753-1222.
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Yam
5 companies
BY owner. Charming older
1900 sq. ft. of storage
LIFE INSURANCE
lot. 1976 FORD Van, depend
corner
on
shop.
home
work
3br
or
or
2
space
4 companies
ANNUITIES
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Electricity, gas heat,
New central gas heat/ able, several new parts,
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
rooms,
loadLarge
and
air.
restrooms
of
electric
any
need
next
you
the
time
I'lease call us
All Types Of:
$1200. 1959 F-100, 80%
of
lots
floors,
ramp.
ing
hardwood
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
restored original. $1600
Woodworking
Custom
closets and built-ins. Large Days 7am-2pm 489-2663
Call Allison Photography
already have their insurance with us and
Homes
New
753-8809
den, can serve as 3rd bedwe appreciate their business.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
r000m. $49,500. 753-5461
Residential - Commercial
-Drop by & see our showroom
after 5pm.
500
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY IBehmd 8e-e-1 Brea0
Used
320
forNEW on market. 4br,
753-5940
753-4199
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Trucks
mal dining room, livinHopkinsyille Federal Say. Bldg.
PHONE: • groom, eat-in kitchen, fam- 1973 F-254, 4wd, as is
Route 1, Box 139D
7th at Main. Murray. Ky
ily room, double garage, 759-4515, 7-9pm
1 OR 2br apts near down502-437-3026
Ky.
42025
Benton,
"Our 29th year of service"
dock, fresh interior. 1715
town Murray 753-4109
Plainview, $96,500. 1983 FORD pick-up
489-2431
759-4697.
Service on all brands: windov. air Londirioners
WELL maintained 3br 1986 % Ton Silverado.
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
home, 1 acre lot w/ Long bed, white, ps/pb,
microwaves - dishwashers. gas & electric ranges
outbuilding and garden cruise control, two tanks,
new tires, excellent condion
miles
5
Approx.
Factory Authorited Repairs For:
spot.
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Valentine's Day!
121 South. $29,500. bon. Arizona truck 76,000
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
436-5288.
$6495.
miles
753-5494 after 5pm.
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
1986 F-150 FORD pick-up,
6 cyl $4500 489-2852 or
489-2121
Motorcycles
1986 GMC SIERRA.
dual wheels, alumi4-door,
1988 YAMAHA Blaste
num running boards,
fiberglass cap, 5th wheel
set-up, dual tanks, 454
automatic transmission,
rust proof, 53.000 miles,
1988 YAMAHA Blaster loaded. Excellent condi624 N. 4th St.. Murray
New front tires All alumi- tion. $9500 firm 436-5230
num wheels $900
Mazda
1987
cab
TWIN
753-8445 after 5pm
$4000 489-2303
Specializing in front wheel drive,
NEW Snow Blades at
overdrive, automatic & standard
ton
'4
4x4,
CHEVY
1988
dealer cost 1/ea for 85-87
435-4214
$7500
transmissions.
Honda Big Red 85-87
TRX- 250
Honda
We Service What We Sell
753-4092
520
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Boats
Auto
1 Motors
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
Servkes
1963 35HP Evinrude $50
ALL auto repair and sand- 4.36-2207
blasting. 759-4836 days.
,
amped
s
a
with
1986 PROCRAFT, 150hp
along
Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only) names & love lines,
436-5322 evenings
Pro-V
Yamaha boat
than
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no more
PvPFAT cprvirp nn all fac411A-2,(17
tory stereos. 18 years pro20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
fessional service and in- 1989 GLASTRON 17'S,
130hp Excellent condition,
stallation on car and home
work, sidewalks & patios covered
concrete
stereos Why settle for less. garage kept 753-6331 af5pm
ter
Remodeling, decks, additions,
brick.
with
Bear's Audio. formerly
World of Sound 753-1107, 1989 LIMITED Edition
a specialty.
Fireplaces
garages.
753-5865
Lazer bass boat 19', 150
Free
Estimates
15 yrs. Exp.
II motor,
NEW bug shields for pick- Mariner Nag
or
1-800-339-4312
527-8275
graphs
flasher,
and
John
Call
and
foreign
ups and vans,
trolling motor
domestic, clear and smoke son 1224
For a Job Done Right Because We
Best offer 753-9810 after
753-1916
Auto
Key
50/ea
$19
tint.
Advertising
Classified
Guarantee Ow Work.
5pm
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
FIREWOOD, green or sea
also feature proof sets.
753-5476
soned
silver dollars, coin and
FIREWOOD for sale We stamp supplies, foreign
cut all year long $20 you coins and paper money
haul, $25 I haul Call Gary See our fine selection today
WATER heaters, electric, Lawrence. 489-2030, in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Cenall double heating ele- 489-2497
ter) and Treasure House
ments 5 year guarantee on
FIREWOOD, $30/rick (Southside Manor), also at
glass lined tank Round
354-6973
Toonerville Trolly Antique
rnQdOls, 30, 40 or 50 gallons Your choice, $13999 FIREWOOD for sale, Oak Store, (in Hazel, formerly
WaIlen Hardware, Down- and Hickory Cut to order the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
town, Pans
474-8086, daytime
and Antiques (Fulton) We
30pm
5
after
753-9808
MATERNITY clothes sizes
buy coins and stamps and
8 and 10 753-9691 after
appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
6Pm
753-4161.
MILLIONAIRES MILtype
anied LIONAIRES, PANG 250
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
Business
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Services
Safe-T Pharmacy.

TRAILER, heavy steel
frame 7x12 wood bed with
rails and lights Heavy axle
and new 13 car Ores Asking, $650 or trade for table
saw or other wood shop
tools 753-0611

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

2BR, 1 bath, city water, 3BR brick in Murray
cable, Almo $220/mo
Fenced backyard, central
$100 deposit 753-8663 or H/A, carport Available Fe
753-8332
bruary 1 Shown by ap
2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex, pointment 435-4186
garage gas heat, apNEAR Hospital 3br, 1 bath
pliances. Michelle Dr Colegas heat, $350/mo
central
man RE, 753 9898
Deposit required No pets
3BR, 2 bath duplex located 753-9567
north side of town Call
SMALL 2br house in Kirk John Downs at M T G ,
soy area 489 2377
753-4000

FARRIS Auction Company 1971 MERCEDES 280 SE,
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer, $2900 753-4389 or
P0 Box 149, Hazel, KY 753-5960
(502) 492-8796/8795 We 1972 DODGE Slant 6
appraise and sell it all
4 door, good transportation, restorable 753-0587

TINIBEIZ
McKnight
& Sons
Sawmill

RJR HOME REPAIRS

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Sanding and Finishing
Bodeau Floor Co.
11,1PIIMMInitrriMMII

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

"Call Don":

362-0160

DAVID SMITH
Construction

McConnell Insurance Agency

APPLIANCE REPAIR

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten,Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
753-6374

=Ft Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement
_

Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.

Murray Ledger & Times
Dept.
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Prince Charles, modern building
critic, starts architecture institute
510

530

4

PLEASE, need any work to
support tamily of 4 Will
work hard tor minimum
wage Have carpenter and
paint tools. small truck Will
move or cover furniture as
necessary 20yrs experience w/excellent references No handouts. Just
opportunity to work any
work No lob too small
492 8869 ask for Pat or
wife
Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
$ame day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency sameday service 489-2525
REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753-8056
REPAIR and refinishing all
types of furniture and aui
Kinds of material and suppies for chairs Chair canning 492-8714
WILL do piumbing installa
bon and repairs All guaranteed 753 4355 753 1134

Services
°flared

Sorties*
Offeed

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
tine of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel, sand, dirt, drive
753 4545
way rock
753 6763
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, reptacement, new
installabon pumping. sew
orb, footings. 1?asements
Backhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515

TENNESSEE River Insulation Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insula
tion All types of insulation.
old and new homes Free
estimates, 9C1-642-9174
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licence& insured Estimate available
759 4690
THE RMALINE Replace
ment Windows Custom
built easy clean Senior ci
tizens discounm 759 4433
after 3pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning servicing $15, most repa.rs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
5
Alma. Open 9-12
Mon -Fri 753 0530

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
YARD landscaping w/20
years experience No fobs
too big or too small
436-5430
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

FREE puppies German
Shepard and Lab
435-4354

LONDON (AP) — Prince Charles, a stern critic of many modern
buildings, said Thursday he is seuing up his own Institute of Architecture to teach the "timeless values.'
"It is in bringing together the best traditions of the past, and the
diverse technological potential of the future, that I hope my institute
may become a crucible in which the architecture of the 21st century
can begin to be forged," the prince said in a statement.
The new institute, funded by anonymous donors and charitable
trusts, opens in October with a one-year foindation course for 150 students from Britain and other countries. The studies will be in addition
to students' full-time education in colleges of architecture or civil
engineering.
The prince has no architectural training but his attacks on the ugliness and lack of comfort of many modern buildings have won widespread public support.
And his position as heir to the throne is influential enough to have
forced the redesign or abandonment of public buildings he has attacked
— at a cost of millions of dollars.
Charles made a splash in 1484 when he denounced a proposed
extension to the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square as a "monstrous
carbuncle." As a result, the extension was redesigned by U.S. architect
Robert Venturi and opened last July.
Charles is criticized by modernist architects, who say his position as
royal heir gives him too much power and privilege. When the prince
compared Colin SL John Wilson's new British Library to a secret
police academy, the architect scoffed at the prince, calling his views a
retreat into a cozy past.
Prince Charles said his institute will not be "merely a school of
classical architecture."
But his preferences show in the two buildings housing his project on
the edge of Regent's Park in London. They were built in the early
1800s by the severely classical architect John Nash.
The University of Virginia, in Charlottesville, Va., has taken a close
interest in the institute and wants to become its "American pillar,"
said Brian Hanson, the institute's director of studies.

Support grows for
splitting California
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Most Californians are against splitting the state in two, but support
for a break up is growing, a poll
has found.
The California Poll found that 67
percent of 1,028 adults surveyed
were against the split. The first
year the California Poll looked at
breaking up the state was 1959,
when 9 percent were for it Support
has increased steadily to a current
25 percent.
The researchers said Southern
Californians rejected the idea by 72
percent to 19 percent, compared
with 59-34 among Northern
Californians.
"People don't think it would
solve the state's problems, and they
think it would be economically
unsound," said pollster Mervin
Field. "They're also concerned it
would represent a break with
tradition."
The telephone poll conducted

Western Kentucky churches aid Russia
them to become involved," Geary
the Paducah church, said his mer Soviet Union.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Six
said.
shipped
box
each
said
Geary
colwestern Kentucky churches contri- church's contribution had been
Each box contains 36 pounds of
churMethodist
by
United
overseas
misdistrict
Paducah
from
national
lected
buted 8 tons of food to a
items including flour, sugar,
staple
he
and
for,
is
accounted
drive to deliver goods to a million sions in McCracken, Graves, Hid- ches
meat, powdered milk
canned
pasta,
fallanything
about
worry
doesn't
Ballard
and
strapped families in the Common- man, Marshall. Carlisle
d soup and fruit
dehydrate
and
ing into the black market
counties.
wealth of Independent States.
juice.
Mosin
people
IwG
been
have
,",We
"Believe it or not, this has
And church officials said they're
"Each one of these is going to a
put together in 10 days," said 'cow who actually monitor the shippositive that the supplies won't end
... the kind of basic things
family
percent
100
Geary, chairman of the Paducah ments — we have
up on the black market.
so rare, that they would
are
that
"This
said.
Geary
ity,'
amazjust
accountabil
"It's
- More than 400 boxes of food, district missions.
in very long lines
stand
to
have
the right
each to be given to a Russian fami- ing the number of people, classes, food is getting into
were available,"
they
if
even
ly, were collected Thursday by the clubs and churches ... who have hands."
said.
Geary said the Russian Orthodox Geary
Concord United Methodist Church helped out. We've just had all
The shipment is scheduled to
asked the United Methodist
Church
."
of
volunteers
effort
kinds
relief
a
of
part
as
in Paducah
in Moscow Feb. 17. Some
arrive
national
the
coordinate
to
Nationally. the goal of Operation Church
by 38.000 United Methodist churpersonal notes to the
contain
boxes
Soviet -Emergency Food Lift is do collection for distribution to the
ches across the nation.
open it
will
who
family
The western Kentucky aid ship- collect 1 million boxes of food. But Russian Republic.
privilege to help
my
been
"It's
Orthodox
Russian
the
when
"So
the
profor
ment was shipped to a central dis- Geary said if support
pack the boxes and glance at the
patch point in Maryland, where the ject in western Kentucky is any Church asked for help, central notes," he said. "It's very heartacross
out
this
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shipment will join others from indication, United Methodist chur- headquarte
touching to see the compassion that
communities across the United ches across the country shouldn't the country to the districts," he
peoplein from the United States
to
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lifted
have any problem collecting food said. "I have simply
States, church officials said.
have."
asked
have
I
and
y
communit
the
forThe Rev. Joe Geary. pastor of for the strapped people of the

Alcoholics extend life with abstinence
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Alcoholics
who quit drinking, even after more
than 10 years of heavy drinking,
can live as long as casual drinkers
or even teetotalers. a new study
found.
Alcoholics who give up drinking
"will literally save their lives,"
said DT. Igor Grant, co-author of
the study to be published in next
week's Journal of the American
Medical Association.
"The message is that people
should never give up trying to stop
drinking," said Grant, assistant
chief of psychiatry at the VA Medical Center at the University of
California. San Diego.
Doctors have questioned whether
alcohol-related damage to the body
is permanent since the discovery'
that alcoholics tend to die younger
than non-alcoholics.

This latest study confirms that 10 to 15 times higher than nonalcoholics can recover physically alcoholics.
The study sought to find out if
and live out their lives, said Dr.
John Sullivan, an expert in chemi- abstinence affects the death rate,
cal dependence at the Francis Scott Grant said Thursday.
"Among alcoholics who were
Key Medical Center in Baltimore.
consistent
'The findings are
able to abstain continuously, their
with my experience and most medimortality rate was no different than
cal professionals' experiences that, their non-alcoholic controls," said
if people do stop drinking, their
Grant, who plans to continue the
chances of survival are quite
study over 20 years.
good," said Sullivan, who also
The study tracked 119 alcoholics
teaches medicine at Johns Hopkins. between 1976 and 1987 recruited at
It's already known that alcoholic the VA Medical Center and Alcomen who continue drinking have a holics Anonymous programs in the
death rate five times that for non- San Diego area and compared them
alcoholics, on average. Research against a control group of 92 nonshows similar findings for alcohol- alcoholic men of similar age, race
ic women.
and education.
The death nsk for the actively
All the alcoholics wereThealthy,
alcoholic man is greater the younalcoholic
ger he is, Grant said. Alcoholic except_ for excessive,
of nearly
average
an
for
drinking
rate
death
a
men under age 45 have

(American Heart Association

Price

By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The discovery that the crop-destroying corn
earworm practices family planning
opens up a whole new approach for
controlling it and possibly other
insect pests, scientists say.
The moth moms among the carworms — also known as the cotton
bollworm and the tomato fruitworrn
— delay sex until the crops they

Now Featuring Frog Legs, Snow
Crab Legs, Fried Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Clam
Strips, Crab Meat In Hot Butter
And Much More Including Soup and
Salad Bar With Crab Meat Salad
and Dessert Bar.

Reg. $10.99

$999
Now

Sunday Buffet

30MB $995.00
60MB 1,595.00
120MB 2,495.00

(Monitor and DOS ectra)

11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Featuring Steamboat Around,Fried
Chicken, BBQ Ribs. Turkey and
Dressing, Baked Ham, Vegetables,
Soup and Salad Bar, and Dessert
Bar.

753-7733

Business Machines Corporation
IBM sad P5/2 are registered trademarks of International

Reg. $699

$599
Now

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Bar
Featuring Country Ham, Bacon, Sault.
age, White & Redeye Gravy, Fried
Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks,
Homemade Biscuits, Fruit & Juice Bar
'We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

Computer Center

$399

FAMILY
LaceYIS RESTAURANT
319 N. Main St. Benton, Ky.

I.
•

"The most I ever won before was
about $80. I hit four-of-six (Lotto
numbers) atIout three times," he
said.
The jackpot is the third largest
prize in the last three months. Two
families split the state's record $42
million prize in the Nov. 6 drawing. Earlier this month, the Kentucky Lottery paid $28 million to a
pool of 12 Louisville real estate
office Workers.
The winning numbers in Wednesday night's drawing were 4, 5,
24, 29, 31 and 36.
Kormelink said he ehecked the
numbers in The Evansville Courier
on Thursday morning, wrote them
on a piece of paper, then checked
them against his quick-pick ticket
and discovered he was a winner.
His wife said she was in the shower when he told her the news, and
she thought he was joking.
"Until right now, I hadn't really
believed it," Mrs. Kormelink said
as she and her husband accepted
the first $266,000 check and tears
filled her eyes.
For selling the winning ticket,
Busler's Truck & Auto Plaza in
Henderson received a 1 percery
commission of $70,000. The
money will be used to pay bonuses
to store employees, a store spokeswoman said.

Corn earworm discovery
s
offers new way to pest
plant parts

Seafood Buffet
Fri. & Sat. 4:00 to 9:00

quantit" 1")

Murray

Does Your Heart Good.

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — An
Indiana sheet metal worker said he
will trade his 40-hour week for a
recreational vehicle and the open
road after winning Kentucky's
fourth-largest lottery prize.
"I'm going buy me a motor
home and just see the country. It
still hasn't really sunk in yet,"
Michael Kormelink, 51, said
Thursday, a day after the Lotto
Kentucky drawing put him in line
for $7 million over the next 20
years.
The winning number was among
10 Kormelink bought on a $5 bet
he mak•fraturdayAli,ght at a truck
stop just across th6 Ohio River
from Evansville, Ind., where he
lives with his wife, Caroline, 49.
"Last year, I made $25,000 a
year as a sheet metal worker.
You're looking at 10 years work
right there," he said as the couple
held a check for $266,000 during a
news conference at the truck stop.
They will receive a check for the
same amount each of the next 19
years.
Mrs. Kormelink said she would
probably follow her husband's lead
and retire from her job at Citizens
Bank in Evansville when she deposited the check there.
Kormelink said he regularly
wagered up to $5 on the lotteries of
Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois.

JANUARY SPECIALS

(While

IBM Model 50 (286)
IBM Model 55SX (386SX)
IBM Model 70 (386/20)

EXERCISE

Indiana sheet metal
worker claims Kentucky
lottery's 4th largest purse

Lacey's Offers
I Delicious Dining
For A Deal!

SPECIAL
IBM PS/2
PRICES
Hard Drive
Size

15 years, said Grant. Among those
men, 101 resumed drinking and 98
did not. Alcoholic drinking was not
defined.
Among the relapsed alcoholics
there were 19 deaths, when statistics would have predicted just 3.83
deaths, the study said. Causes of
death included cancer, heart disease and cirrhosis.
The researchers cautioned that
their study might be nonrepresentative, in part because they
used otherwise healthy alcoholics.

Jan. 13-18 had a margin of error of
plus or minus 3.2 percentage
points.
Calls for division have come
largely from the north, where people in sparsely populated counties
say their interests aren't being represented in the Legislature.
A main promoter of splitting the
state is Republican Assemblyman
Stan Statham from Redding, in
Northern California.
"We've got one quarter of the
state's population saying, 'I want a
new government and I don't care
what it costs me.' People are saying, 'Maybe we should take a look
at this thing," said Mark Powers,
Statham's chief of staff.
Statham is seeking advisory votes by all 58 counties on whether
the state should be split. Nearly
half have agreed to put the measure
on the ballot, tentatively scheduled
for a vote in June.

527-7275

love have produced the
baby earworms thrive on.
Entomologist Ashok K. Raina of
USDA's Agricultural Research Service and colleagues Timothy G.
Kingan and Autar K. Mattoo
reported that finding in the latest
issue of the journal Science.
The females withhold their
seductive pheromone, which males
search out to locate a willing mate.
Thus, mating is timed to the carworms' preference for eating corn
silks and kernels or tomatoes and
cotton bolls instead of the less
desirable plant leaves, Raina said.
The entomologists reported that
ethylene and other gaseous chemicals emitted by corn silks trigger
production of the sex pheromone in
the female moth. An intact tomato
has the same effect.
"In order to have a suitable host
plant for her offspring, she has to
time her mating to the release of
ethylene and other volatile compounds that identify the right plant
in the right stage of development,"
Raina said.
"During evolution, the insect
has developed the ability to associate ethylene with a host plant's
maturity," he said.
The ethylene and other volatile
chemicals are "recognized" by
receptor molecules in the female
moths' antennae — the insect equivalent of a nose. This sets off a
chain of events that results in
release of the pheromone, Raina
said.
The finding opens up a whole
new approach for controlling the
carworm and possibly other insect
pests, Mattoo said.
"Once we understand how the
chemical recognition system works,
it will be easy to develop a chemical analog to block receptors in the
antennae," Mattoo said.
The analog could be sprayed on
crops to prevent females from
releasing their sex pheromone,
which should prevent mating, he
said.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Friday, Jan. 31, the 31st day of 1992. There are 335 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 31, 1958, the United States entered the Space Age with its first
successful launch of a satellite into orbit, Explorer 1.
On this date:
In 1606, Guy Fawkes, convicted for his part in the Gunpowder Plot
againsti, the English Parliament and King James I, was executed.
In 1791, composer Franz Schubert was born in Vienna, Austria.
In 1865, General Robert E. Lee was named commander-in -chief of the
Confederate armies.
In 1917, 75 years ago, Germany served notice it was beginning a policy
of unrestricted submarine warfare.
In 1934, President Franklin D. Roosevelt devalued the dollar in relation
to gold.
In 1945, U.S. Army Private Eddie Slovik was shot by an American firing squad in France, becoming the only American soldier since the Civil
War to be executed for desertion.
In 1949, the first TV daytime soap opera, "These Are My Children,"
was broadcast from the NBC station in Chicago.
In 1990, McDonald's Corp. opened its first fast-food restaurant in the
Soviet Union, in Moscow's Pushkin Square.
Ten years ago: The U.S. government broadcast a 90-minute TV program in support of Poland's Solidarity labor movement. The program,
titled "Let Poland Be Poland," included remarks by President Reagan.
Five years ago: Members of the United Steelworkers union ratified a
contract with USX Corp., ending a six-month work stoppage. Discount
airline pioneer People Express flew its last flights before merging into
Continental Airlines.
One year ago: Army Spc. Melissa Rathbun-Ncaly and Army Spc. David
Lockett were captured by Iraqi forces near the Kuwaiti-Saudi border; both
were eventually released. Allied forces claimed victory against Iraqi
attackers at Khafji, Saudi Arabia.
Today's Birthdays: TV personality Garry Moore is 77. Actress Carol
Changing is 69 Author Norman Mailer is 69. Actress Jean Simmons is
63. Baseball Hall-of-Famcr Ernie Banks is 61. Actress Suzanne Pleshette
is 55. House Majority Leader Richard A. Gephard, D-Mo., is 51. Actress
Jessica Walter is 48. Baseball pitcher Nolan Ryan is 45. Singer Phil Collins is 41.
Thought for Today: "Mystics always hope that science will some day
overtake them.'' — Booth Tarkington, American author-dramatist
(1869-1946).

Ten years ago
Leslie Hopkins, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, was
crowned as Murray High School
Basketball Homecoming Queen.
Her attendants were Rebbie Houston, daughter of Dr. Hal and Lynn
Houston, Kim McCoart, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCoart,
and Mary Burke, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Burke.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County Lakers beat Mayfield Cardinals and Murray High
Tigers beat Marshall County Marshals. High team scorers were Keith
Lovett for Calloway, Jeff Flood for
Mayfield, Ted Duffy for Murray
and David Anderson for Marshall.
Also Calloway County Lady Lakers beat Mayfield Lady Cardinals
with high team scorers being
Rachel Lamb for Calloway and
Marlene West for Mayfield.

Thirty years ago
The Mothers March for Polio
will be tonight, Jan. 31, in Murray,
according to Mrs. Billy Thurman,
chairman for the march.
Donald Dugger, seaman, USN, is
serving aboard amphibious force
flagship, USS Taconic, now in
Mediterranean Sea area.
Harry Allison, James Wisehart,
Taylor Gooch and L.D. Cook Jr.
are new officers of Methodist Men
of South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church.
New officers of Murray Magazine Club are Mrs. J.A. Outland,
Mrs. E.C. Jones, Mrs. O.C. Wells
and Mrs. A.W. Russell who were
elected at a meeting at Calloway
County Health Center with Mrs.
Outland as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes Burkeen
were married for 40 years on Jan.
29.
Forty years ago

Twenty years ago
Members of Murray Municipal
Housing Commission are W.G.
Nash, E.W. Riley, Buford Hurt,
William Hornbuckle and Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Bob Billington talked about "NoFault Automobile Insurance" at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs. James Mowery, Calloway
County Health Nurse, spoke on
"Venereal Disease" at a meeting of
the Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club. She was introduced
by Mrs. Doris Nance.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County beat South Marshall and Murray High beat Farmington. High team scorers were
James Wells for Calloway, Sherman Cothran for South Marshall,
Porter McCuiston for Murray and
Wright for Farmington.

fr1r

An average of $31.58 per 100
pounds was reported for the season
for the sale of dark fired tobacco
on the Murray Market.
H. Glenn Doran will serve as
general chairman of the 1952 Heart
Fund Drive in Calloway County.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Outland, Jan.
25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lee Ross, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenton Broach and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Bogard, Jan. 26; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Collins, Jan. 27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
H.B. Morton, Jam 28.
Marjorie Murphy of the Kentucky Health Department talked
about "Nutrition in Kentucky" at a
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club. She was
introduced by Rezina Senter.
Dorothy Winchester and Neale
B. Mason were married Jan. 1 in
St. Petersburgh, Fla.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I recently bought a
day-care center and am now planning
the grand opening.
I have a wonderful 28-year-old
sister living in a distant state and I
would love to fly 'her here for the
opening. She's terrific with childreno,
and would make a perfect clown
dressed up in costume and makeup.
Sis weighs around 285 pounds;she's
hysterically funny and has a glow
about her that children love.
The problem is that I am not sure
she will be able to fit into a regular
coach airline seat; and I would hate
to have to buy two seats for her.

percent of full fare for second was paid, r A few people even got
away with never paying me.)
seats.
My mom came up with a great
With airline regulations
changing from day to day, you solution. When they would call me to
would be wise to call the airline bahy-sit. I'd tell them they would
from which you will be buying have to leave a $20 deposit. Then
the ticket and ask them the di- when they came home, I'd give them
mensions of its coach seats to the change, if any was due.
Also, sortie people would avoid
determine whether a second seat
is needed.
paying right away by saying, -Oh,
I'm sorry, all I have is a $20 bill. Do
DEAR ABBY: I had the same you have change?'" Backin my babytrouble as"Sitter-in Waiting" when I sitting days, very few, if any teenused to baby-sit as a teen-ager. I agers had change for a "twenty."
hated to ask for my money. and I After that happened a couple oftimes,
sometimes waited for weeks befbre I my mother made sure I always had
change.(Thanks, Mom!'
Abby, tell "Sitter in Waiting" to
be strong, and don't back down'
Y. EVANS, VERNON,CONN.

Maybe one of your readers has had
this problem and has a solution.
ARIZONA SISTER
DEAR SISTER: My office contacted six major airlines:American, Continental, Delta, Northwest,TWA and United. Only one
—Delta— has a weight guideline:
If the passenger weighs more
than 200 pounds, purchasing a
second seat is recommended at a
50 percent discount of the full
coach fare. Northwest offers no
discounts on second seats. Most
of the other airlines discount 50

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DEAR Y. EVANS: I did. And
thanks for the solution to the
"Sorry, all I have is a $20 bill"
excuse. However, the rates for
baby-sitting have gone up considerably since you sat. Today,
they'41 have to leave a $50 deposit.
DEAR ABBY: Can you please tell
me what -first base." "second base,"
"third base"and "a home run" mean?
I am not talking about baseball — I
mean in a relationship.
I need to know, because I feel left
out when my girlfriends talk about
how far they went with a guy.
K.F., MERIDEN, CONN.

CALVIN and HOBBES
ca CAIN
TELL 1-11t41 IT'S
COR DINNER
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DEAR K.F.: Unless the game
has changed since I was a girl,
first base was kissing; second
base, petting above the waist;
third base, petting below the
waist; and a home run meant
going all the way.

Dr. Gott

CATHY
I LEH A POT ROASTI
IN THE OVEN AND
IZ INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED CHICKEN
DINNERS IN THE
FREEZER, CATHY.

THANK57 I MADE LISTS Of
E VE T H(NG YOU'R(
MOM.
OUT Of AND CLIPPED
AND ALPHABETIZED
THE CORRESPONDING
COUPONS FROM THE
NE WSPAPE R

THANKS

Mtn

r

I IRONED 4CUR
8LOUSES, GAVE ELECTRA
A 8ATH, SORTED YOUR
PANT4HOSE, AND LEFT
A NOTEBOOK FULL Of
/484 TIPS ON HOW TO
IMPROVE YOUR RELA11ONSHIP WITH IRON&

r

CATHY'S OVER THE FLU,
BUT SHE NEEDS ANOTHER
TWO OR•15 OFF TO RECOVER
FROM HER MOTHER.
V

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
THHNIIE.FOR THE
1...L'ZI__DE-,MOM I
ARENI- you
)comiNG IN,
MICHAEL!

ACROSS

N1F1H I THINK I'LL SIT
IN THE- Cfig FOR Fl
WHILE FNID FEHDT1-tE
NIHNUFIL

• 4

GARFIELD
AS F'ER YOUR INSTRUCTIONS,
HENCEFORTH,I WILL NO LON&ER
SCRATCHINC, TNE FURNITURE
WITH AALT' CLAWS

_

F‘ND FRETEND
ITS

miNe

1 Combats
6 Repasts
11 Surgical saw
12 Eagles'
nests
14 Sun god
15 Stamp upon
17 UK Princess
18 Emmet
20 Watch faces
21 Mournful
22 Strikebreaker
24 Caustic
substance
25 Apportion
26 Wading birds
28 Toils
30 Tibetan
gazette
31 Mature
32 Come out
. into VI4V1
35 Steeples
38 Small rugs
1111 1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Informer
41 Cavil
42 Fed agcy
43 The Ram
45 Game at
cards
46 As far as
47 Typewriter
rollers
49 Fulfill
50 Highly
serious
52 Package
54 Famed
55 Masts

ABUE
H 111121Cala
REGARD SUMMER
EL DIROCTS CA
AMP GA S. S P E P
SORE WAN MISS
WIDE UUTERS
V I OD S 00A
GALLOP PINT
LATE LAP THAN
ORE EL I AS ARE
OR STARTLE GA
IdIEUR 0 R HORR OU
BEANS
S Tli I N

DOWN
1 Country of
Europe
2 Concerning
3 Suitable
4 Three feet
5 Gastropod
mollusks
6 Marla —
7 Morays
4

7

8

5

12

11

.-

16

15

14

,
18

23

22

PEANUTS

20

19

24
V

28

28

FORTY-THREE AND NINE, AND
TWENTY-SIX, AND THIRTEEN,
AND FIFTY-SEVEN ...14MM

35

32
38

29
31

30

/39 40

16 Spring month
19 Goals
21 Indefinite
number
23 Peasants
25 Former
NBA-er
10 111
9
8
Johnson
27 Scold
13
29 Circuit
32 Sends forth
17
33 Dark red
34 Commission
35 Soaks
21
36 Wears away
37 Spindle
25
40 River island
43 Egyptian
dancing girl
44 Break
suddenly
47 Fondle
36 37
48 Sp woman
51 Behold'
. II
41
53 Chromium
symbol

8
9
10
11
13

Exist
XVII x III
Staid
Rubbish
Takes one's
part

116
"

42

49

46
50

51

52

53

55
IIII

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 60-yearold woman diagnosed nearly two
years ago with osteonecrosis of both
hips. I've had total right-hip replacement and wonder how long it will be
before the other hip must be repaired.
Can osteonecrosis develop in other
bones as well and cause more problems than I already have?
DEAR READER The term -osteonecrosis" refers to destruction of
bone, resulting from infection, poor
circulation or wear-and-tear. In the
hips, age-related damage to the joints
often leads to necrosis (severe damage) of the hip bones, causing pain.
stiffness and immobility. While the
initial treatment of these arthritic
changes includes anti-inflammatory
drugs and physical therapy, advanced
cases may require hip replacement.
There is no hard-and-fast rule
about when arthritically destroyed
Joints should be replaced.. When the
patient's independence is irrevocably
compromised (pain at night or needing a cane to walk), surgery often
seems to produce miraculous results:
Walking and other activities become
possible again.
In your situation, the left hip can be
replaced when you become fed up
with suffering from pain and lack of
mobility. You may choose to wait several years — or. more likely, the success of the right-hip replacement may
encourage you to have the second operation sooner rather than later.
Although osteonecrosis can affect
any bone or joint, it is — for practical
purposes — almost always confined
to weight-bearing joints, such as the
knees and hips. Should yotr develop
the affliction in your other joints (the
knees, for example). you will have to
go through the same decision-making
process. you may eventually choose
knee replacement, too.
DEAR DR. GOTT A friend recently told me that horse shampoo and
conditioner is good for human hair
and that horse hoof hardener is great
for strengthening fingernails. I'm
ready to try it but would first like
your opinion of any long-term
damage.
DEAR READER I'm not much
good at endorsing veterinary products for humans, except that I know
many farmers swear by Bag Balm for
chapped hands. Horse shampoo probably won't hurt you; in fact, it may be
better for your hair than some of the
commercial goop sold by fancy stores
for human use. With respect to hoof
hardener. I have no opinion.
The subject of veterinary products
and their use in the home is one that I
find fascinating I'd be grateful to
readers who share with me their experiences with suchproducts I often
am queried about this topic and would
like to know more.

•
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Obituaries
Mrs. Willie Mae (Billie) Smith
Mrs. Willie Mae (Billie) Smith,
80, of 1625 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, died today at 4:15 a.m. at
her home.
She was the widow of Woodrow
Smith.
A member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, she was retired
from Boone Laundry & Cleaners
and from Food Services at Murray
State University.
Born Nov. 8, 1911, in Dickson,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Wilks Mathis and Manic Irvin
Mathis.
Mrs. Smith is survived, by three

Ernest Madrey

•

The funeral for Ernest Madrey is
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
1 1. Churchill Funeral Home. John
.le and John L. Hicks are offi::-g Jerry. Bolls is directing the
scr\ce
,.:'),•raers are Danny Alexan. - Don Roach. Jeri Scarbrough.
Boggess. Barton Jones,
Mane and Max Madrey.
C. 1..MCS Brandon, James
Janes Thurmond, James
Kelly Crouse. Johnny
"K [cr. F.Iyin Crouse. Lloyd
Gene McDougal, GerJ7T1r1
.
Howcil Clark and Billy
h
•
follow in Murray
• (',27r.:CR.
Madrev, 77. Rt. 1. Murray,
ded edhesdav at 11:30 a.m. at
Ceh...7.J.1 Hospital. Niem,, 1cr.m.
his v.ife, Mrs
Madre, one
gnter. Mrs. Kathleen Fisher and
, Donn. and three grandFisher, Chase
C'ann,rig Fisher, all of
,,:4eral nieces and

William Andrew Crump, 97,
Hardin. died Thursday at 5:15 p.m.
at Henry County. Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn. His death followed a
long illness.
His wife. Mrs. Nadean Crump.
died in 1972.
Of Baptist faith, he was a retired
farmer and prohahly the oldest
known living person from the Land
Between the Lakes.
Born Aug. 3. 1894. at Golden
Pond, he was the son of the late
William Sherman Crump and Nancy Elizabeth Meredith Crump.
Survivors inclede three daught-

ktveslmenfs Since 1854
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Oil Slant

"Afropop Worldwide" joins the
of 91.3 FM, WKMS, Murschedule
sons, Eugene Osbum and wife.
nights at 11. "Afropop
Friday
ray,
Bill
S.C.,
ia,
,
Columb
Frances
Osburn and wife, Ann, Murray, and Worldwide" celebrates African music
Neal Osbum and wife, Rosemary. and its cousins abroad in places such
Las Vegas, Nev.; one sister, Mrs. as Brazil, Colombia, Haiti, Cuba,
Ruth Creech, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Paris, London, and America. Georges
six grandchildren, three great- Collinet hosts.
Worldwide"
With "Afropop
grandchildren.
Kentucky
West
the
to
brings
2
at
WKMS
The funeral will be Sunday
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral region what Time Magazine calls
Home of Murray. John Dale will "perhaps NPR's liveliest offering...buoyed by the wide knowledge,
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray melodious voice and infectious enthusiasm of 'Georges Collinet"
Memorial Gardens.
The Los Angeles Times reported
Friends may call at the funeral
that,"Afropop Worldwide" presents
home after 4 p.m. Saturday.
-everything from Nigerian juju and
Zaircan soukous to mbalax from
Senegal and makossa from Cameroon
ers, Mrs. Thelma Bennett and Mrs"' as well as African-influenced music
Effie Dugan, Bethalto, III.. and from South America, the Caribbean
Mrs. Floy May Smith, Paducah: 'and Europe."
Host Collinet, a native of Cameone sister, Mrs. Audrey Franklin,
Murray; 14 grand.children; 29 roon in West Africa, is one of the
the Afrigreat-grandchildren; 30 great-great- hest-knou broadcasters on
for 25
U.S.
the
in
.43ased
continen
can
grandchildren; three great-greatyears, Collinet produces and hosts
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 French and English language Music
p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin programs with an estimated listening
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. audience of more than 80 million
Africans. A warm', relaxed music
Randolph Allen will officiate.
Burial will follow in Matheny enthusiast, Collinet worked with AfriCemetery in the Land Between the can musicians in Paris during the
- 1970s and early 1980s, supporting
Lakes.
• Friends may call at the funeral their efforts to retain African roots in
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday). their music and to develop,a distinctive, professional sound. Collinct also
hosts two television shows broadcast
to Africa.
WKMS is a National Public Radio
er, Mrs. Ailene Greene and husband, Ronald, Murray; three sons, affiliate, broadcasting NPR's premier
Morning Edition and
John Earl Hodge and wife,,Lynn, news programs
red, in addition to
Conside
Things
All
Morristown, Tenn., Martin Keith
,
Paducah
Hodge and wife, Bonnie,
and Michael David Hodge and
wife, Diana, Murray; one brother,
Clifton Leidecker, West Chester,
Pa.; 14 grandchildren.

William Andrew Crump

ERNEST MADREY

•

African music program
joins WKMS schedule

adoo-og mews kr rho rocs
,
-oos.artl .rorts •
.•,&^!'.. Ions• a norms nslostr ofis cm*
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performance programs like Marian
McPartland's Piano Jazz, Marlin
Goldsmith's classical music show Performance Today, and others. WKMS
publishes regular program reminders
to contributing
Fwrhieiiciltd
led information, call
or more
s.a4Fernai
(502)762-4359.
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Mrs. Rozena E. Hodge
Services for Mrs. Rozena E.
Hodge will be Satiaday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home. Paducah. The key. Dave
Famhrough and the Rev. Tom
Lou,s will officiate. Burial will follow in Mt Kenton
Cemetery, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Hodge. 71, of Old HusharnS Road. Paducah. died Wednesday at 9:25- a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
Su7vivors include her husband,
(Buck) Hodge: one daught-

Walter's Pharmacy

Seeded winter
wheat harvest
area declines

Museum closed
due to high
asbestos levels

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
seeded area for harvesting winter
wheat in 1992 is 50.2 million acres,
down 2 percent from 1991, according to the Agriculture Department.

WASHINGTON (AP)- The
Smithsonian Institution's
National Museum of American
History will remain closed today
after more than a thousand people were evacuated because of
asbestos levels.
"I made a decision that we
get everybody out of there,"
said museum Director Roger
Kennedy. "Most people think
we should be open, think we
should never have closed, but I
said the hell-with it. My position
is, we don't take chances with
people's lives."
Smithsonian spokeswoman
Linda St. Thomas said 945 tourists and 350 gaffers were evacuated from the museum
Thursday.
Unacceptably high levels of
asbestos were detected in the air
near a fourth-floor work site
Where insulation was being
removed, officials said.
But St. Thomas said an air
handler, a unit that helps circulate air through the building,
was shut down at the time, and
it was impossible for contaminated air to have reached public
areaf the building.
museum, on Constitution
Avenue will remain closed
today while environmental specialists attempt to deal with the
problem.
The Smithsonian has spent
more than $6 million in the past
decade to remove asbestos, usually found in insulation, from its
15 museums on the Mall and
elsewhere. Asbestos has been
blamed for causing lung cancer
and other severe and often-fatal
respiratory ailments.

By Sept. 1. about 2 percent of
the acreage was planted and by
Dec. 1, 98 percent had been
planted. the Agricultural Statistics
Board reported this month. Most of
the remaining acreage to be seeded
was in California, Texas and the
Southeast.
Hard red winter wheat totals
35.3 million acres, down slightly
from last year.
Soft red winter wheat, at 10.6
million acres, was down 7 percent
from last season. Area seeded to
white winter wheat is expected to
total 4.30 million acres, up 5 percent from 1991.
Arizona and California growers
intend to seed 140,000 acres of
1992 crop durum wheat, the board
reported. "This is up 92 percent
from the 1991 planted acres for the
two states," it said. "California's
acreage is up sharply, apparently
because durum is fairly tolerant to
the new strain of whitefly infesting
southern parts of the state."
Rye seeded for 1992 is expected
to total 1.59 million acres, down 5
percent from 1991.

DON'T YOU WANT
TO HEAR EVERY
WORD YOUR
GRANDCHILD
HAS TO SAY?

Capsule
Summary
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

•

Buy Any Large Pizza,(u Regular Price)
Get A Medium Pizza or.
ik 'Not good
Dessert Pizza

For Only

Aquatic Therapy
Speeds Recovery
Whether recovering from an
injury or surgery or overcoming the limitations of
disease, working out in water can be helpful. Walking,
running, jumping, and moving the arms is much easier
in buoyant water than on
land. Therapists find that it
helps athletes recover faster from injury, allows those
who have had back or knee
surgery to regain use faster,
and provides people with
arthritis with a chance to
exercise with minimal pain.

99

with any
other special

'Original Crust 'Same Number
of Toppings or Less
'Special Good Thru 2/6/92
•

•

Jumbo Order of Cheesticks
Plus...2 Large Drinks

$499
Only
'Must present coupon
when ordering
'Special Good Thru 2/6/92

DINE-IN, PICK-UP, FREE DELIVERY

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
accepi Be Cross Brue Stasid
PCS and otters

Chestnut St.

753-6656

INVENTORY SALE

ALL WINTER MERCHANDISE*

Ow Best Invesitornt Is You.
*i•v. W L,0‘. Pc •owes •ost w•wc

1/2 to 2/3

For Complete
Diagnostic
Services &
Hearing Aid Sales

.
I

HOG MARKET

CALL

Off

Tony Milliano, MA
Dept. of Audiology

*Winter Coats 1/3 To 1/2 Off

Morgan-Haugh
Clinic
220 W. Walnut - Mayfield

44

Downtown, Murray

247-8100
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All stores will close at 4 p.m. Friday for Inventory

